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ABSTRACT

*.

- 'This study was. conceived in response to current interest on

the part of educational policymakers at, all levels-inpromoting
fdrmal collaborative arrangements among educational agencies as a
means to support substantive improvement efforts. At the same time,
there-exists a marked scarcity of information about existicollab-
orative arrangements in education; this factor further served to.
inspire the present Study. three majOrsobjectives of the study

%were: 1.) to identify the variety of collabOrative arrangements in
education in one-region.of California; 2) to develop, a systentfor

Classifying the arrangements into predominant patterns Or types
which' illuminate the policy-relevant characteristics in the arrange-
ments; and 3) to. develop descriptions of the basic features of each
type of arrangement.

Ap

Thirteen counties.known as the Greater San Francisco Bay Area
were chosen a$ the study area. Arrangements were identified through
interviews with staff in the California'State Department of Education
and in the 13 county offices of education, and through collection and
review of documents such as directories of school improvement pro-

. grams; dissemination- networks, and consortia. riescriptive data about
thearrangements were gathej'ed through field and telephone.interviews
with arrangement coordinators and review of arrangement,documents and
records supplied by respondents. Interview relpondenfs were asked to.
describe their arrangements in terms of ftve,dimensions: histdry;
-environmental context; structure; operations; and outputs.

A nine-cell classification system Was developed from two dimen-
sions derived from the history andcontext, of the arrangements: the .-

legal status of the improvement effort (mdndated, enabled,: freestard-
ing);'and'the legal status of the arrangement -itself (mandated,
enabled, freestandingl.

41.
.

Several, unexpected findings emerged. Fir$t was the large number
of arrangements identified - -103. Second was the frequency with which
educetional organizations participated in arrangements: the range of
freqUency'was'between one and 18 arrangements; 67 percent of the 409 1

educational agencies identified participated in two Pr more. Third,
all of the 231 Bay Area.sdhool districts were engaged in at least
one artangement,.and:90..percent were in tWo or more. These findings
indicate mueh more frequent forMal connection among educational
organizations than has been previously assumed or identified.
Howevet!, when the arrangements'were arrayed across seven of the nine
subclasses, the'majority.(86WwasJound to rely heavily, on state
or federal regdirements,?ant/or resources as the catalyst for their,
initiatidn and continuation: .This',suggests that the frequency and
strength of the cohnecttons may diminish in proportion to the
strength akd frequentyff external catalysts.

1

, For research, the Implicatiops,are to identify: 1) the critical,
minimum,external incentives, neceisary to encourage collaboltion in
the f

*

ace oralm istcertain declinng.externaliresources; an 2) the
.

,

.

A s 0



essential fbatures and incentives for collaboration without external

motivation. For polioymakers who wish to promqte collaboration, the

implgcationA are:. 1) to focus on building' collaboration requirements

into externally supported programs;'and 2) to identify and provide

positiye sanctions for exemplary freestanding collaborative efforts.

O

*
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EXECUTtVESUMMARY

In the United S'ta'tes, publiC education is a local function, a state

responsibility, vid a concern of the federal, government. Consequently, ,

legislative, administrative, and judic4a1 agencies -11,,well as educa-

,

IloKal agtncies, professiohal associations,'

c
epublic interest groups

at all levels hare an interest in the public
0

A -

thisinterest includes provfsiop of gener

support; promulgation of laws, Ilegulat

of information, Materials, technical assi

chools. Among other things,.

and categorical financial

and,orders; and Provision

e, and-other forMs of

guidance or support. While the focus of much of this effort is on "main-.

tenancen of schools, a small but important portion of the effort is con-

p

cerned with "school i(Provement," that ig, with efforts directed toward '

changing the structure, functions, curriculum content, staff capabil-
1

ddcision making participation, or Other aspects of scholls in

ways that may make them more responsive, effecti've, efficient, or

equitab

This study represents a portion Of larger effort, supported by

the Research and,Educational Praciied'Unit of the National knstifute of

Education,'to'develqp a Nprecomprehensive understanding of how various

types of educational organizations relate to one another in accomplishing

school improvement projects.

The purpose of the study is to explore, map, and 'describe formal .

dissemination and school- imphvement linAges among educational organi-

zOions, and to,develop descriptiveAanalytic frameworks for description

and analysis of interorganizational:arrangemints.
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The immediate,object4ves-of this Study were:

To-identify withina sizabJe geographic area the variqty of
interorganizaiiorlIra'rra0ements that support school qMprove-

,

ment efforts.

To identify, descri6, and analyze examples of predominant
types' of i-nter.organizational arrangements in terms of their ,

his'tory, context, structure, orations, and outcomes:.

-

To examine the nature and extent-of,key factors that

influence the establishment and continuation of effective

interorganizatidnal arrangements.

To identify'and assess present and potential strategies for

establishing and continuing effectiye inter ganilational
..

i Arrangements. .

Thirteen counties identified by .t ifornia State Department of

Education as the Greater San Francisco Bay Area were chosen as the study

-_area. ,The study area contains a population approaching six million per-
-,

_sonS; it includes, 231 public School districts with .approximately two

thousand sch9ojs and one million pupils.

Interorganizationai arrangements were identified through interviews

with staff in the California StateDepartment of .Education and in the

13 County Offices of Education, and through collection and revieW,of

- document's such ag directories of, gcho 1 improvement programs, dissemina-
,

don network,17and consortia. Destriptive"data about the arrangements

were latheredsthrough,field and telephone interviews with arrangement >

coordinators and review of documents and records supplied by respondents:

A
4tespondents were asked toldescribe'their arrangementt in terms of five

dimensions: history; environmental context; structure or organizations;

}operations or interaction processes; outputs or activities.

A nine-cell classification system was developed from two factors

.

derived from the history and context of the arrangements: the legal

status of the improvement effort (-mandated, enabled, freestanding); the

10
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legal status, oPthe arrangement itserf (ma:ndated, enabled' freestanding).

Sever4 unexpected` findings emerged. First was the large number of
. ,

'arrangements identified- -103., Second was the frequency with which educa7

tional organizations parVcipated in 'arrangements: the rangy of frequency

_was between one and 18,arrangeinents; 67% of the 469 educational agencies.

identified participated in two or more arrangements. Th11%1, all' of the

'231 Ba'y Area school districts were engaged at least One arrangement,

And 90% W-eee.in two more. These findings indicate much more frequent

formal connection' among_ educationaI organizations than has been previously'

assumed or identified. .*-
.
When.the 103 arrangements were classified, no arrangements were found

for two of the subclasses: a) mandated arrangements supporting a free-
. .

standing school improvement effort and b)'enabled arrangements supporting

a freestanding improvement effort. For mandated and enabled arrangements,

over three:quar"ters ,of the arrangements felt into the subclasses that

, / supported the opposite class of improvement effort. That is, most man-.

dated arrangements supported enabled implovenient efforts, and most enabled

11
arrangements supported mandated improvement efforts. Oyer half of the

103 arrangements belonged to one of ,the four subclasses which there
,

was joint external influence, mandated or enabled, on both the arrange-,
ment itself and the school improvement,effort the arrangement supported.

Arrangements based on mandate or enablement =of the arrangement, itself or

of the imprdvementeffort they supported accounted for 8,6 percent' of all,

arrangements. Only 14 'percent of the arrangements were freestanding ar-
,
pangementS supporting freestandi ng improvement effort. These findi ngs

strongly suggest that. some form of external §timulus significantly

affects the formation of the great majority of\ al l these school improve-

ment focused interorganizational arrangements.

1. I
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Organizatio ns participating in
/
the 103 arrangeMent totaled 485.

Si-xteen perceilt were non-educational,agencfes, each of which participated

. , .

in only one arrangement. The remaining 84 percent of the organizations
. .

were group ed in seven srgaQizational types: school districts, County'
._. ,..

. P

offices of education, instigations of higher educ4Von, research and
.,, .

develOrient agencies, State departments of education, "other" educe-
.

tienal agencies, and organizational arrangements per se (that'partici-
.

pated as members of yet other arrdngements). fk
0

School districts and county offices -are the most frequent partici-

'4

pants. Schbol, districts participated in 90 of the'1031arrangements, dis-

tributed throughout tut' seven subclasses of arrangements. Moreover, all

of the arrangements in five of tbe'seven subclasses-had at least one

participating school district. County offices are xepresented in 59

arn.angements. They participate'in all of the freestanding arrangements

supporting freestanding imprOvement efforts and inmost of the arrange-
,

ments supporting mandated improvemerit efforts.

Of the other organizational types, only institutions of higher educa-

tion 'are represented in as many as five of the seven subclasses of arran-

gements. Nowever,.they appear in only 26 of thefINarrangements and are

represented most heavily in mandated arrangements supporting enabled im-

provement effbrts. R&D agencies are represented only in arrangements

supporting enabled improvent efforts.-
Among the 103 arrangeMents, 20 different combinations oftypes of

organizations were found. The combination Of schbof districts and county
1 1

offices account for almost 40 percent of the irrangements._- Nearly three

, ,fourths of ail arrangements are made up of one,of,these four na-

tion :

4.1!

.1) school districts only, 2) schbbl districts and county offices,
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3) school districts andfnstituIfons of higher education; and 4) schOol
-:. ' . .

districts and R&D agencies. Maridated arrangements tend to involve school

distriCts working with R6.agencies,'institutions of higher education, or

..

county offices. Most of the enabled arrangements are' .composed of either,
.

.1

school districts and Bounty offices or schoeq 'districts alone. The MoS1

frequent coiribination of orginiiations,in freestanding:arrangements con-
. . .s.

sist of school districtsand 'county offices.
o

Most of the tnterorganizational arrangemesnts have fewerkri ten

member organizations: Almost half have only two td four members, and

nearly one quarter have five to nine members. Most agencies collabo -t

rating in an arrangement are located either in the same county or in

.contiguoTs counties.
I

This census of interorganizational arrangements supporting school,

improvement effort;'in the Greater San FranCisco Bay Area suggests several

points that may be of interest to policy makers.

-4-1? Participation in such arrangements seems to be far more prevalent

than might be expected. Every one of the 231 school districts participate

in NO or more .4rringements, and 12 of the-13 county offices participate

irl-ive-or_more arrangemehts..

2. Educational ageircies collaborate in formal interorganizatjonal

arrangements most often when there-As some eXternal stimulus',.v*a mandate

or enabement, that affect-5 the _arrangement itself, the improvement effort,

or bath.

3. Participation by type of.organizattonis profoupdly'affectedby

the status
.

of-the'school improvement effort that is -spppotfed.by-the gran-
.

. %gement. School districtseafid_county offices tend to be virtually the

only members of mandated arrangements supporting mandated improvements.
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But when a mandated arrangement supports an enabledsimpt:ovement efort,
, ,

..there_iS typically abroad range Of organiz-ations that may p icipate.

,

4. EduCational organizations form arrangements With oth
4.

agencies
7'

. 7 cf ...

that are geographically close. Usually members af the arrangement are

.

located in the same or in contiguous, counties .. Perhaps partially for
. .4

this reason, most arrangments tend to have fewer than ten members.

The study provides Much detailed information concerning the history,

context, structure, opeeation,, and outputs Of arrangements typifying
..

,

.

each of ,the s'even classes of arrangements identified in the Greater San

Francisco 'Bay Area.

' 0

4

The study closes with-a- discussion of implications for research and

theory, and implications for policy:

Research implications are OiScussed in terms of five broad .

estiots:

, Under what circumstances are formal collaborative
arrangements most appropriate tosupport improvement
efforts? . .

'41 What, if any, are the critical distinctions between-
externally supported and .freestanding collaborative
efforts in areas other than the legal or externally
supported status of the improvement project and the

arrangements

What actors contribute'to the useful continuation of
formal *collaborative efforts when external support or
requirements are reduced or...eliminated?

What are the -"natural". variations
,

in coupling within

anciamong.educational organizations engaged in colla-
.borative improvement efforts?

What factors contribute to the tendency of some organ-

izations to repeatedly lead or join in the formation of
collaborative arrangements as opportunities or require-..
ments arise or change

/.
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Policy implicatiops are considered in

What aremthe possible consequences
of collaborative arrangements?

c

terms of three issues:

of the proliferation

a What factors-may contributeto the marked differences in

combinations of organizational types that support the
different classest'of arrangements!

7 ,

How can state and federal poiicymakers continue to pro-

mote collaborative efforts given: a) the heavy reliance
on external resoOcces for IOAs; and b) the ati certain

..reduction in state and federal resources for cation
over the next few years? -

1
1.3
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I. I6TRODUdTION

.Background*

The Dissemination and Utilization Studies component e Educa-
,

tional Dissemination Studies Program,(EDSP) conducts research designed

1

4

to-provide;new knowledge about how improvement-oriented change. occurs'

in schools and how policies an admtnistrative and technical procedures

instate, intermediate, and,,,,local education agenciessupport-these

changes.

As part of this revearch; the present stu is an exploration Of

. .

the formal collabbrative arregements through wh'ch edbcational organi-
,

zations,work together and vgth"other types ofyrganizations to support

school' improvement efforts. The purpose .of the study is to explore and

map formal dissemination!and'school improvement linkages among educa-
,

tiorral organizations, and ioodevelop 'conceptual and descriptive/analmt4

frameworks for description'and analyst's of intgrorganizational arrange--
4

m
_ments. Thus, two overallviong:range objectives guided.the siudy:

.,

4--Tosollect ankanalyze information about organi2ational

arrangements and personal linkages within and between edu-
cational organizatjon§ that serve to comnicate knowledge
'and needs for knowledge-pertaining to school improvement.

To developla concen,tual framework and appropriate method-

,ology for providingpolicyand planning "intelligence"
about activities; structures, norms, reward systems, etc.
in'key types of:educational agencies and configurations
of agencies that, will improveunderstanding of present

and potential capabilities to, perform school improvement-
epted dissemination and technical-assistance activities.

ti
5

* Detailed background'is.presented im.the EDSP 1979 Technical Proposal

(Hood and Cates, 1979e,kpp: 33-50), in EDSP-Quarterly Reports (Hood
and Cates, 1979b;,,HogdYCates, and McKibbin, 1979C, 1980a, 1980b),
and in Cates, McKibbin; and Hart (080).

1

4
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' ,

However, the exploratory nature of the study suggested the fol)bwing

more immediate and-more. feasible objectives:
'

To identify ;the variety of interorganizational arrange- .
.

ments that 44port'sdhool improvement efforts.
,

, To identify describe, afid analyze examples of predomi- ,

nant types, of interorganizational arrangements in terms
of their history, cont ext, structure; operatittnse and
outcomes. :

To examine'the nature and extent of key factors that --
Influence the establishment and continuation of
effectiv.e interorganizational arrangements. ,

To ideiltify and assess present and potential strateg es
for establishing and continuing effective interorgani-
zationalarrangemenes.. 4

We selected this focus for`thestudy after review of preVious EDSP

Arstudies* and discussions with theADS7P-adyisory panel and staff in the
t

Research and Educational Practice unit of the National Institute of Edu-,,

cation (NIt) indicated two areas of-concern such a study might addres .

First, at al 1 levels of, educational- agencies;
V

there is a growing in rest

in and participation in conaborativeefforts both 1) to avoid unneces-
.

« sary duplication 'of effort in improyeMentosupport activities and 2) to
,

VA
4 - /

. extend or mu4iply the limited resources available to provide improvement
k. /

support: "'The same studies and discussions also revealed as significant
...-,

- lack of conceptual, descriptive, and analytic information about formal

interorganizatipbal.arratigenients (I0As) in education that would be help-

ful to sponsors'or partici.pants either in planning and desiining ar-
,
- rangements or, in carrying out the ,arrangements. Secon

d 'i
Hood (1978a,

. .,
1978b) in particular, pointed-to the examination of linkages among,.

;

* fiutler)and Paisley, 1978; Cates, 1979; Emrick and Peterson, 1978;
Hodd, 1978a, 1978b, 1979a; Hood-and Cates, -1978; hood and Chow, 1978;
Latta and Clark, 1978;,,Paul, 1978b; Pritchard, 1978. .

.1 cr.
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. organizations participating in I04s_as one means of identifying rand

assessing patterns of dissemination capacity within a state. This study

, .

is designed to be responsive to these concerns by providing poli:c,ymak'ers.

and participants with a first level of relevant descriptive information:

: LOGICAL STRUCTURE

Although the prOcedures to'be employed, in the study will be pre-

sented in the following section,-several_ eleMents that pro'wide the foun-.
. -

dation for the study require separate explication. These'elements in-
,

clude: the policy orientation of t,bp study; the definition and limita-

.

tions of selected key terms; and the choice of method for conducting,

the study and presenting its results.

Policy Orientation 45-

The-study l,s shaped by concerns for the information needs of-policy-
,

makers and planners who might promote collaborative arrangements among

_educational agencies as a means of supporting substantive improvement

effrks. The findings al-e expetted to have direct orindirectapplica-

bility in formulating or implementing policy decisions to prtomote col-

laborative support mechanisms.

Definit4ns and Limitations

Interorganizational Arrangement. An inter-Organizational arrange-

.1

ment (I0A) is defined as a'formal collaborative arrangement of some en-

during significance between or among two or more permanent organizational
-

The(tem. -"interorganizational arrangement" is used to.distin-

guish the Focus and unit of analysis of this study from those associated

1
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4

`with of"r frequently used terms. For example, although Stern (1979)'

and Benson (1975) have used "interorgani/ational 'network" to refer to .

organizational units and linkages between them, "network" is also com-

monly applied to relations or linkages between individt)als or groups'

.outside the context of organization§ (e.g:, Miles, 1978; SaragOn, et al:,

1977). The term "organizational set" (Evan, 1966) is defined as tho'se

organizations significant to the functioning of a focal organization

and,with whichthe focal organization frequently interacts. The concepts

,

of this definition are at once too broad and too narrow. The notion of

"set" is too broad in that it can include most of the organizations

with which a f6cal organization interacts and does not differentiate

among particular arrangements (or boundaries of arrangemehts) in which

the focal organization mayarti.cipate.- It is too narrow in that .

interpretations of interactions are usually oriented to their implida-
,

tions for the focal orgapization rather than for the structure and

interaction 9f, the IOA itself. The terms "interorganizgtional field"

(Warren,1975)"and "interorganizational collectivity" (Van de Ven, et

al., 1975) are likewise too broad by virtue of the range and number of

organizations. included in the "field" to be studied. However,the unit

-of analysis of the field or collectivity isparallel to the emphasis of

this study: namely, the collectivity or IOA as a single unit.

Formatcollaborative arrangement refers to an official, regularized

agreement to "do something together." The emphasis on collaboration elim-

inates *arrangements, howeVer formal, Which can be characterized primar-

ilya53 purchase agreements for materials, supplies, services.

13
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: Om-nduring significance is specified to distinguish the

^r:

5

.

arrangements ,to be' examined from those that are periodic or one-time,

,shortterM effortgf.-'

-Permanent organizational entities emphasizes that organizations,

rather than individuals or social 'groups, are participants in the

arrangement. :.In addition, the term "organizational entity" acknowledges
ps

the Possibility, even the:likelihood', that although the arrangement

officially may be between the larger organizations (e.g., a local

education agency and an R &D laboratory), the interaction and implemen-

tation of the arrangement may rest primarily 'with subunits acting, as

official representatives of their respective organizations (e2g.,,,

the stiff deve-opment unit, in a local education agency.and a,specific

project in a research and development laborato6).

. School Improvement.Efforts. Th arrangements to be-examined are

further limited by specifying that they' for the purpOse of exchange

or delivery of knowledge and/Or other resourc s iff-support of -school
,

-
. -,,,

.

improvement efforts. 'Thii specification is intended to clarify the

boundaHes-of the'arrangement and emphaese that the analysis is aimed

at what Benson (1975), Aldrich (1979),-and Steh.(4979) have called the

'letiel of "action sets" Is .subsystems of organizations that interact for

, explicit purposes. ar

4,

4.

'The-delimitation.in this study is-consistent with the general-- bound- %stir

aries set for the Educational Dissemination Studies Program as a whole.-

The focus is on the practite improvement areas ofeeihentary and second-
- .2.,

,ary inst-ruction and curricilum. This excludet post-secondary and con-
.

tfhtling education.' It also- exctildes from primary consideration many,

a
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. importantpon-instructionalaspects of educational practicejeog., finance,

facilities, transportation, professional negotiations), wfriAh m'a'y be ss,up-
,

. ;
ported.by IOAs. However, we have adopted abroad view'ofgovernmental

. . . .
e 1.%

levels 'and areas of education that can bear directly on.instlhuctional

practicemprovement. Hence, specific federal or st4telegislation or

financial incentives designed to foster practice improvement, state-
,

supported or mandated school improvement prOtrams, and local community,

school board,- or adminiitfativefforts bearing directly on instructional

practide improvement are included in this circumscribed area of interest.

Choice of Study Method and Presentation of Results

Given the basic-lack of both descriptive and analytic information

about interorganizational collaborative arrangements in the field of edu-

cation, the .choice of an appropriate method for gathering, analyzing,

and presenting information was problematic. After considering several

possible approaches, three related "products" were selected for the

focus of-the study: a census of arrangements; a-system fir,clasfying
_4

the ari-angements,into predominant patterns or types; and descriptions of

, each pattern okarrangement. Although the term "census" is used only

in the first element, the concept of a population census and the info r=

100E- .

motion it can provide underlies all three 4tudy products.

Census of Arrangements. The basic feature of a census is an'enumer-
_

ationipf inhabitants with Aetails abouit their essential characteristics.
.

. _ .

. / . .

In a population cenSustheessentialcharacteriStics include age, sex,

.marital status, occupation, income, educational level, etc. The census
-.. _ .

of, arrangements might include characteristics such as number and type of

member ohanizations, age of arrangements, substantive improvement-focus,

major activities conducted, type and amount of resources contributed by

2i
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or exchanged among members, etc. Like a population census, some individ-
.

uals may be missed, Cut.the final tally indicates, at least, approximately,

the general size of the population. Furthermore, the ata about character-
,.

Istics provide a basis for describing both the general' haracter of the

poRulation as a whole and:the variance Nithin the population in terms of.

the essential characteristics.

Classification System. In order for data about the number and

charactertsttcs of highly diverse interorganizatjonal arrangements to

be useful for infor'ming policy deCisions, it seemed desirable to create

a classification system by which the arrangements 'could be orgahized to

reflect patterns of similarities nd differences among the variety of

individual arrangements. -The classification SyStem for this study met

two criteria. First, as in most classification systems, the objects

in each category should look alike in readily definable.wAysond also

be clearly distinguishable from objects in other categories2Specifi-

cally, eacyarrangemene"Ean be placed in one of the three major cate-

goriei for two characteristics A00 subsequentV-in one of the nine sub-

groups formed by the cross-classification of the tiro charlcteristics.

Second, the characteristics by which the categories anet, organized should
,

be relevant to policy interests; The characteristics on which this clas-

sification system 'is based--1) the legal status of the arrangement and
4' ,

the legal status of the improvement ffort supported by the arrangement--

provide two major mays in which polic -may-affects the arrangement. For

each characteristic, three categories are distinguished:- M

enabled, or freestanding. The ma.ndated and the enabled categories reflect
, .

the two prima
(r,

y strategies available to policymakers for encouraging col-

1 borative arrangements. These categories allow for examination of and
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COmparison,of arrangements associated with each'strategy. In addi-

tion, the third major category -- freestanding -- provides' foksome comp

-1*--sons between IOAs or improvement efforts that are externally supported

by policy strategies and IOAs that occur without external support along

one or both dimensions,

Descriptions,. The next part of the study presents a description,

of each major' category of arrangement and of the subcategories of arrange=

mentS. The description is*not of h particular arrangement identified 1.

in the census, but is a composite picture of the core characteristics of

the arrangements found in each category. In addition, significant varia-

, 'tions among arrange nfs within each category are llustrated from study

data about individual arrangements and from secondary source descriptions.

,In the eanlieit stages of the study, we developed a five-dimensional

framework for describing and analyzing individual arrangements. We have

maintained these'descriptive/analytic guidelines for describing the basic

features of the several types of LOAs. The five dimOoni (derived from

Stern, 1979) are: the historical development of the,I0; the environ-

mental context of the arrangement; the present structural characteristics;

the processes or operations ofthe'r0A; and the outputs of the,arrange-

ment in terms of the relationships of member-organizations hd the im-

proveriWpffort supported by the arrangement. Foreach of the five

'dimensions,`-two sets of characteristics can be described. In,one set

ar#,the characteristics of the'primary unit of analysis in this study,

the interorganizational arrangements themselves. These are referred to

as releronal prpperties. In general these are concerned with the link-

age mechanisms among IOA members in terms of the exchange betWeen organ-

izations and /or -in terms. of the structure and context of the linkage

23



mechanisms themselves.* In the other set are the characteristics
,

asso-

ciated with the seconda'ry unit.of analysis in this study,. the organiza-

tions or subunits participating in the IOA. These are referred to ,as the

comparative properties: i.e., the variety,of attributes of each mbmber

organization which are then compared with the attributes of other IOA

membrs.**. Givenftlie.focus on breadth rather than depth in this study,

.

the descriptions
1

concentrate,primarily-on the relational properties of

the arrangements :themselves,; however, the descriptions. also include

(\information about the comparative properties of participating organiza-

tions whenever possible. Figure 1 shows the organization of the frame

work.

PROCEDURES

. Population

The population of educatidoal IOAs isunknown. Consequently, a

random or.(epresentative sample could not be drawn from some'sampling

frame. Therefore, a major task in.th4s_study was to build a sampling

-fie by identfFying as many IOAs aspossible within a small geographic

area and to use those arrangements as a population base for developing

and describing a classification system. Presented in the following

_- subsection are the considerations which influenced the selection of

the geOgraphic'area. The procedures for identifying IOAs within this

--area are described in the data collection subsection.

* The relational, properties are drawn primarily from Marret (1971) and
Stern (1979).

** The comparative properties are drawn primarily from Van de Van, et
al. (1975)..

0 e '
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FIGURE 1
/ _

IOA/ ANALYTIC FRAMEWORK

4

'la

I

;

DIMENSIONS
-

/

/ .. - -__,'.{.
___ e. : UNITS.OF ANALYSIS 4

..._

e .
. .

: lnierOganizational Arrangerrents -
.

. (Relational Properties) .

.

,IT.,,,w.w.w.-

' .

.

. . Member Organizations ..

(Comparative Properties)

Organization 1
/

Organization N__

HISTORY

.

._ .

Circumstances/events that led to IOA. Priory participation in !OA.
r

CONTENT Resource AvailabiliV: number andtypestf resource sources.external to member

organization.

Cooperative Environment (Gelii n l): emphasis/support for collaboration external

to !OA member organizations.

Number of Resources Sources: number of sources from which a member can obtain

necessary resources

Cooperative Environment (Members):' incepleves/disincentives for membership in

-IOA; emphasis/suppOet,forrollaboratiodkmd.thin member organizations
_

STRUCTURE.
.

oil

Formalization: degree of official sanction or agreement given to exchange by

parties. s

Intensity (Extent of 11 ber-Participation): Size of resource investment

required., 0 . i

1/4-k ._
Z.7--

Reciprocity (Extent of.Nutual Agreement AbOut): bases and conditioas of exchange.

, .

Standardization: extent'to whith units and procedures for exchange are'fixed -,_or standardized.
/

Structurb or types of coordinating mechanisms.

Degree of Coupling: livels at which IOA linkages occur;' multiglexity of ties

among IOA members.

. ,
.

,
.

Homogeneity: structural similarity of member organizations. ..........0

Domain Consensus: degree of agrement or dispute about each organization's
specific goals; extent to which member organizations' goals overlap; compati-
biLity of member organizations' goals, reference orientations, philosophy.

Resource Distribution: type and amount held by eaciNember; type, and amount
neede4 by each member. ,

,?ize of Netwdrk: member of` organizations in 10A. .

-....

fOrerlap in Membership! number of actors representing multiple organizations
in IOA.

4
..

-

Resource Contribution: 'proportional kind provided by each member.

--.

-OPERATIONS.-

.

, .

bFormalization: extent of exchange coordination by,an intermediary.
...

.

Intensity: 'frequency of interaction ameng members. .

Reciprocity: directions of exchange.

Context (of Linkage Mechanism): circumstances under which mechanisms are

employed.
44

..--

4'
Homogeneity: functional similari4Z04member organiritions.

, li )'
Domain Consensus: compatibilitwof fu tions,.undertaken to implement goals.

v
. ;

Awareness of Other Parties: degree orlgforacne of goals,

services, and resources of other member organizations.

Stability: degree, of turnover of 10A member ; length of #iime organizations

are members of 10A.

N._ 1

L,

OUTPUTS

-., .

Results of !Oh number and Lypes of direct outputs to members and clients.
.

,

Results of 10A: number and types of indirect outcomes for members and clients.

to.-

4



The Study Area

O

5 .

The population bak for this study is all the collaborative arr mge-
,

ments meeting the study definition that were identified in the Cali-'

fornia regiOn referred,to it the Greaterlay Area. There are 13 counties'

in this area: Alameda, Contra Costa, Martn, Monterey, Napa, igh Benito,
. -

San FranG4sco, San Joaquin, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Santa CrUz, Solano,

and Sonoma.* Figure 2 shows the location of counties in this area in

relation to'the other counties in California. Selection of this area

was influent by three factqrs.

First, in the absence of actual data or even good estimations°abOut

the population of educational IOAs, the ratiohele was to identify a geo-
.

graphic area'that included 'at least some variety in the general demo-
.

graphic, socioeconomic, and educational characteristics. The assumption

was that the variety in' these general characteristics would more likely

yieldPvariety in the'd4mAational organizations and educational IOAs'

that
.

could be identified in the area. Although the study area-is not

statistically representatiye of the nation 4ka whole, it does reflect

substantial social, political, eConomic,'and educitiOnal diversity. For

example; it includes urban, suburban, and rural areas; and large ranges

.of school district size and yealthr.-

et..%1
10

Second, the regional interests of EDSP and the Far West LaboratOry

made it desirable to concentrate dat n in thelaboratory's

,three - State region is one vehicle,for Maplpkg the needs and resources

* There are:manY possible combinations of counties that might be con-

sidered-ii members of the Greater BA)! Area. However, this particular.
group of 13 counties is recognized by the California State Department

tof Education-as Area V.

"
he
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of th& region. The study area includes over half of the total ,student

enrollment in the FWL region.*

,Third, the geographic boundaries of the area are within a trY-
.

hundred-mile radius of the Laboratory which meant that the project could

be conducted within the constraints of staff time and fiscal resources.

7

Data Collection

116

Data collection activities incOded identifying and then gathering

dqscriptive data about all identified'arrangements in the study area.

Table*1 summarizes the data collection procedures which are described

below.

Preliminary Identification. is began with the collection

And review of secondary source lists of dissemination and school improve-
,

merit programs, networks, resources, etc., that were.judged likely td'

include'interorganizational arrangements in the study area. Examples

of such lists are: Dissemination Networks (Far West Laboratory, 1978)

and Selected California Staff Development-14;;Ms and.Centers.(CSDE,

1979). 16 addition, field and telephone interviews were conducted

with individuals who, virtue of their positions and/or research

activities, were considered knolfdgeable observers of -d-issemin n&

and school improvement activities in the study area in order to obtain

referrals to additional arrangement!. ExampleS of knowledgeable' '

.
.

..
,

observers are: program staff in the California State Department of

Education, consultants in-the County Offices of Education in the

study area,And Far West Laboratory and other R&D agency staff working,

in fieldbased projects iri the area.

r.

* ,The FWL region includes the northern portion of California identified

in Figurq. 1, all of Utah,.and all of Nevada but Clark County.
,

atv
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TABLE 1

TATA000LLECTION SUMMARY

r
s,t

MO,

. ,

-ARRANGEMENT CENSUS ° DATA IltRC
COLLECTION
STRATEGY DATE,---...

.
,

1.

2.

.

11

PreliMinary

identification,

.-

.,

.s

.

.

Descriptions

o1 individual

arrangements
.

,,,

. ,

,

"

.

u

California State'

OepartMent of
,

EdycOion,staffi

f

County Offices of Edu-

`cAtion staff

Directories of school

improvement practice
1

Direbtories of dissemi-

''64tf6n networks,_ con-

soTtia, etc:
.: . ..

.

. Arrangement record'

.1data

,

'Key contacts for
orrangements !

..

Representatives of
. members

'Arrangement record data
.

.A.

.

-F&TI*

,

F&TI

-DC&R"
,

DC&R

Supplied at
time of inter-
views- and

DC&R

F&TI

.

Supplied at
time of inter-
views and
DC&R
,

.,

Jan-Feb
1980

Jan-Feb
1980

Jan -feb

1980

.

Jan-Feb

1980._

.

.

,

Jan-Feb

1980

,

Mar-Sept
1980

.

Mar-Sept
1980

*"..,/ N

F&TI = Field and Telephone InterVIews
DC &Rp Document Col=lection and RevieW

ti
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,Descriptive Data. Desriptive data about arrangements were gathered
4 '

in field and/or telephdne intgrvfews with thekeyscontact person for

each arrangement and, 'wherever possible, other representatives of member
tea,

eiganizations. The interwiews themselves had three foci: gatheri6g
, .

.

data about .the arrangement with which the respondent was associated;

p
. soliciting referrals,to other representatives of member organizations;

.

2

and soliciting referrals to additional arrangements and respondents. As .

additional arrangements were identified,the procedures for scheduling

interviews were repeated.

A standardized:interuiew protocol was,,not-used. However, a check-

list of topLcs was empToyed. Respondents were asked to describe the

charactgristics ofthe-arrangement in terms of the five dimensions to

be used for,, describing the IOA categor.fes: ,history, environmental cop-

text, structure qr:orpnization; operatipns or interaction processes,

and outputs or activities. These dimensions provided a reasonagy

e natural conceptual and narrative frame4ork for the respopdents. Our

experience has-been that these five dimensjons were commonly understood--
. .

AL!) that little explanation was required about the information being
4

sought. In .addition, data about IOA characteristici of.interest in
. .

this study could be. extracted from information about these dimensions

without unreasonable difficulty. For exampledata about resource
a>

characteristics can be elicitedAunder history (e.g., whaf,types and

, s .

amounts-of resources wereneeded'to-establish the arrangement); context

' (e.g., what resources are presently provided by a non- member agency);

structure (e.g., whits.ize of resource invesIment is required from

members for continuing the arrangement); operations (e.g., whether
,..

t

the delivery or exchange-of resources is reciprocal or unilateral).

- 4

1
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ReSpondents also were asked to provide documentary data about their

A

own arrangement. Examples of documentary
4W
'data include: proposals,

reports; and evaluations of-the arrangement; organizational charts for

the arrangement and member organizations; bylaws an other operational

guidelines forithe arrangement and member organizations.

We conducted 59 field interviews and gathered data on each of 103

collaborative arrangements that met the definition And limitations of

. the study. .Brief summaries of the essential characteristics of each

IOA were prepared and, when necessary, follow-up telephone calls were

made fill in or clarify interview notes and record data.

`Analysis

There were three data analysis activities: classifying individuals

arrangements; enumerating the arrangements by'categories; and describing

each category of arrangements. The method used for these activities was

logical analysis of data sources.

'Classification. The task Was to divide the individual arrangements

into types or categories that have systematic relationships basedon

haricteristics that are'-relevant to concerns of educational policy-
A*

,

makers. In the absence of an existing classification scheme, this task

first required the development of a policy-relevant 'classification

.system.

.

,According to Tiryakian (1968), a.typological classification is "one

to which the fundamental catego es of ordering, the types,' are ioduc-'

tively arrived at rather. than formally deduced a priori.' This means

that-the basic procedure was to sort the arrangements (as represented by

the summaries) into "natural" or "look42Ze4L-groups.' Although the,pri-

many task'was,the identification Of the major or first-leVel categories,

0 0
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attention was also given tp identifying -at least4one level of subunits

Within each major'categorY.

Three procedUra2 requirements were.setlor establishiing the cate-

gories. First, the choice of categories must be -such that all the

arrangements can be classified in one of the major categories. Second,

the basis for assigning arrangements to categories should be relatively

unambiguous and easily explained. Third, the categories should be

fbndamental to the purposes of the applied policy orientagon of the

study. A number of trial classification schemes were examined; first

by sorting the arrangements into look-alikexategories;then by reviewing

the categories agaiRst the requirements. Finally, a rather simple

but effective classification.system wo6 found. It is described in
.06

Section II. The 103 interorganizational arrangements were classified
V

/
-->\

and enumerated by these claesifica V on categories.

Descriptions. -'The purpose of the descriptions is to provide a sense

of the major characteristics of arrangements falling ill each major cate-

gory rather than to depict the attributes and "behavior" of every indi-

vidual arrangement within each category. Thus, the

descriptions is on the exemplifying characteristics

gory. Each description will be a composite picture

primary foc/..of

of each major cate-

of the category

rather than a description of specific representative or typical arrange-

ments., the descriptions are based on study data on all arrangements in

each category. Significant variations among subgroups within each major

category are also illustrated in a similar manner.

I
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II. CLASS!" ICATION SYSTEM

.
...ri

Thg classification system is based on two dimenslons. which reflect

C a
.

the Source -,of impetus, inili ative, or support 'for estaOishinskor for-

malizing the arrangement. These dimensions. are the legat-status of
,

the improvement effort wh,iCh is supported by the arrangemek and the
.

. .'.:1

legal statusi-the-arrangement itself. For example, a stag, _Law
, -

4 .

requiring all local aducatioh agencies to establish proficiency assess -

ment instruments and standards (hence a mahOited improvement effort)

catalyst for several school districts to form voluntarily a .

:, . 0
proficiency assestment consortium (a freestanding arrangement). On

the other hand, voluntary participation in an externally funded school

improvement effort such as Teacher Corps (enabled improvement effort)

may require the establishment of an IOA (mandated arrangement).

In each of .these two dimensions, three categories distinguish' among
4

the levels or degrees of legal status. Mandated improvements or arrange-
.

ments are required by an agency externarto member organizations. The

external agency may'be.a governing or administrating agency, alegisla-

"tive body, or a judicial agency.. Enabled improvements or arrangements

receive sponsorship, incentives, encouragement, add/or resources from
4 .

an agency external to member organizations. Far example, they may be

provided for but not imposed in legislation an4/or may receivespecial

technical assistance, consultation, or fiscal resources from external

-"Drganizations such as state or federal agencies, foundations; or busi-

nesses. Freestanding improvemOhts or arrangements are established,

maintained, and /or supported primarily or solely by the participating
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organizations. The results of this study suggest that external agencies

do not generally participate as members of the IOAs they require or

enable. However, they can, and do, participate as members of, other IOAs.

In effect. each of the three cateories.also represents a policy

'option or strategy available to one or more organizations for supporting

or participating in improvement efforts Or.arrangements. The mandating

optiOn is available only to the3external agenlk(or agencies) that

Impose(s) the requirement. ATIough in most instances it is likely that
(

the requirement will come from a single agency, there are instances in

I

which two or mo're agencies.issue similar requirements. For example, in

California, improvements in special education have been required by the

state legislature as well as by the congressionally Mandated PL 94-142.

The enabling option is available to the external agency (or agencies)

for supporting the 'desired improvement or arrangement. This option is .

also available to organizations participating in the improvement or

arrangement in.the sense that they have the choice of participating or

P not participating in.the enabled activity or IOA. Under this option it

is also likely that a single externall agency will proyide the enaAing

support, but there' are instances in which multiple external agencies

cooperate in providing support (e.g., some combination of foundations

and/Or businesses or a combination of a government agency and a founAa-

tion)., The freestanding option is available only to participating

organizations as an active (rather than passive) possibility for imple-

menting an improvement effort or an IOA.

The cross-classification of the two dimensions, each with three

categories, yielded the nine-cell matrix shown in Figure 3. Giv6the

emphasis of this study'on inf6organizationai arrangements, we selected

tf ti
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.

the three IOA categories based on the legal status of the arrangement

as the'major--classification category, classifickions

, . .

q

. - .

based on the legal status of the school iMproement effort it support

as the secondary Classification. The IOA categories and subgroups in

each are:

I. Mandated Arrangements

1.A. Mandated Arrangement-Mandated_Lmprovement Effort

I.B. Ma Effort

I.C. ndated ArrangeMent-Freestanding Improvement Effort\

II. Enabled Arrangements ,

II.A. Enabled Arrangement-Mandated Improvement Effort

II.B. 'Enabled Arrangement-Enabled Improvement Effort *

II.C. Enabled Arrangement-Freestanding ImprovenIeht Effort

III. Freestanding Arrangements

III.A. Freestanding Arrangement-Mandated Improvement Effdrt-

III.B. Freestanding Arrangement-Enabled Improvement Effort

III.C. Freestanding Arrangement-Fteestanding 'finprovement Effort

In this Classification system, each cell or subgroup represents 0a
.

policy option available for using IOAs to support school improvement

efforts. When we classified the 103 arrangements identified in this

study, the arrangements occupied seven of the'nine cells. None could

be classified as mandated arrangements suppotting freestanding improve-.

ment efforts (I.C.) or enabled arrangements supporting freestanding

improvement efforts (II.C). This finding suggests that these two

policy options are rarely if ever exercised. though it As conceiv-

able that fe4ral or state policy might mandate or enable'thecreation
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FIGURE 3

IOA CLASSIFICATION FRAMEWORK
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of "general purpose" arrangements* that would support freestanding

schookimprhement arrangements, most federal and state improvement

policies tend to be "categorical" (or targeted), and provisions for

arrangements supporting these categorical improvement efforts tend

J

to be "deriyative" (i.e., the arrangements ere mandated or enabled as

means to *port the. larger, 'but categorical-objectives of the mandated

or enabled improvement efforts). Consequently, it appears that only

freestanding arrangements support freestanding improvement efforts.

Table 2 shows the way in which the 103 arrangements were distrib-
.

uted among the categories, the various topical 'or programmatic areas

within each 'category and subcategory, along with the major sources of

mandate or enablement for each_category4 There are 15 clearly defined

programs or top ical areas that account for about 90,percent of the 103

arrangements. The remaining 10 percent support a miscellany -of improve-
s

ment effolts. Of- the 15 clearly defined programs, seven .focus primarily

on staff deVelopment activities and account for 35 percent of the total,

number of arrangements. These staff development arrangements occur in.

four of the subclasses: I.B.--Teacher Corps PrOjects, PDPICs, Responsive

Education Programs; II.B.--School Resource Centers,Ariacher Centers;

IiI.B.--Staff Development Projects; III.C. - -Staff Development Consortia.

Staff development was tht only area supported both in suCh.a'concentrated

manner and with as many diffeient types of arrangements. Maindatesor

enablements were provided_ overwhelmingly by state or federal sources

with programs evenly split between the ,two at seven each. The categories'

0
and subgroups are briefly presented it the following pages. Each. wttf

be described in detail in Section IV.

*Fo example, cooperative intermediate'strVice agencies legislatively
req i red or permitted in 19 states may,,fallin theseAwo subgroups.

(u

1,,

-N1
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'TABLE. 2

DISTRIBUTION OF ARRANGEMENTS -,111 CATEGORIES AND

PRINCIPAL SOURCES OP MANDATES OR ENABLEMENTS

CATEGORIES, SUBCATEGORIES, AND ARRANGEMENTS NUMBER
OF 10As

. ,

PRINCIPAL SOURCE
OF MANDATE OR ENABLEMENT

. .

I. Mandated Arrangements' 35

44

24

,

_

,

27

0

32

12

0

4

6

14

(8)

(6)

(2)

(13)

(5)

(1)

(16)

(16)

(5)

(2)

(5)

(4)

(2)

(4)

(6)

(2)

(2)
(4)\

State program

- ,
Federal program

State program
Federal program

Foundation, businesses

Businesses

.

State & federal programs

State & federal programs

State progra
State pro r m
Federal program

_

State program

Federal programs
Federal programs

A .,

I.A. Mandated Improvement Efforts

fi

- Consolidated Application Cooperatives

.
I. B,. Enabled Improvement -fforts

- Teacher Corps Projects
- Professional Development and Program

Improvement CenterS (PDPIC) '
- Responsive Education Programs
- Mathematics, Engineering,

. Science Achievement--MESA
- Miscellaneous

I.C. Freestanding Improvement Efforts

II, ,Enabled Arrangements .
II.A. 'Mandated Improvement Efforts

- Regional 'Occupational Program/ .

Centers--ROP/C
- Special Education Consortia

ri.B.. Enabled Improvement Efforts
- School Improvement Consortia _

- School Resource Centers
-.Teacher Centers

I I. C. Freestandi ng .Improvement Efforts
,,

III. Freestanding Arrangementi -

----
III.A.N Mandated improvement Efforts_

- Proficiency. Assessment Consortia

III.B.' Enabled Improvement Efforts
- Staff Development Projects
- Miscellaneous

III.C. Freestanding Improvement Efforts
. - Staff Development Consortia

' - Health Education Consortia
- Career Education Consotroto,irot,

- Miscellaneous
. ,

.

.41
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.
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I. Mandated Arr angements ..;#4"
. .

The IOA itself is mandated;
t
but the mandated arrangement may sup-

:i ,.,

.
. -

port mandated or enabled school improvement effor:ts. Of the 35 mandated
.

rIOAs identified, eight supported mandated improvement efforts (subcate-
,.

0,4

gory UA.) and 27 supported enabled improveMent efforts. (subcategory

I.B.). No mandated arrangement supported a freestanding improvement

effort (subcategory

r.A. -Mandated Arrangement- Mandated Improvement Effort. In this

group, virtually -OA IOA members are required to partiCipate both in the

improvement effort and in, the supporting arrangement. For example, all

California school districts are required by the California State Depart_

ment of Education (CSDE) to participate in the Consolidated Applications

Program through which funds for seven federal and state programs are

admiri.istered Districts that receive a'total of less than $75,000 in

Consolidated ApOlicatiOns funds also are required to participate in a

cooperative. Members are required to colilborateOn submission of the

funding application itself and, more importantly for this study, on

sharing administrative, technical" assistance, staff development, and

evaluation resources and services that members_cannot-provide suf-_

ficiently for themselyes..

A.B. Mandated Arrangement-Enabled Improvement Effort.' In this

group, organizations choosing to participate in an improvement effort

spdnsored by an external agency are Tequized to form an IOA as one

component of, .their involvement.

Usually, such improvement efforts are programs sponsored by fed-

eral,or state agencies, and participants app12)for funds in response

to requests for contract or grant proposals (RFPs). They also,mey be
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_spOniored by other agencies such as 40bundations. ,Beca

tr.- -

ol taborati on

is required in order to carry out the program, participation in an IOA
0

'is thus one condieligibility for participation. for example,

the Teaaer Corps Program was enabled by "the federal government to

strengtheri-the edu6tional opportunities available to chidren-in areas

having concentrations of low-income famies, to encourage c6ileges

and universities to broaden their teacher preparation programs, and to

encourage institutions of higher education and local education agencies

, to improve programs of training and retraining for teachers-and teacher

- aides. Individual projects are awarded on the basis Af voluntary,

competitive applications. However, each project application must

44-* -
---Thclucitr- -a collaborative .arrangeMent between a school district and an

institution of higher edUcation. . 1110
,

.--_

I I. Enabled 'Arrangements
,

/
The arrangement-itself is provid for or supported primarily by in /,

,
.

,,,agency or agencies external to IOA membe organizations, The enabled
d

IOA May. suppbrt either .1-mandated "improvement effort or an enabled
4 .

6.'5
... . :

. improvement effort. Of the 44 enabled arrangements, 32 support mandated
/.,. . '

-
improvement efforts .(II.A. ); '12 support .enabled improvement efforts

, 0.

(II.B.)e Na enabled arrangement supported freesta 6 improvement
,

...., , ,
-- ---: , t

eff6r-ts ( II. C.4.-.,,
..

--

II.A. Enabled Arrangement-Mandated Improvement Effort. The arrange-
.

ment itself 'is specified as'one optional means of implementing the required

improvement efforts and subsequently of complyin with the mandate.

The external agencies also may contribute resources to the arrangement,
4

but therdo not participate as members ,,of the arran ement.
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10As associated, with the requirements of the California Master

'Plan for Special Education, which meets and in many cases exceeds

the mandate of PL 94-142, exemplify this category. The Master ['oan
4r .

specifies minimum requrements that Al district and'county offices

:
st meet in providing educational programS." ran'd services for students

7

_

,

th special needs. It also requires that each district and county

C-__, office submit for CSDE approval its own special education master plan.
, . . %

In addition, the state plan specifies that districts and-county offices
. ,. . .

may collaborate with other districts and/or county offices to provide
,

thethe necessary programs and services. When agencies exercise this

option, they submit for CSDE approval a joint or consortiuM master.

plan that represents all members of the particulai. ICA.

II.B. Enabled Arrangement-Enabled Improvement Effort. The

improvement effort is sponsored by an external agency, and the .arrange- .

ment is provided for, but riot required, as a support mechanism. For
4

examplefiiornia legislation authorizing School Resource Cehte#s

550 indicates that centers may be 'established either :15y.single

agencies or as a-collaborative arrangement.

In some irttanc'os, the ICA may be a later, separately sponsored

'addition, as are the School Improvement Consortia associated'with the

California School Improvedient Program (CSIP). These,consortia are

formed after participants have received CSIP awarcff and-are supported

n .

with additional assistance and funding froT,the StategDepartment of

Ail., Freestanding Arrangements
.

A freestanding arrangement is supported pr imari ly, or lely by

member organizations. It may support i'mandated impro t effort, an

4 1
'2 A:0
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enabled improvement effort, or a freestanding effort. Of the 24 free-

standing IOAs, four supported mandated improvement efforts; six .sup-

ported enabled efforts; and 14 supported freestinding improvement

efforts.

Freestanding Arrangement-Mandated Improvement Effort. In

this category, IOA members must participate in the improvement effort

or meet requirements set forth by an external agency. Howeer, the

IOA itself is initiated voluntarily and supported primargxor solely

by member organizations. Proficiency assessment consortia illustrate,

this category. In 1977, Assembly Bill 65 (AB 65) mandated that all

. California school districtsjmust develop proficiency assessment stand-

ards and tests. There was no provision in the legislatinp or in admin-
.

istrative regulations for collaborative efforts to meet the requirement's.

Members of these consortia have,joined together on their own initiative

and contribute resourcestto the consortia without assistance"from non-

member organizations.

III.B. Freestanding Arrangement-Enabled Improvement Effort. The

,i-mprovement effort is externally sponsored or provided for, but the

arrangement itself is initiated voluntarily by the member organizations.

There is neither requirement nor provision for the arrangement in the

measures that enable the improvement. This clas's of IOA can occur when

several organizations decide on their own torespo4 to an RFP for an.
1,

improvement effort. One example is a consortium initiated by several

RtD egencies'and a university to respond to a 4derally sponsored pro

gram for technical assistance to basic skills projects. This class of

IOA alto can occur when multiple agencies collaborate to develop their

own improvement effort and then seek external support for the improve-
,

ment effort but, not for the arrangement.

43

10,

ti
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-
.

Freestanding Arrangement-Freestanding Improvement Effort.

In this group,: bbth the''arrangement and the improvement effort are

initiated and sdpported .00member organizations without the requirement

a

or sponsokhilk of' external agencies.' Examples in this class are con-

sortia which are established and mainWnedk megiber organizations. to

share information' and resources in staff development efforts that mem-

bers have jointly planneaand carried out.

a

t.

,

t

V

9

1
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1,

.CENSUS OF' NTERORGANIZATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

T /al:lowing census: of IOAs is presented in three sections. The

first provides..an orientation to tire geogriaphicstudy'area with basic

.

data -about pop ulation, income, and educational characteristics of the

3 counties. The second presents an overview of the 103 arrang-emnts

the lves in terms of participation i.n.the arrangementsty seven

clagses of organizations, acid the combinations of organizations that

spare IOA member:ship. The third section summarizes IOA data for the

three major categories of IDAs (mandated, enabled, and freestanding) in

terms of the following: the number of arrangements in each category;

organizational class participation by category; and combinations of

organizational .participants in each category.

arientation to the Study Area

The overview of basic population, income, and educational charac-

teristics of the study area serves as background for the remainder. ofP
9" $

this section and for the subsequent report. Table 3 presents demo -

p graphic characteristics for the state, for the study area as, a whole,

and for each of the 13 counties in the studj, area. In addition, the

Bay Area* percentages of the state totals are given for land area,

population, and educational characteristics.

A

* Hereafter, the terms "study area" and "Bay Area" or "Greater Bay

Area" are used interchangeably.
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TABLE 3 P

)40PULATION,INCOME, AND EDUCATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE, TUDY AREA

.-'s POPULATION
.

.

.

Land
. Area

Sq.

Miles

1978*

.

1970** -1970-78
. -

Change

Rank
in

Bay
Area

,

Total

Per

square

mile , Total Urban
S

Total

S

United States**** ;,540,023

156,361

218.228.000

27,297,000

, 60.0

142.6

203.304.863

19,971,069

73_5

90.9

R_9

11.6California ,

.

Bay Area Totals 13,566 5,767,400 425.14 5,311,115 8.6

Bay Are % Calif. 8.7% 25.8% 26.6% NAB

=2.8

.,

Alameda 733 2 -1,101,90g 1,503.3 1,071,446 99.0

Contra Costa 735 4 613,400 834.5 556,116 93.6

t

10.3

Marin' 520 9 222,900 428.7 208,652 ,, 92.4 6.8141

Monterey 3,324 7

r'

275,000 82.7

q.

247,450 74.6 11.1

Napa 787 12 94,000 119.4 79,140 57.9 18.8 1

San Benito 1,396 13'13 21%400, 15.3 18,226 41.0 17.4

.

San Francisco 45 658,700 14,637.8

. 0,

715,674 100.0 -8.0

San Joaquin 1,412 6 313,700 222.2- 291,073 76.9 7:8

San Mateo 447 5 585,100 1,308.9 557,361 98.3 .5.3

Santa Clara 1,300 1 1,227,500 944.2 1,065,313 97.5 15.2 ,.

Santa Cruz 440 11 173,900 395.2 123,790 75,0 46.5

Solano
I

823 10 208,300 253.1 171,989 92.8 21.1

Sonoma 1,604 8 271,600 169.3' 200385 58.6' 32.6

*California Statistical. Abstract:

1979, p.11.

**County and City Data Book: 1977. Watliington, DC:

1979. Sacramenio,0CA: California Departmept,of Finance,

U.S. Bureau of the

***California Public:Schools Selected Statistics: 1977-1978.

Department of education, 1979, p,3.

* ***Statistical Abstract of the United States: 1980.'-,(101vt'Edition)

of the Census-, 1980, pp. 6, 121.13,447,

Census, 1977, pp. 3,

Sacramento, CA: California State

WAshilgton, DC: 11.5. 'Bureau

. 0

11
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TABLE 3 (Continued)

ti

MONEY INCOME

/
. EDUCATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS*** -.. -,

-..
Per Capita
Income, 1974**

Median Incothe
1969**

1-N.4--
Total Number of School =

Districts --- -
st. It-

Nuriber of 'NO
Public Schools

Fall Enrollment
-

,

Rank
, in

Bay
Area

Total
$

Rank
-in
Bay
Area

Total,
$ - U '

.

E H ALL,.....Apei

Rank
in
Bay

1977-78 ,

i
'

1977-78
., -

Rank
in

_ Bay
Area

4.572 9,586 . t
5,114 10,729 258 669 115 1,042- 04 4,157,000.

58 150

_

23 ' 231 1, 8 1,031,151
-

22.5 22.4 20.0 22.2, 6.9
_

24.8

6 5,341 5 11,131 14 4 1 19 6 346 192,438 2

4
,

5,870 4 12,422 7

.
9 2 18

. -.

7 228 , 127,153 3

1 7,150

r.

13,931 2 16 '2 20 5 99 37,408 10

7 4,688 9 9,729 4 18 3 25 3 , 99

..,
50,513 . 8

9
s....

4,609 6 10,738 3 2 , 5 10 46 16,253 12

13 4,055 13 8,938 10 1 11 8 17 5,010 11

3 5,990 7 10,495 1 1 11 134 . 63,098 5

11 4,573 11 1 9,601, 7 10 1 18 7 134 ° 62,808 6

2 6,621 '2 13,218 '3 17 3

.

23 4 197 96,042 , 4

5 5,60Y 3 12,453 6 r 22 - 5 33 2 430 258,383 1

8 4,641 12 9,078 2 11 8 64 29,535 11

10 4,581 8 ' 9,878 6
,

6 6 9 80
,

41,125 9

1.2 4,501 10 9,666 , 3 34 4 41

.

124 51,385 7

44'

4
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Two general observations can be made about the Iharacteristics of

the study area.. First, the counties cannot be considered average or

typical, either in, the aggregate or.separately. For example, Bay Area

totals for 1978 population dens'ity (4g5.14 persons per square mile)

substantially exceeded both the stateWidb density 1142.6) and the U.S.

figure (60.0). In addition, only two of the 13 counties (Napa and San

Benito) had a smaller urban population percentage than the 1970 U.S.

pereentage (73.5); seven of the counties -had a greater urban population

percentage than the 90.9 percent for California. Only one county had

less than 50 percent urban population (San 'Benito with We thus

note that all of the counties included in the study area have. substantial

urban populations. None, witnjAe-possible exception of San Benito

County, would baconsideredpredominantly .rural. Second, there is

considerable, spetimes extreme, diversity across the counties. This

latter point receives greater emphasis in the following summary.___

Population. Although the.Bay Area counties comprise only nine per-

cent (13,566 square miles) of-f46 state's total-_land area, they accounted

for 26 percent (5,767,400), of the 1978 California population (22,297,000).

The areacs.populatiedincreate of almost nine percent between 1970 and k

1978 was slightly above the national eight-percent increase, and three

percent less than the 12 percent statewide increase during the same per-

'lad. However, poRglatiOn changes for the individual tounties ranged

from minus eight percent to plus 40 percent.

Diversity among the Counties is reflected bylke 1978 populafion and

population density figures and by the1970 percentage 1pf urban population.

In 1978, county populations ranged widely from two counties with more

/1 S

9
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than one million residents--Santa Clara with 1,227,500 and'A 'ageda with

1,101,900--to two counties with less than 100,000--Napa wit 94,000 and

SanBenito with 21,400.
..

. ....

In population density (1978), althOu0 the Bay Area a erage of

425.14 persons per square mile substantially'exceeded both the state-
.

(

wideand national figures,,there was nearly a thousand-fo d difference

from the extreme high of 14,637.8 in San Francisco County to 15.3 in

San Benito County. The other 11 counfes ranged less raocally (but

still considerably) between 1,500 and 83 persons per sq .re mile (in

<

Alameda and MontdOey Counties respectively).

Income. Income characteristics are reflected in per-capita income

and median family income amounts. FolOer-capita income (1934), the Bay

-Area. weighted average of $5,549sexceeded the statewide figure of $5,114

by a fairly small amount ($416). The difference among counties was con-

siderably greater,' ranging frogithe high of $7,150 in Marin County to

the low of $4,055 inSan Benito County. In comparison to the'statewide

average, six counties,had a greater per capita income: Marin ($7,150);

San Mateo ($6,621); San Francisco ($5,990); Contra Costa ($5,870);

Santa Clara ($5,605); and Alameda (5,341). Seven counties, all within

a range of $644 of one another, had less than the California average:

Monterey ($4,688); SannTruz ($4,641.); Napa ($4,609); Solano ($4,581);

San Joaquin ($4,573); Sonoma ($4,501).; and San Benito ($4,655). Only

Sonoma andSan Benito are below the 1974 U.S. average of $4,572.

Fj714t94median family income, there was a difference of $4,993

between the high in Marin County ($13,931) and'the low in San Benito

e$8,938).. Six counties had ago n s greater than the state figure,of

A ti
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__$0,729; Marin ($13,931); San -Mateo ($13,218); Santa Clara ($12,453);

,Contra Costa ($12,422); Alameda ($11,131); and Napa ($10,738). Seven

counaes war@ below the state figure: San Franciscb,($10,495)1,Solano
AP,

($9,878); Monterey ($9,729); Sonoma ($9,660;. San Joaquin ($9,601);

Santa Cruz ($9,078); and San Benito ($8,938)., Only two counties,

(Santa Cruz and San Benito) were below the national figure of $9,586.

Differences among the counties also are..apparent in their predom-

. 4
0 ',inapt businesses and industries. Alameda and'San Francisco Counties

both have.eoncentrations of heavy industries, commercial enterprises,

and service agencies, including many regional or national corporate

headquarters. Sdjanp County combines heavy industries and the U.S.

Naval Yards.' Copt, a Costa County-combines urban centers with light

industry and'comne age cies, numerous suburban areas, aid some

rural areas. In'Santa Clara County there are both rural and industrial

areas, the latter dominated by the electronics industry of "Sil* on

Valley." San Mateo Colinty contains many suburban communities a d con-

feeptrations of light industry and business. Marin County is pred

nantly suburban, but also has some industry and agriculture. Monterey ,

and Santa Cruz Counties have a similar combination of tourism-oriented

. services, food processing industries, and agriculture; while agricul-

ture
--.

is the predominant economic base for Npa, San Benito; San Joaquin,

and Sonoma 'Counties.

Educational Characteristics. One of the interesting characteris-

tics of public education in California is the trilateral organization

of the the 1,042 California public school districts. There are 258

unified school districts which include grades K-12; 669 gle.mentary
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districts with either grades K-8 or K76; and 115 high school districts

'with grades 9-12 or 7-12. In 1977-78, the 258 unified districts

accounted for roughly two thirds of the average daily attendance in

,California schools. The Bay Area counties account for 22.5 percent

(58Y of the state's unified districts;. 22.4 ijercEil (150) of the

elementary districts; 20.0 percent (23) of the high school districts;

and 22.2 percent (231) of the total number of districts. Each district

is a separate local education agency headed by a superintendent and

governed by a local school board.

Considerable diversity among the counties is again reflected in

the educational characteristics., For example, the total number of

school districts per county ranges froM one district in San Francisco

County (a unified district) to 41 districts (of all three types) in

Sonoma County. .The range of public schools in 1977778 ran.from 17

schools (spread among 11 districts) in San Benito County to 430

schools (across 33 districts) in Santa Clara)County. The range for

1577-78 fall enrollment fell between the low of 5,010 students in San

Benito County and the high of 258,383 in Santa Clara. Note that there

is no consistent pattern of lumber of school district's or schools to

the number of students in the counties.

Overview of Organizational Participants in IOAs

able 4-summarizes characteristicsof IOAs in terms of participa-
h,

tion by classes of organizations, location of organigations relative

'to the study 'area (i.e., within Bay Area counties, within California,

Outside California), the number of arrangements in which each class par-

ticipates, and the frequency of participation by organization within
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PARTICIPATION IN ARIRANGEMENTS,BY 'ORGANIZATIONAL CLASS,
LOCATION OF ORGANIZATIONS, AND FREQUENCY OF PARTICIPATION
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Educational Organiiations
409 298 87 24 134 139 11 22 14 12 6 7 1 ', 1 2Sub-Total

School Districts 266 231 24 11 90 _(87.3),_ .58 - 91 68 21 10 10 2 '6 .

CountyOfficei of Education 58 13' - 45 - 59 (57.2) 45 1 2 2 4 1 1 1 1

Institutions of'

Hidher Education 41 20 17 4 26 425.2)

'

34 3 1 1 2

.

IResearch and Development
Agencies

.0
8

'
2 6 18

.

(17.4) 7 _, 1

State Departments of ,

Education 3

,

1 2 6 (5.8)

-;-

2

.

1

-

Other Educational*
Organizations 28

.

27 1 8 (7.7) 28
. .

Interorganizational

Arrangements per se 5 5 2 OA) , 6

.
I

.

t

Hon-tduCaOional Organizations
76 34 42 76

_, /4

Sub-Total

Public Agencies and _
Private Non - profit
Agencies* 39 34 5

1

5 (4.8) 39

,

Businesses 37

,

37 1 (0.009) 37 ..
,

-Total All Organizations 485 332 129 24 103 (100.0) 210 139 71 22 14 12 6 1 1 -1 2

I

*Other educational organizations include: privatoschools (2), parochfal districts (1), teacher associations and unions (19), school boards (1),

,,"professional associations (3), and independent eduational organizations. 0"

* *Examples of public agencies are Bay Area Rapid Transit, Department of Agricultureoetc. Examples of private non -profit agencies are Planned

Parenthood, county health associations, etc.

***Virtually all of these are major national corporations (e.g., Chevron) that are represented in thf arrangaint by their California based regional

Or divisional office.. -= ip ,

4
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each class,' We grouped. the 485 organizations identified as participa-

ting in one or more arrangements in two larger categories: educational

organizations (409) and non-educational organizations (76), Educational.
.

organizftions were further subdivided into seven types: schbol dis-

tricts .(266); county offices of education (58); institutions of higher

education (41); research and development agencies"(84 state departments

Of education (3) other educational organizations (28); anlinterorgan-

izational arrangements per se* (5). Other educptional organizations

included private schools, parochial districts, professional educational

associations, etc. Two types-of non-educational agencies wereestab-

lished. One type, for profit, includes all business and industrial-

participants (37); the other combines both public agencies, such as

East Bay Municipal Utilities Districts, and private non-profit agencies,

. .'such as Planned Parenthood (39).

Of the 485 participating organizations, 332 (68%) were located in

the Bay Area; and 153 (31%) werglocated outside the'area. Of the min-

Bay Area participants, 129. wee in other areas of California and 24

were Akother states. Of the 409 educational agencies, 298 (73%) are

within the Bay Area and 111 (27%) were outside the area.

For frequency of participation, the greatest concentrations-were

the 210 organizatiOns (43% of all organizations) that belonged to only

one IOA, and the 139 organizations (28%) that belonged to two IOAs.

Taken together, these frequencies accounted for 349 (72%) ofrIOA members.

ir
* We included IOAs as an organizational class to account for those

'instances in which an IOA participates as an organizational entity /
with individual organizations or irth other IOAs in another arrange-..
ment.
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. .

,. Thy remaining 136 organizations (28%) participated in from three to

nine arrangements in generally decreasing numbers, with only three

participating in more than 10 arrangements.

Non-educationaliAgencies. Non-educational organizations a7tounted

for 76 (15%) of the t -number' of, IOA participants. Of these, 34

(44%) were exclusiveif Bad ea organizations, and 42 (55%) were either

located in or aisO served other 'areas of Cali fornia. Al 1 76*non-educa-

tional agencies participate in only one IOA each. The 39 public and

non-profit agencifik partidipated in five of the 103 arrangements studied.

3g All of the 37 for-flrofif agencies were involved in the same sipgle

arrangement. Thus, 76 non-educational ,agencies ,concentrated their par-
, r

ticipiltion in a total of six of /thei'd-interorganizational arrangements.

SechoorDistricts. More sch '1 districts participated in more

arrangements':than did any of class-of educational organizations in

this stud he 4,09 educational 4gencjes,-,266:(65%) were school dis-
.

that were Members in 90 of the 103 IOAs: Of the 266 districts,
,A

(88%) were :8a$- Ara dsteicts. This, .in fact, -is the .total number

D '
q r

t' of distrgcts in the,Bay Area.' Eve* chodi disWct in the study area
-

was participatingn at least gementfVfhe 35.districts outside.

=

the Bay Area (24 in oth Califo'rrria areas' and 11outside,California)

each parti one IOA'identi-Tied_in thiS study.

pistrict p rticipation varied from one to eight IOAs per district. ,

`However., participalion by the total `266 districts...vas concentrated

between one and.three IOAs per district with these ttliceequencies

accounting for= - about 82% 0.1=`sdistrlact participation. Interestingly,

More'disti.ices.participated in two TOAs (91 or 34%) or thfee'IOPti (68

Or 26%) 'thansin one arrangemen.t (58 or 22%).
cZi .

4
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R &D. Agencies. Eight research and development agencies (2% of the
4

ti
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. County Officeg.:The 58 county offid:enn California accounted for '

14 percents of the eatcational organizations and participated, as a

class, in over half of the T03 arrangements. -The 58 county offices .

-included 13 in the Bay Area and 45 outside the area. The 45 nor- -Bay , <

Area offices were involved -with, the Bay Area county offices in each of114
.,

two IOAs. Participation by the T3 Bay Area offices was broadly distrib-

!.-
uted between three,and 18 arrangements each, with the concentration

b.etween,five and seven arrangements.

Institutions of- Higher Education (IHEs).* There were 41 IHEs

representing 10 percent of the 409 participating educational organize- -

tions. Of the 41 higher educati institutiOns, almdst as many (17)

were ldocated elsewhere in California as were'n the Bay Area (20). As

a class, institutions of. 6igher.education participated in one quarter

of.the arrangements. Their participatioh was distributed rather nar-
, A

rowly between one and five IOAs per NE with 34 IHEs,(83% of the 'IHEs)

. participating in only one IOA.

a

409 educational organizations) were IOA participants. Two were located

in the*Bay Area and six in other states. These agencies participated

, -

in 18 of the 103 IOAs. All of the R&D agencies outside of California

and one ilhthe Bay Area partidipated in one arrangement each. The

other Bay Are'a.R&D organization participated in 18 IOAs.,

1,

* Although IHE participation by the school, colle§ev,or department
of education is most frequent, colleges of engineering and other'
university agencies are also represented.

00
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State Departments of Education. Three.state departments of

education particip'ated in six of the IOAS. The California agency

participated in four arrangements. The other two state education

agencies epch 'participated in one IOA.

Other Educational Organizations, There Were 28 "other"

educational organizations (e.g., private schools, professional

associations) represented in the 409 educational organization, and

all but one of these other educational orOnizations was located in .

-California. .Among the 28,..they participated in a totako(eight .

arrangements, but each was in only one IOA.

Interorganizational Arrangements. Five interorganizational

arrangements were found to participate in yet another arrangement

involving other organizations or IOAs. These five IOAs participated

in two "Second-level" arrangements. All five.LOAs were located in

the Bay Area, and each,one participated in only one of the two.

"second-level" arrangements.

Table 5 summarizes participation data by total and by organiza

tiona1 type for all 485 organizational participants, for all 409

educational 'organizations, and for the 298 Bay Area educationagemtles

.When we look at the frequency distributions for all 485 participating

organizations, we 'see that almost as many (43%) 'Participated in only

one IbA as participated in two or more IOAs (56%). In contraof-
'

. . .._ ,..,

the 409 educational organizations, slightly more than twice as many
.

.

Af, (275 or 67%) participated'in two or more arrangements as participated
t .

,

in only one IOA (134 or 32%). All 76 non-educational organizations..
,.-

(4100%)'particilited in only one 0A each. Tpois represents a decrease'

-es
57 0

I



TABLE 5

SUMMARY*PARTICIPATION FREQUENCY FOR ALL ORGANIZATIONAL
PARTICIPANTS, EDUCATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS, AND BAY AREA EDUCATIONAL.

ORGANIZATIONS

)

..

I

.

.

.

.
.

.

*Frequency

.

of Participation 4 .

4
eumber of Arrangepents.

40;01 of.Organizational
Participants -1 2 3. 4 5 6

1

7 8

.

9 12

1

18 '
Ho. S of all

organizations
No. S of'

Total
Ho. S ol

Total
No: S of

Total
No. S of

,

No. S of
, Total

No. S of
Total

No.,t,of
Total

No. S of
Total

No. S. of

Total
Ho. S of

Total
No. S of

Total
All Organizational

Participants 4 485 -' (100) 210 (43.3) 139 (28.7) ,71 (14.6) 22 (4.5) 14 (2.9) 12 (2.5) 6 (1.2) 1 (1.4) 1 (0.21) 1 (6.21) 2 (0.41)
Non-educational
Organizations ..14.. (15.6) ' 76 (100.0) e ,.

Educational

Organizations 409

298

,(84.3)

(61.4)

114 (32.8)

68, (22.8)

Ilp (34.0)

94 (31.5)

71

71

(17.3)"

(23.8)

22

. 22

(5.4)

(7.4)

14

14

(3.4)

(4.7)

12

.

12

(2.9)
.

(4.0)

6 (1.5)

15 (2.0)

7

7

(1.7)

(2.3)

1

, 1

(0.24)

(0.3)

. 1 (0.24)

1 (0.33)

1

2

(0.50)

(0.67)

Bay Area Educational

.

. Organizations

*A .

School Oistricts 231 (471E) 23 (10.0) 91 (39.3) 68 (29.4) 21 (9.0) 10 (4.3) 10 (4.3) 2 (0.86) 6 (2.6)

County Offices of
Education 13 (2.6) (7.1) 2 (15.4) 2 (15.4 4 (30.8) 1 (7.7) 1 (1.7) r(7.7) 1

4.

(7.7)
Institutions of Higher
Iducaticn . 29' (4.1) r 13 (65.0)

c

.3 (15.0) 1 (5.0) 1

.

(5.0) 2 (10.0) .

...

Restart/1'A Development
Agencies 2 :

41

(0.41) 1 (50.0)

-1

.

f A
'1 (50.0)

Other Educational
Organizations 27 (5.5) (100.0)

% %

. c
1

interorganizational

Arrangements per se 6 (1.0)

417

.

5 (100:0) . ,

. .

.

-r

a
The 20 INEs represent 35 percept of the INES-1n the Bay Area counties (excjudIng theglo9lcal seminprles.
medtcal. and lyw schools). .

.



of 66 percent of the number of non-educational s compared to educa-

tional organizations p rticipating in multiple arrangements.

Rita for'Bajf gr4/a educational agencies provides a potentially,

more accurate pjaure for patterns of, participation frequency than do

-the data for' non-Bay Area educational organizations. This is the

case simiply-because we collected no participation data on the 111

nonfBd' Area agencies beyond theiimembership in the 103 IOAs

inclu*ded in this study. Thus the frequency patterns of organizatfOnal

participatiod are more accurately represented by Bay Area agencies.

gf,the 298 Bay-4e-a- educational agencies, idefltified,in,this study,

more than three'quarters(77%) Participated in two or more IOAs.

However, only 65 (21%) participated in.more than three arrangements.

As noted previously, all 231 school-districts in the 13 Bay Area

counties were participating in at least &le-10A, and 208 (90%) were

participating in more than one IOA. These data strongly contradict

the frequently encountered assumption that school districts tend to be
4 -

isolated,from one another and from other educational agencies.

The pattern of frequent IOA participation by county offices is to

be expected given their intermediate status and the many coordinating

. _

Tunctions they are assigned. All but one of the 13 Bay Area county
*411.,

offices participated in five or more arrangements. By contrast, par-

ticipation in five or more IOAs was minimal. amonfg all other types of

Bay Area educational agencies.

IOA Categories
. .

4

Overview of Arrangements by Categories. Findings.reported in th s.

section include:. (1) the distribution of arrangements in each category

u()
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by level of the legal status of the IOA (mandated;- enabled, freestanding);
4

12) participation in the arrangement categories by the seven organiza-

tional types; (3) the combinations of organization types that shared IOA

membership; and (4),the number of member organizations by IOA categories.

Figure 4 displays the numb and nrcent of arrangements that occur

in each category of,arrangements and also gives the total figures for

IOAs associated-with each type.of improvement effort. Of the 103 IOAs,

35 were mandated, 44'were enabled, and 24 were freestanding.. When we

nook at the three major IOA categories, we see that over three quarters

(77%) of the mandated arrangements supported enabled improvements. Of .Cs= CS'

the 44 enabled arrangements, the largest percentrage, slightly less than

three quarters, supported mandated improvements. Fifty-eight percent

of the 24 freestanding IOAs supported freetanding improvement efforts.

Looking at the rows of improvement effort categories, we see that

73 percent of the 44 mandated improvement efforts were supported'by

enabled IOAs. For the 45 enabled improvement efforts, 27 (60%) were

supported by IOAs that are required (mandated) as part of the improve-

ment effort. All 14 freestanding imProvement efforts were supported

by freestanding IOAsy

L
Participation in IOAs by Type of Organizations. Table 6.summarizes

the extent of participation of the various types of organizations in

the various classes of IOAs. The distribution of the 103 IOAs by major

class and subclass is shown in the row labelled "Number of IbAs." For

example, of the1103 IOAs, 35 are, classified as mandated IOAs. Eight of

the 35 mandated IOAs supported mandated improvement efforts, and the

remaining 27 supported enabled improvement efforts. Participation by

organizational type is displayed in the remaining rows of the table.
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FIGURE 4

DISTRIBUTION OF ARRANGEMENTS BY CATEGORIES OF
ARRANGEMENTS AND BY CATEGORIES OF IMPROVEMENT EFFORTS

IMPROVEMENT

EFFORT

Total

103 (100.0%)

' ARRANGEMENTS

.

. I. MANDATED
35 (34.0%)

II. ENABLED
44 (42.7%)

III. FREESTANDING
24 (23.3%)

A. MANDATED

44 (42.7%)

.

.

I. A.

8 (7.8%) Total
(22.9%) Col. I

(18.2%)1Row A

-II.A: ,,.1 .

'

32'(31.1%) Total
(72.7%) Col. II

(72.7%) Row A.

.

,

pi:A.

. ..) .

4 (3.. 9%) Total

(16.7%) Col. III
(9.1%) Row A'

B. ENABLED

45 (43.7%)

I.B.

27 (26.2%) Total .

(77.1%) Col. I

(6Qon) Row B

.

II.B.

12 (.11.6%) Total

(27.3%)'Col. II
(26.7%) Row B

III.B.

6 ,(5.7%) Total

(25.0%) Col. III
(I3.3X) Row B.

,
C! FREE-

STANDING

14 (13.6%)

N
I.C.

.

II.C. 111.c.

14 (13.6X). Total

(58.3%) Col. III
(100.0%) Row C

.



TABLE 6

PARTICIPATION BY TYPES OF ORGANIZATIONS IN CLASSES AND SUBCLASSES OF410As

IOA Major Class Mandated IOA Enabled 10A

.

Freestanding IOA TOTAL

IOA Sub-Cla5s
Mandated
Improv.

Enabled
Improv.

TOTAL
Mandated

IOAs

Mandated
Improv.

Enabled
Improv.

TOTAL
Enabled

IOAs

Manebted
Improv.

= .

Enabled
Improv,

Free-

Standing
Improv.

TOTAL

Free-
Standing

IOAs

All

classds.
of IOAs

Number of IOAs 1 8 27 35 32 12 44 ' . 4 6 14 . 24 103

Type of Participating Organizat ons

V5

="1-1

&

.

12

k

44 4

.

1 6 11 90
School Districts 8 27

County 0Ifites ' 8 2 10 26 5 31 4 - 14 18 59

Institutions of
Higher Ed. - 14 14 3 . 5 8 - 2 2 4 2fi

R&D Agencies - 13 13 - - - 5 -,

-

5 18

State Departments

of Ed.

.

- 41 I -

.

.

- 3 2 5 . 6

Other Ed.

Organizations -

.

- - - 3 3 - 2 3 5

Non -Ed.

Organizations -

.

2 2 - - _ -
,

- 3

,

3 5
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School Districts. One or more school districts participated in

all eight of the mandated IOAs supporting mandated improvement efforts.

Reading across the remainder of the row for school districts, we see

that school districts participated in all of the arrangements of every

subclass, except for two categories. School districts participated in

one of the six arrangements in the freestanding I0A-enabled improvement

effort subclass and in six.of the'14 arcangements in the freestanding

IOA- freestanding improvement effort subclass. School districts partly

ipated in a total of 90 of the 103 arrangements. Considering that this'

study focused on LOAs concerned with school improvement, heaYy school

district participation would be expected.- Nevertheless, it- is remark-
.

able that school districts are repregented in very one of the arrange-

ments for five of the seven subclasses.

County Offices. County offices were the next most heavily repre-

sented type of organization, participating in all eight arrangements.,inb...

the mandated I0A-mandated improvement effort subclass; in all four of the .

freestanding IQA- mandated improvement effort subclass of arrangements;

and in all 14 of the arrangements ipO the freeStanding I0A-freestanding

improvement effort subclass. County offices were also members of 26 of the

32 ar7angeMents in the enabled IOA-mandated improvement effort subclass.

However, they
\

were found in less than half (5 of 12) of the "enabled-

enabled".401s; only two of 27 of the mandated TOA-enabled improvement

arrangements; and in none of the six freestanding IOAs supporting enabled

Improvements. The county office participation pattern is thus, one in

`which county offices tend)o participate in all or most of the arrange-

ments of any major type that support mandated improvement or freestanding

- U
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improvement efforts, but they are much less frequent participants

in arrangements that support enabled improvement efforts.

Other -Organizations. The remaining types of4organizations listed

in Table 6 are represented in far fewer arrangements. Institutions

of higher education (IHEs)"are found in five of the seven subclasses of

arranq'ements. Their heaviest representation ts in 14 Of the 27 mandated

IOA supporting enabled, improvements (e.g., Teacher Corps). In contrast

to the county 'office" pattern of being involved in Ids supporting man-

dated improvements, the pattern for IHEs is to be involved in arrange-
_

--)
...-------

ments supporting enabled improvements. This same pattern is exhibited

even more starkly by all the remaining types of organizations. R&D

agencies, state departments 4 education, other educational organiza-

tions, and non-edueltional organizations were never found as members

of IOAs supporting mandated improvement efforts. Their participation

was confined to IOAs supporti.ng either enabled or freestandi

(
g improve-

ment efforts.

Before leaving Table 6, it should be noted that mandated IOAs
. -

exhibit a pattern of organizational participation that is sometimes

spelled out in the mandating requirement. When the mandated IOA sup-.

ports a mandated.improyement effort, apparently only school districts

and county'offices of education are speified as the participants in

the mandated 10A. However, when the improvement effort is enabled, but

the IOA tha.C.supports the effort is mandated, many other types of organi-

zations are specified as required (or desirable") members of the arrange-

ment. For example, Teacher Corps projects involve districts and IHEs;

the Responsive Education Program involves districts and an R&D agency;
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the Mathematics, Engineering, Science Achievement (MESA) Program

involves districts, IHEs, businesses, public ,agencies, and private

noh-profit agencies.

Particfpation'iu_dnabled arrangements is primarily confined to

)de." three types of organizations (school districts, county offices, and

occasion?lly institutions of higher education). When freestanding

arrangements'ae examined, we find the broadest range of types of

organizations represented, but only for those supporting enabled or
4

f andit'rees ng_ impromement efforts.

Hence, it appears' that it is the legal status of the improvement

effort rather than the legal status of the 10A itself that most signif-

icantly affects-the participation by types of ftganizations. Specific-

ally, there were a total of 44 IOAs that supported mandated improvements

(summed over the three major clasies). School districts were found as

members of all 44 IOAs. County offices were"found in 38 of the 44 (86%).

However, aside from IHEs that were found in three of the 44 (7%), no other

t.ntype of organization participated in any arrangement supporting mandated

improvements. By contrast, if the improvement was enabled (45 IOAs),

every one of the eight types of organizations was found in at least some

of the IOAs suppoiting 'these enabled improvement efforts. Finally, if

the improvement effort was freestanding, at least six of the seven types

of organizations were found as participants in these supporting IOAs.

We thus conclude that there is a marked difference in the policy

that mandates, enables, or permits the creation of IOAs. If the improve-

mentefforts are mandated, the policy seems to take a narrow view that

results in only school districts and county offices' participating in the
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supportinTION, re e krdless of the legaAtatus of the IOA itself. How-

ever, if the improvement effort is enabled or freestanding, the policy'

seems to'favor participation by a broad variety of different types of

agencies. More specific examples of these policy differences will be

presented in the section of this report describing each subtype of IOA.*

Participation in IOAs: Organizational Combinations Classified by

Major IOA Categories. Twenty,different combinations of organizational

types were found among the 103 IOAs. Their frequency and percentage of

occurrence are shown in Table 7 as they appeared across all IOAs and in

. each major IOA category. School district and county office of education

cooperation accounted for 39 of the 103 IOAs, the largest single combin-

ation. Although school districts and research and development agencies

rank second irn frequency as a combination, with 13.of 103 arrangements,

it should be ,noted that only two of these IOAs involved districts,within

the Bay Area; in'the other 11 IOAs, the school districts involved'in

the IOA are located outside the state. The third highest ranking conf-

bination is a tio-Setween IOAs in which only school districts partici-

pated (12) and 1,0As composed of school districts and IHEs (12). Thgether

these four highest-ranking combOtions (i.e., districts alone,, districts

and county offices, di-ttricts and R&D agencies, districts and_IHEs)

accounted for well over half (61%) of all IOA organizational memberships.

Data on the source Of the mandate and enablement (federal, state,
etc.) for both arrangements and improvement efforts also will.be
included in examples. Some of these combinations were of sufficient
complexity to warrant more detailed explanatiom than seemed appro-
priate in this census section.

C
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TABLE 7'

ORGANIZATIONAL COMBINATIONS in, MAJOR CLASSES OF ARRANGEMENTS

I

.
..,

.,

Mandated
Arrangements

I n1
Enabled
Arran.ements

III
,F,reestandin9

Arran

=
2

emdnte,,

-......,-;
.t, TOTAL
'

r , . ,

zlt ional Coribinations*
No. %-by

class
No. X by

class
No. X by

class
No. X

,Organi

Total Number'. of' Arrangements 35 44 24 103° .

SD - CO' . 7 (20) 24 (55) . 8 (33) 39 (38}

SD - R&D - 13 (37) - -. - .- 13 (V)
i

.(12)'SD - IHE 11 (31) (02)
.

- 12
, . -
SD 'only 1 (03) - ._ 12 (1.2)-,11 '(25}

"SD - CO - IHE '2 1

.
(03) 5 (11)

.
- , - 6 (061

R&D - SDE - - .., - 3 (13) - 3 (03)

CO.. SDE,
. .

.ir

- (08) 2 (02)
, .

CO - Other Ed 9 - - 2 (08) 2 (02)

CO -.Non Ed - -
.

-
,

-t -
,.

(os) . 2

.
(02)

'SD - CO - IHE - Other Ed - 1 )(02) '. 1 0)4; 2 72)
.

,.-
,

i
SD - IHE - SDE - ''Other Ed -

Non Ed
'1 (03) 9. , , -,

,

---
----,

1 (ol)

,,,SD - MC - Non Ed - CO 1 (03)., - - - 1 (01)

'SD - THE - Other Ed - - 1 (02) - - 1 (01)
.

so-- co - Other. Ed - . - K I (02)" - -
46

`,1, (01)
.

SD Other Ed . - ,t,_ -
-.

.
1 (04) 1 (01)

.

9 -Only
.

-
41

- -
t .

,. (04) 1 (01)

CO - IHE . . - 1 .1 - -- 1' (04) r 1 101)

CO -_,S6 1.,:ficio Ed --,,"

,
- - , = - . 1 (04)

.
1 (01)

R&D = IHt° 'e
,

'-
..

- - 1 '."(04) 1 (01)
. }

R&D '- JHE - Other Ed / -' - 1 (04) 1 (01)

NOTE:, SD = School districts CO = County Offices;. IHE = lnstitution4 of Higher Education.;
SDE State Department of Education; R&D R&D' Agencies.

t.
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Another way of viewing the combination's is in,terms'of the number

, .

of organizat5onal types that share IOA membership. Only districts and

v.,

.9

county Wices participbted'in IOAs made-Up exclusively of their own

, types (12 of the'IOAs were,composed exclusively of districts and one'

IOA was Composed* exclusively .of county offices). Al) other organiza-:

4"\,-
,

-,ti onal types shared thembprship with one or more of the other types of),
.

.

organization. There were 76 arrangements with only, two types of

'organizat;ons; three IpAs were composed of three. types of organizations; /

three IOAs''included four types; and pne 10A contained five of the seven

. types of organizations..

Among the 35 mandated arrangements three combinations of types
, .

were prominentiWchool Mlistricts
.,

and R&D agenCies (37%.of all
.
.

.. .
. ,

arrangements); school districts and IHEs (31%); and school districts

and county'officgs (.20%). Seved different combinations of types of

. organizations occurred in this ieategory. Among the 44 enabled arrange-,

nts, the most frequent combination was school districts and county

offices (55% of all-enabled arrangements), followed, by school districts

only (25%)', and school districts, county offices, and IHEs (11%).

Again, there were seven combinations of types of organizations fodnd
4

0m this category of arrangement. 'However, among the 24 freestanding ;

arrangements, there were 12 different comblnations of types Hof organi-o
0.

zations, 'with the most frequent combination being school districts and
,,. .

M.,

cainty offices (33% of all freestandingirrangethents).

,'We thut see that when interorganizational arranlementsjare Classi-
I

fled by,the legal status of the arrangement itself, it is 'enabled
ti

cla;s of arrangements that displays the least diversity of organiza-

. . tional types. Fully 80 percent of all enabled arrangements are

"U
cir

O
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1

represented by only two combinations : districts and county) offices,

and school districts alone. Mandated arrangements display ally sl3ghtly

'more diversity. Here'the tWo most prevalent ,combinations account for

68 percent of the- IOAs; howe/er, the three most prevalent Organizational

combinations account .for 88 pertent Of all the mandated arrangements.
0

The greatest diversity is found among the freestanding arrangements.

where even the five most fr-equent combinations of types of organization

still accovf for only 71: percent of the freestanding a4angements.

Participation in IOAs: OrganizationalCombinations Classified by
z

Type of Improvement Effort-Supported. In Table 8 the same 20 coinbina-
g

fions- of organizations -.are slassified 6y the legal status of the improve:,

ment effOrt that the IdA supports. The ordering of the combinations of
. .. ,

types of.organizatinsand the data in.the'total ,column are identical

r-
2

to.those in rabre 7. 7

.0n.ly three. combinations of organizations are found among the 44
. .., . ,

.t
_

IOAs that supported mandated improvement effort§,and 34 of these IOAs
c .-

(77%) consist of the combination of school districts and county offices.
. ,

-. ,

Seven more of thesd arrarrgements (16) consist of school districts only.
F7'. .. -\ .

, ,
, The remaining three ofthe arrangements, involve school districts, county

44.
.

offices, and IHEs..
,

The enabled improvement effort's displaj% the greatest diversity in

number of ,combinations of vganizations, with 14 combinations in all.

-Here the most frequent-combinatie school districts and RV) agencies,

,actouns- fot on1,t,29 percent of the arrangements. Two thir4l'of the

I0As supporting enabledt improvement efforts are of one of three combin-

attons: districts and R&D agencies (29%), districts and IHEs (27%), .
.

,.
di stricts only 'II

s.

14.
t
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TABLE 8

ORGANIZATIONAL COMBINATIONS BY THE TYPE OF IMPROVEMENT EFFORT
TT1E ARRANGEMENTS SUPPORT

.

,

$
.

.

,
I

Mandated.
Improvement
Effonts

II

Enabled
Imp-ovement
Efforts

III

Freptanding
Improvement
Efforts

TOTAL

1

%;-.
Organizational Combinations

No.

.

,% by
.cliss .

No. % by
class

No. S by
class

No.

Total Number of Arrangements '44 45 ' 14 . 103

SD - CO
..,

34 (771 1 (02) 4 (29) 39 (38)

SD - R&D 13 (291 - - 13 (13)

SD - IHE _ - - 12 (27)_ - - 12 (12)

SD only 7 (16) 5 (11) - 12 (12)

SD- CO -1H( 3 (071 3 (071 - - 6 (06)

^R&D - SDE - - 3 (07) -
3 03)

(02)
co - SDE - -

,/
- 2 (14) 20

'CO'- Other Ed - - - . 1 2

I f'

(14) 2, (02)

CO - Non Ed - - - -- 2 (14) 2 (02)

SD-- CO - IHE - Other Ed . - - 1 (02) 1 (07) 2 (024
N

I

.

0

ID - IHE - tbE - Other Ed -

Non Ed
- . - 1

_

(02) . - A 1 (01),

SD - IHE - Non-Ed - CO - - 1 (02) - - 1 -(01)
5,

SD - .IHE - Othet Ed

,

- - 1 (02) - - 1 (01)

SD - CO - Other Ed - '- 1

.

(b2)2) -

.

-

. ,

1' (01)

CO-Only - - - --
0
, '1 (07)

\

,1 .(01)

(01)
CO - IHE

#

- 1 , (07) . . I.

CO -'IHE - SO -Other Ed - 1 (02) - - 1 (01)

CO - SD - Non Ed - - - (02) 1 (07) l'-'1(01),-.

P&D - IHE - 1 (02) -° 1 roi)

*R&D - IHE ('.0;her Ed _ - - 1 (02) - - 1 (01).

Note. SD School districts; CO Counlx Offices; IHE Institutions of Higher Education.;
SDE State Departmen of- Education; R&D R&D Agencies.

me.

4
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.

The 14 IOAs supporting freestanding improvement efforts a'e not as

diverse as the IOAs supporting enabled improvement efforts, having only

eight different combinations. But in this instance t e three most fre-

quent *combinations support 57 percent of the freestanding improvement

lefforts, and the four most- frequent combinations support 71 percent of

the efforts.

We thus find some marked differences in%the variety of combina-

tions of types of organizations that enter into arrangements designed

td suppOrt different classes of school improvement efforts. If the

S

improvement effort is mandated, the chances are greater than nine in

10 that the arrangements will consist either entirely of school dis-'

tricts'or of school districts and county offices of education. At the°
s...

same "nine in 10"16l, we are likely to find at least seven differ-

. ent combinations of organizations supporting freestanding school

improvement efforts, and 10 or more different combinations-supporting

enabled school improvement efforts.

Parti pation in IOAs: Geographic Proximity. kliother pattern of

participat reflected in the geographic disfiller.sion or concentra-

.

tion of IOA members. Of the 103 arrangements,, 64 were intra-county

IOAs (i.e., they involved only organizations that are located within

the same county). Inter-county arrangements, those with members from

more than owe county, totaled 24. Of those 24, two third(16) involved

Organization's only in Bay Area counties, usually contiguous counties.

The remainder (8) were equally divided between IOAs that included agen-

cies in non-Bay Area counties contiguous to the study area,,and-those s .

organizations in counties not contiguous the study area. The other
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15 arrangements were interstate arrangements (5,e., they included at

least one member in another state). Thus we note that IOA membership'

was heavily concentrated among geographically proximate organizations,

with 80.percent of the arrangements involving either intra-county or

tiguous inter- county membership.

Participation in IbAs: Size of Arrangements. In TabTe 9 the

range of' IOA size is, shown for the total of IOAs, for each major IOA

class, for the seven subclasses, and for subtotals across school

improvement subglasses. The.full range of IOA sizes was 4xtremely

broad, ranging from two to 93 participating organizations. Just under

70 percent of the IOAs had fewer than 10 member organizations, with 48'

IOAs having two to fogir members and 24 having five to.nine members.

In general, the larger IOAs,were in.the enabled and freestanding

arrangement categories; and within the enabled IOA category, the (larger.

arrangements,were in the,subclasses of manSted improvements

standing improvements. .

/410

d free-

6
When size of IOA is considered in terms of the type of improvement

effort supported, we'see a marked difference: 32 of the-45 IOAs sup-

porting enabled improvement efforts (71%) contained four or fewer organ-

izations, while only 12 of ale 44 IOAs supporting mandated improvement

efforts (27%) were this small. On the other hand, a few of the 40As

1-
supporting enabled improVements were relatively large (four of the IOAs

supporting enabled improvements contained more thah 30 organizations,

but only one of thdIOAs suppOrting mandated improvementswas this
.

large). However, this latter difference involves only a small portion

of the IOAs. In general, :the IOAs supporting mandated improveMents

rI

V



; TABLE 9

SIZE .OF ARRANGEMENTS `BY ARRANGEMENT CLASS

Number of Member Or Snizations

.

Total

Arrange-
ments'

.

2-4. 5-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 56-60' 93

Arrangement Clits
.

Total 103 48 24 9

.

2 7 4 2

o

2 2 2 1

I. Mandated Arrangements

y

35

..

24 5 2 1 1 1- - - - 1

I.A. Mandated Ofovement 8 1 3 2 - a 1 1

.

- - - - - -

I.B. Enabled Improvement 27 23 2 '- r - - 1 1

II. Enabled Arrangements 44 16 13 3 2 5 2_ -

.

2 -

II., A; Mandated !improvement ° , 32
-- ,

11 11 3 '2 3 1 - 1 -
lb

- -

11.B. Enabled Improvement 12 5 2 - . 2 1 - Vipo
1 - -

III. Freestanding Arrangements 24 8 6 4 - 1 - 1 1 - 1 2 -..

M.A. Mandated Improvement 4 - 1 2 - - 1 - - - - -

IiI.8; Enabled Improvement 6 2 - - - - - - - - -

III.C. Freestanding Improvement 14 4. 3 2 1 1 - 1 2 -

I

4
.

.

Subclass/A & B Subtotals

A. Mandated Improvement 4 44 12 15 7 2 4 2 - 1 - . -

8" Enabled Improvement

.

45, 32 6 -. - 2 1 1

.

1 1 I - 1

/
/ C. Freestanding Improvement 14 4_ 3 2 - 1 - 1 - 1 2 1
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tended to be much larger than the IOAs supporting enabled improvements.*

Between-County Differences 1

Examination of between-county differences in IOA activity revealed

several findings summarized in Table 10. First, the number of IOAs

in which organizations within each county participated covers a broad

range - -from 25 IOAs in Santa Clara and San Francisco Counties to seven

in San Benito County. HoweVer, within this range nine of the counties

had 10 or fewer IOAs.

Seynd)tytth the exceptions of Santa Cruz and San Joaquin Counties,

the number of IOAs in which organizations in each county participated

tended to be associated with the population and public school-enrollment

in the county. In general, the counties with larger populations and

larger public school enrollmeneS--also had the larger numbers of IOAs.

This tendency is consistent with the Hood and-BlaiRell (1979) findings

that size of popUlation and school enrollment are the most consistent

predictors of gengraleducational knowledge production; dissemination,

and utilization `(KPDU) activities. In other words, and very broadly

speaking, countywide IOA activity appears to follow general KPDU activ-.

ity which Appears to follow levels of/population and publI school

enrollment.

the extent that populaticin and erfrollment levels reflect or stand

as taxies for availability ,of educational resources in general, it appears

Wigoo,

* The size distribution for IOAs supporting freestanding improvements
is based.on only' 14 IOAsdand is thus too small to provide reliable °

cOntr This distribution is much like the distribution for the
IOAs suppo ing mandated arrangements.

0



TABLE 10

BETWEEN COUNTY DIFFERENCES IN ,IOA ACTIVITY

a
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Santa Clara

San Francisco

Alameda

'-San Mateo

a

Contra Costa

Sonoma ,
wa,

Solano
.

Santa Cruz

San yloaquin

Monterey

Marin

tiap

San Benito

-

------

1,227,500

658,700

.1,101,900

585,100

613,400

271,600

208,300

173,900

, 313,700

275,000

20Q,900

94,000

r 2,400

258,383

63,098

192,438

96,042

127;153

51,385

41,125

29,535

62,808

50,513

37,408
.

16403

5,010

25

25

19

13

10

9

9
v

9

8

8.

8 .

.

8 ,

7

18

6*

5.

12

7

6

6

9

7

8

7
. .

5

3-8

6*

1-6

1-4

2-5

'1-3

3-4

2 -4

2,
1-3

1-3

3-5

. .

1-2

,21

1

7

ip

3

5-
-

2',

4

. 2

3

4

3

4

9

11

4

7

4

7

5

6

5

4

5

7

15

1

...

There is a single district fo'r the city and county of San Francisco.
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that collaboration occursmore frequently in areas which have greater,

resources and less frequently in areas which have fewer resources.

Since one frequently cited benefit of collaboration is extending or

multiplying scarce resources, this pattern suggests a discrepan

between_levels of resource need and .levels of resource-extendi g col-

laboration. ,As several interview+espondents pointed out, in der

take advantage of such collaboration, qrganizations must have some

slack resources. In particular, they must have at least one staff

member who can serve as the organizational ;representative.. Usually

such an assignment adds to rather th4n repllces the representative's

existing responsibilities. Organizations with the greaWst need to

extend their general resources.may also be the ones that have less

staff and therefore time available for participation.

Third, most of the county offices, of education were participating

in two thirds or more of the.total.number of IOAs'in*the county. The

exception n San Francisco can be-,partially accounted for by the fact

that the city and county districts are combined in a single unit.

Fourth, and again' very generally, school district participation'in

IOAs tends to be associated with the number of IOAs in which other

county organizations participate. The larger the total number of IOAs

in whith other county organizations participate, the larger the number

of,I0As per district in terms of-the range of frequency.

'Fifth, in Counties Where there is a larger total number of IOAs,,

there is also a larger number of intra-county IOAs. As a corrollary, in

counties where there is a smaller total number of IOAs, there is a

greater number of inter-county IOAs.
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Summery

IOA Categories. A 461 of 103 interorganizational arrangements

were identified within the 13-county study area. The arrangements were

grouped in three major categories--mandated, enabled, and freestanding--

according.to the legal status of the arrangement itself. Each of these

categories was then further divided into subclasses by the type of

-improvement effort--mandated, enabled, and freestanding--supported by

the IOA. This established nine possible subclasses of arrangements

and improvement efforts. No arrangements were found for*two of the

subclasses: 1) mandated IOA supporting a freestanding improvement

effort and 2) enabled IOA supporting a freestanding impr:elnt effort.

For mandated and enabled IOAs, over three quarters of the arrange-

ments fell into the subclass that supported the opposite class of

improvement effort. That is, most mandated IOAs support enabled

improvement efforts, and most enabled IOAs support mandated imOovement

efforts. Over halfwof all ttN0As identified belonged toone of the

four subclasses in which there was joint external influence, mandated

or enabled, on both the IOA itself and the school improvement effort

the IOA supported. IOAs based on mandate or enablement of the IOA

.

itself or of the improyement effort they supported accounted for 86.

percent of all IOAs. Only 14 percent of the IOAs were freestanding

arrangements supporting freestanding improvement efforts. We thus see

that some form of external stimulus significantly affects the format*

of-the great majority of all these school improvement rOAs.

Organizational Participation in'1OA's, Organizations participating'

in IOAs totaled 485. Sixteen percd41;vere n4,- educational agencies, each

of which participated in only Onel'ar.rangemmt:-"Jile educational agenbies

I.
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)

(84% of all participating organizations) were grouped in seven organiza-

tional types: school districts, county offices of education, institu-.

tions of higher education, research and development agencies, state

departments of education, other educational agencies, and IOAs per se.
4.

School districts and county offices were the most frequent partic-

ipants in IOAs. Districts participated in 90 arrangements distributed

tiroughout all seven subclasses of IOAs. Moreover, all of the arrange-

ments in each of five'IOA subclasses had at least one participating

School district. County offices were represented in 59 IOAs. They

participated in all of the freestanding IOAs supporting freestanding

improvement efforts and in most of theI0As supporting mandated improve-
4

ment efforts. The predominance of .district and county office participa-

tion in IOAs seems attributable to the nature of impro'vement efforts in

general and to the functional relationship between districts and county

offices. By definition, most school improvement activities occur at

the.district,or building level, In addition, most federal and state

improvement policies are targeted (whether mandated or enabled) to that

level. Thus, it should not be surprising to find thit most collabora-

tion for improvement occurs among the organizations required or enabled

to improve. County office participation can be accounted for as a

logical extension of the service and coordination functions they are

assigned in.order"to support local district's within,their areas.

Of.the other organizational types, only IHEs were represented in

as many as five of the seven subclasses of IOAs. However, they appeared

in only 26 of the 103 arrangements and were represented most heavily in
.,

mandated arrangements supportihg enabled improvement efforts. (R&D agen-,

'
cies were represented only in arrangements supporting enabled improveMent

r
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,efforts. The concentrated participation of IHEs and R&D agencies in

arrangements supporting enabled improvements can be speculatively

attributed to the nature and functions of these organizational types.

Although both types of organizations can and often do.have service

components, direct service or support of school improvement efforts is

not a major purpose or function in either IHEs or educational R&D

agencies. In IHEs, the major focus is teaching and research. Service

activities, in gdneral, are usually carried out by individual faculty

as individuals rather than as official representatives of the institu-

tion. The major focus of most R&D agencies, as their label indicates,

is on research and development activities (although the R&D.may be on .

'improvement efforts). Not surprisingly, intraorganizational resources

are likely to be focused primarily, or almost exclusively, on.the major

functions. Resources for almost any othe'r activities or functions must

come from external sources. In addition, most R&D agencies depend on

external resources (e.g., grants and contracts) for almust all their

work. Thus collaboration with any other organizations for any purpose
.

is likely to occur onlyif the collaborative activity is externally

supported. ,

Participation Frequency: A majority of the organizatfons identified

partiipat11 ed in.two,or more IOAs. Over three fourths of the educationalIOAs.

organizations in the Bay Area were members of at least two IOAs, primarily
'I-

. . % .

J

lic because of the active tnvolgement of school district and county offices.

,
.

AllcBay Area districts-paetitipatedin at least one OA, and 90 percent
,

.

sts,

were members of twp or more IOAs. All but one of the county"offices in
--

the Bay AreS participated in at least five IOAs.

"If
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. Combinations of Organizational Classes. -.Among the 103 arrange-
,

7

al
ments, 20 different combinations of types of organization,kwerp'found. ,

V a

Only school dist ricts and county 'offices were included ih more than

'
half of these organizational combinations. The combination:of school.

districts and county offices accounted fOr almost 40 percent.of,the .4%

IOAs. Nearly three fourths of all.I0As were made'r of odi pf these

four Combinations,: school *districts only, districts and County offiCe4,

districts .and IHEs, and districts and R&D.agencies:

, .

Mandated arrangements tended to tWolve disir'icts working with

either R&Dagencies, IHEs, or County offices: Most of the enable a.

arrangements were composed,of either districts and county offices or

-

school districts alone. The most frequent combination of organizations

in freestanding arrangements consisted of school dtstrictand county

offices.
,e

11.
Geographic Proximity. Most agenciecolliaborating in an IOA were

.

? located either:in the same county or in contiguous countIes. This find-
Q)

Ing may be associated with the high density Of human and orwizational

.population,In the.study area: there are a greater number oforganiza-

tions available for collaboration than could be mailable in less
. '

\,. densely populated areas, and,thus', it is seldom necessary to repch
. .. _

beyolizilheSegeographic'.boundaries.. If this 'is the case, wewould

,expect s

r

mjlar patterns of geographic participation pnly in states orI k

substae'regions with simil7ar-popUfation density.
. ..

An ajternaive Or additional possibility is that educational organ-

Izations, especially,school districts, within the same county serve cli-

entele that are similar in their social, economic, and political charac-

teristics. To the extent that this is the case; it- seems-logical that

0 )
'"..4 So+.

1*
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4 ,,' `organizations 'should more fugquently work itli other organizations that.i VO ' . _ * , 4 .
. . #

,arb social ly, polVtical ly , and cuitural ly.. as well * geographical ly
6 , ''' . . a er t) ,

66

%MS

., .4 ,. . 1-..... . ,
Size of Arrangements: Most of. the IOAs.had fewel than 10 member

organizattons: almost tialf had two to four members, 4and -nearly one% ...

quarter had five :to nine members. Again We must speculate about the-
,

reasons for this pattern.. With a large number of organizations avail-
.

able for collaboration within the area (and within most counties), the
t

size of arrangement's IS ndtelimitedby availdbility constraints.. It
.0 .

seems more likely that logic,' or prior experience, or even.instinct

have suggested that ire work can be., 0,complished more effectively

owherrthere are fewer fi net,.

lk

.

to be coordinated,

,

Pali Implications

The IOA census-data -suggest

conimunicion .and fewer resource sources
,,

. .-
to policymakers. . . ..

. .

-1. At least, in these 1'3 San ranciico-Bay .Area counties, inter-
°

-14 . ` -. ,

,
"%feral Roints. that may be of -interest

.
44

.

pAanizational arrangements supporting school improitements4"dre a
"

ubiquitous reali-ty. Every s-chobl district-and every county office

areducation in this area -vs a membet of at 1-east one arrangqment.
:.

, via
; "yihetY'percent of the -231 school districts participated' i-n two or more,

.

afwgements; and 12.ot the 13 count, / office-s sparticipated in five or '"

morel'aliangements. . Five other types7of educational 0 non-reducationallr

argartizations werev. ..;04 also representei"alithough participation was **'-'4r-
.

. ,

*fr.e9iient y confined-to .r.Tnvolvement in'tnly one or a few 10As..
.'.

r.

,
..t y .

111

1
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2. Educational agencies collaborate in formal' interorganiiational

most often when there is some external sti-mulus.via mandate

6 or enablement that affects the IOA itself, the improvement effort it

supports, or both. r
3. Participation by -type of organization is profoundly affected

by the status of the sChool improvement effort that is supported by the

arrangement. School districts and copn ty offices tend to be 'virtually

tip only members of mandated arrangements supporting mandated improve-

ments. BLit when a mandated arrangeMent supportstan enabled, improvement

effort there'is typically a broad range of types of orga'nizatio that

may participate. As we- shall see in the next chapter, much of thj,10

difference is traced to the locus of the stimulus (federal, state,,
.5

local, or some combination) and to the predominent prhilosophand
. 10.4."...,

strategy behind the mandating or enabling prosr*Aipcy. .;
ta. or, e%

4., Educational' organizations %nit IOAtwith other agencies that
A n t .

......

-are .geographically close. Usually IOA members are located in the same
. ,.

county or in contiguous counties. -Perhaps partially for this reason,,

s most IOAs tend to havefewer than '1'0-Member organizations. Conversely,
,,-- ,

.

an apparent preference far, smaller-sizemay influence participation

primari 1 ji 'of geographically proximate organizations. As we shall see,
.1,. 4 6

size of tfie arfangemerit, composition of the arrangement ,by types of ,Y., .

organizations participating, and the locus andiiiature of- external- stim-
. ,-. .--

4ulus all affect the %OA strbcture,,gove'rnance, activities, and outcomes.
.2. t"

I Y t s .1 -
, .

These points' will be 'ekathined in greater detail in 'the following sec-..
tion, which'provide's 'des'eiption f arrangements in all the subclasses.

I
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:COMPARISONSOF CHARACTERISTICS OF IOA TYPES

0

a

1

This section providgs summary comfmr,isons.of the seven types of
. . .

irrangements.accordi ng t'o the fivedimens,ions of the analytic' framework
°'and 'the'relationel properties issdciated with- each dimension. The

suimary comparison's are drawn .fromdetaldd descriptions of each type

'of WA which are included as an appendix tO this report. As 'Table .11't .

shows, we have used./
V

ordered code (high, me ciium, lovi)- wherever
. . tpossible -tb simAify. comparisonsfacross the IOA:types.. Distingtions. . -,,rv , ..

0 . . .--.t
among' the three levels are explained in the discussion e f each dimenig,. i . .

sign Ind _properly.), as, are the meanings _and. ii_st-inot ions --o7f-- the rem

str

codes. Ingnost cells, a single label has been used to ,characteriie

all o.most. of the IOAs being compared within tht at cell. iHowever,

in sbme instances thei.e,.was a suf ange among the IOAs on a '
-

given property that Alual coding seemed, ap ropriate (e.g., high- 't4

medium); where' this Occurs,, the first word dicates at' leash 4_
. e

slightly predogririant',lendency in that direct Jon (e.g.., .medium -high,.
, ".,. ...

HO-medium, ., °. '',0 ,
4 . c

, i -,
. .. k- ' - . ..,- , Two points .51161 d 'be -emiihsi zed i n actv of the:discussions.

6 i ,.- .. .

eitirst is thIt, for both' the summary comparrsOns and the detailed
. , ,e.

_ ...,7,,, aN a .
"
' :9 . destriptions,, the focus is on the4torecharacteoistics,.of the type of

" arrangement and variation acQss or between the types rather,than on

details 'and 'variation.within the types. ,-The intent is to give an
. .

4 overall, picture or sense of each type ofJOA -rather than to impart'

details about individual arrangements.
4

4 (
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0 TABLE 11

COMP ON OF SEVEN- TYPES 0F IOAs ON 14 R IONAL PROPERTIES

.

DIMENSIONS

,

.

RELATIONAL PROPiitTIES

. Type of IOA 103 Total).
i. Mandated 10A ,..15 )C U. Enabled IDA 4) , III. Freestanding 10A (

-14t144)
, Fhestanding
Improvement

A. (8)
Mandated
Improvement

B. :27)

Enabled
Improvement

A. (32)

Mandated r
Improvement

B. 12)

Enabled '
Improvement

A. (4)
Mandated,

Improvement

B. (6)
Enabled

Improvemesnt
.

.

HISTORY

.

-. '

Circumstances that
led'to IOA

l

.4.

.

State pro-.

gram and - ct,

requitement

.

Enduring

,

1Federal &
state pro-
grams

Foundations,
businesses

T nsitory

Federal &
state "pro-
grams.&

legislation

Enduring

Federal &
'state pro-
grams

Transitory

4

State
legislation

.

Enduring

Federal .

program
)

Transitory

Member
organizations
h - .

Transjtory

CONTEXT
.

.

Cooperative Environ-
ment: support_for
collaboration .

external to IOA
member organizations

...

High

-:

.

High

.

.

.

High

.
,

.

High

.

High

.

:

High

.

.

.

* High

.

Resource Availibility:
resource sources,
external to member
organizations

.

.

.

.

High

.

'High

,

High. High ,

.

,

It

High

,

,

High

. .

.

. High

, 1

STRUCTURE

. .

.

'

t

,

,
l 0

.

Fdrmalizatjon: degree
of officiSI sanction
given to exchange by
members

----4
.

r..-
High'

-
-

High-medium

W 4

High

'....

High

.

. .

* .

Medium
,

_

-

:
Low $

High staff
Om-

High-medium

.
.

Low $ .

MediuM-low
staff time

. , .

.

Medium-low

4

.

Low $

Low staff
time

Intensity: size Of
investbent required
for member. partici-

pation .

- .

Low $

High-medium
staff time

,

Lowi

High staff
time .

Low $
'

High staff
time

'how $

Medium . .

'staff time

Reciprocity: extent
of mutual agreement
about basesand con-
ditions of exchange

High
.

,

-----..---

High
e

. .

High
.

.

..

.

,,,gh -

High

.

.
.

4 High .

.

4 . '0P ..

High

' r% .,

Standarilization:,

extent to whiCh.units
and proceddre fory'.
exchange are fiZia

.

Medium-high

,

Medium-thigh

.
.

,High` ---

.

-

MediuM-high
. ".

.

.

.

.

. v
.

Me4lum-high
..,

4.

.

.

;.

Medium
. ,

.

.

.

.
Medium

.

a
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.

Types of Coordinating
Mechanisms

,

i

.

, Designated

Coordinating
Agency/Agent
(DCA/A)
Advisory

committee
Multiple
IOA staff

OCA /A

Advisory
committees
Multiple
10A staff

Policy board
Multiple
IOA staff

DCA /A

Advisory
committees
Steering
committee
'Joint powers

board
Multiple-
.IOA staff

_

DCA/A
'Rotating
chair
Policy board
Advisory
committee

,t,

DCA/4
Steering
committee

.

DCA/A
Steering
committee

.

DCA/A *

Steering
committee
Botatiitg

chair .

.

Degree of Coupling:

levels at which IOA
linkages occur;
multiplexity of

4 ties among members

High
.

High

,,,

High High Higt Medium-low Medidm-low
.

OPERATIONS

.

.

o '

Formallzation:
extent Of exchange

coordination by an
intermediary

High Medium-high Hie

. .

Medium Medium-high.

.

Medium .

,

.Medium

-.

Intensity: frequency
of interactro4 among
members

.
.

High-medium Medium-hig, ii High
. _

High-medium

.

High

.

Medium-low

_ ""
Medium-low

Reclprocity:

directicins of
exchange

.

.---------`-;

Multilateral'

'.'

'

Multilateral

.

,
Multilateral

.

Multilateral Multilateral
.

Multitatereal

. ....,

Multilateral

.

,..

Contegt: circum-
stances under which
linkage mechanisms
are employed,
-

Most formal
interactions

.

Most formal
interac ).fons

-

-

Most formal
interactions

Most formal
iteractions

Most formal

interactions
4

Most formal
interactions

.

--1,--,

Ilikk*formal

interactions

.

OUTPUTS
a

Results df IOA:
direct outputs
to members and
clients .

.

Services
Activities
Mandate
compliance

4 ,

,

Services
Activities

.0

Services .

Activities
Mandate
compliance

,

'N

-

. i

'Services

-Activities

.... .

Products
Services
'Activities
Mandaty

compliance

,

Products
Services

_ -

Activities
Services

'
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The second point is.that these are,"soft" rather than "hard"

comparisons. That is, tieratingAn each cell represents our' overall

. perceptual assessment of the several sour ces of data:assodiated with

S
each property for each IOA type; it is not bai'ed on consistently

"hard' quantitative data. For example, our rating "cf structural

intens-ity -the size of resource investment required member par-

s.

ticipation--it an assessment of the cumulative investment,of two

/)

. kinds of resources, money and staff' time. Although we had data

about the amount of member d011ar contributions to most of the IOAs

and data about most IOA budgets, we did not attempt to collect .data

from each member of each IOA ot)fro4 a statistical Sample of IOA
A

members about the proportion of the total member budget that the

.
contribution represented. Similarly,,wejod data about the number

of 1.egular IOA meetings id activities, bUt we.did..mt have data from

all mAmber organizations about the amountland proportiOn'ortotal

staff time spent IOA- related work ,(e.g:, amount and proportion of

time'spent by organizational representative;,totl number and propor-

tion of staff members involved in various.pA'ases of IOA work sand

activities). 0"

As a'result, generdlizability of the comparisons is limited.-

,' I Nonetheless, the comparisons are useful .0-providing an additional

.map of the keveral IOA,types. 'In addition, distinctiobi 4mong the ..\\a
'types, and the patterns across the types can sugg t questions. to be

raised in future research.

a

4

ta.

4
4
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History

A ,

Circumstances that led to the IOA. Although each IOA has a

different history"of particular contacts, eydnts, and procedures

leading to its formation, virtually all'have in common substantial
4

prior contacts amonvall or most of the membet. organizations. In

most instances, the members.have had a variety of relationships and

interactions rahgfhg from inforinal individual cohtacts to formal

organizational relationships in one or more other. IOAs. In addition,

these contacts, in the. aggregate for each IOA, have continued for a

long period of 'time-- enduring among members of some IOAs over a period

ofla years, lipt_surprisingly, in most instances the longer-term

relationsh4pshave been among the school, distriCts and county offices,

especially those within the same county. The shortest-term pre-I0A
. .

contacts and retalOonshikappgal%ttoftfdir in IOAs involving educational

agenciesand private organizations.

Comparisons among the IOAItypes Showthree"general patterns of
P

historical cfrcumstances,'6ach assotiatedi with the type of improvement
/

, 9

effort supported by the IOA type. It .11 these three patterns that

suggested the IOA classification system.
_.;

rangements supporting man-

p

dated improvements (I.A.; /ILA.; III.A.) whether the IOAs themselves 0
.

are mandated, enabled, or freestandin ,iwere4established or formalized
.

.

in response to state or fg.eral le slative,or administrative require-
glt .

ments. Similarly, most arrange nts supporting enabled improvements
4

I.B.; IJ.B.; III.B.) came a out in response to requests for proposals

1RFPs) solicited by state or federal agencies tpotisoring the various
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improvdtnt efforts: In this study the wily.exception to federal/state

sponsorship occurred in six mandated IOAs that supported improvemedts

sponsored at least in part by. businesses and/or foundations; logically,

however, this source of sponsorship could occur, for any type of,I0A

,

supporting an enabled improvement`. The third pattern is confined to

freestanding.I0As that support freestanding improvement efforts'(III.C.).

in contrast to,fthe other IOA- improvement comOinatiOns, both-the

arrangements and the improvement efforts were established on formalized

primarily on the initiative-of member organizations.

A final dimparison on the historical dimension, primarily, sbec-

ulatiori on our part, concerns. whether different types of IOAs are

' likely to be enduring or transitory. Again the differences are ,

associated with the types of improvements supported by the IOA types.

The assessments ,are based. on the combined history of IOAs within'

. each type and'O5)udgment of future IOA trends given real and

anticipated,changes (or lack of changes)sin external requirements

and'funding patterns.

_The three types of IOAs supporting mandated improvements (I.A.,
IA

II.A.,"III.A.1'we have labeled "enduring" to indicate the frequently

<Pe* long-terM past relationships, in these LOAs and to suggest that most

'Of these IOAs seem likely to continue indefinitel). For 'example, the

Consolidated ApplicatiOns Cooperatives (in which both the improvement

and the IOA are required--J.A.) were mandated by the California State

.
Department of Education in1972. In addition (to the nearly 10 years

that these IOAs have existed under this mandate, some members of some

4
4

9



of the,IOAs had been working 'together 6,a4similar,ormal,manner for

five to 10years. The serOces,provided by this set of rOAs.are

sufficiently important, even critical in some instancesthat they

would be likely to continue even tf the'duaI mandate were elliminated.

-- In fact, several members of at least one of thesearrahgements.have

elected to remain as members.even after they have become-eligibli to

Waive their-participation requirements.

'There is a similar history of working together for many of the

32 enabled arrangements that support' mandated improvements (IL:A.).

.

Half of these are Regional OccdNtional Programs that operate under'

1.

the State Master Plan for Vocational Education established in 1972;

.

the-other half are special edu6ation consortia or Special Education

Service Regions that operate under the State Master Plan for Special

Education established in 1971. Although most have been organiied in

thei-r present fOrm'only since their respective Master Plans have been

in effeci, almostall the existing IOAs represent eXPansions of

previous formal collaboratir direttr; associated with the present
0 .

1.
improvement effort' (e.g., previous shared pupq evaluation services

in special. education; premiobs interdistrict attenadne agreements in

oicupational.'programs): The niEling.dt iripnovem required by" the

Master Plans and the extensive Joint effoeMtnat:now exist to meet

a

these requirements suggest that few, if any, of(4-liember organiza-
,

tIons could be.in compliance on thetr own. At-the same time, the
,.

nature and variety of services available to member organitatigns.

,

suggest, that of-tbe_IOAs woulecontinue in some form even tf,7
° . .

Q

,
. .1

. IA
0 -)
.J,.,
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. 0 . .
thvgoverning mandate were diminished or eliminated., Forexample,

.

...in special educatiop consortia, 4he coordinating agency administers

pupil evaluations, fair hearings, shared classes, and,services
.(

. .

Teoullred from non- consortiji age cies.
2
.

.
1

The designation of the third subgroup (III.A) as "enduring" was,

again, pcincipallySpeculation. All of these arrangements were

formed to help member districts meet proficiency assessment requite-

ments, set by the California Assembly, 1976. By the end of the

study, fnernbers were technically in compliance with the mandate so.

that the original..purpose of-the arrangements had been fulfilled..
.

However, rather than dissolving the IOAs Or continuing to interact*

40

on an informal,basis,.members,in each IOA were planning to continue
. .

O working together to-expand- andvdefine the various resources and

materials (e.g.0 test item banksrthat their respective arrangements
c

, had developed". Our.general sense-was that members expected*to con-/ " f

tinue the arrangements indefinitely, although perhaps with a reduced

' level of activity and resburce investment.
. .

labeling the remaining four IOA subgroups "transitory" was some-
,

what problematic. On the, one hand, most of the enabled improvements

supported by three of the I0PcsubgroupS(I.B., III.B.) were

part of federal or state programs that,are.e4aSlecr(in,these instances

meaning funded) for specific, fixeci'periods of time, usually not more

than three years. Although'it is possiqile for members of these con-

sortia to-4pPlY Jor and rective-funding 'renewal, the IOAs themselves
%.

were initially established and expected to exist only within the time (
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ations may exist outside the study area under this and other federal ''

\

programs such as Teacher Corps and Te.acher Centers, both of". which

were begun in 1965. Where collaborative improveMent,efforts have

77

e

limits-6f the, orOinal. external grantor contract period, and within

the time limits gf any subsequent renewal. ' In addition, the external

.sponsio'rs generally provide the largest amounts (and proportions) ofi

fiscal resources for the enabled improvement efforts and associated

IOAs. Among the-federal and state-enabled programs; only one state

clrogram--the Professional Development and Program Improvement Centers

(PDPIC, I.B.)--makes any prbvision for reducing external funds and

4
increasing member contributions as a means of continuing the improve-

ment effort At the end, of a specified grant period. These two,factors
,

suggest that the collaborative imprbvementefforis would be unlikely
4,

to continue very long, if at all, if external support were substan-

tially decreased or eliminated.

On the other hand,- some .of t ese IOAs have continued their

joint efforts for as long as the spOnsoring program has existed;

that is, they have continued their own commitment to the improvement

effort and to their collaboration through repeated susccessiful,appli-

cations for funding renewal. For example, aO13 of the Responsive

Education Programs '(I.B.) have continued since the federal program
tisr:j

was established in 1968. We recognizeothat %imilaNlong-tenm.assoCi-

existed over such a long period of time, we would expect those efforts

to continue in spite of reduced or eliminated external funding, thotigh

perh1ps in substantially, even drastically Todifiectform and .scope.

a

4

st.
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Freestanding 10As supporting freestanding improvements (III.C.)

constitutes the fourth and last subgroup of transitory arrangements.

Although One of these 14 IOAs had been in existence for aldost
'4.

years and three for almbst 10 years, the other 10 were less. than-fiVe

years old at the time of the study. In addition, this "subgroup had
9

fewer prior, Oiig-term formal relationship! related to* the exi sti ng

collaborative effort than did' the other groups. These two-factors

(in addition to their generally medium to low ratings A the other

0,

..
properties)\suggest that these typee of. vrrangements are even less

% 4 6 6.

°likely than the others to continue over longer periods of. tinie.

It is important to emphasize here that we do not assume that

0

I C

enduring arrangements are 'good" and-transitory arrangements are "bad."

. We simply note the circumstances which seem to contribute to longer

versus shorter working relationships. -'The appropriate judgment about
.

how long or whether to continue an IOA rests witk the participating

.

organizations based oh the utility pf the _arrangement in supporting'

the desired'improvement.

Context

Cooperative environment: support for colaborationekternal to

,

IOA member organi-zations. Both statew &de and in the study area, we

found the general environment to be highly supportive of collaboration

as an improvement*suppori mechanism. An essential contributing factor
,

c

i.s the emphasis that the California State Department of.Education

- m

(CSDE) has placed- °Collaboration iq the numerous state programs it

tias-ptirrgrits-d-ord-admi-nistered.-711il-s7emphasis reflects a. consistently ,

.
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'stated view by cSDF., personnel that the most effective improvement .

efforts will arise from sha'red knowledge and other resources at the

'local level (Cates, McKibbin, and Hari ; 1980),. State-sponsored

programs involving IOAS occurred in all but two,of the seven IOA sub-

groups. In addition, there Were as many state programs identified as

there were federal programs (seven each), and there were almost twice,

as many arrangements associated with the, state programs U3) as there

were with federal programs (30). Slightly over half of the 103

arrangements were involved vith state.programs* (see Table 2, p. 24.

The activities and accomplishments of these and other coliabora-

tive efforts are frequently highlighted in CSDE newsletters and press

releases related to the various pro rams. Perhaps the most recent

visible sign of support has been the establishment of a Consortia

Support Unit within the.CSDE.''Althbugh the unit's services are

specifically targeted to consortia supporting the California Schbol

Improvement Programt(II.B.), the existence of such an office under-
?,

scores the general CSDE support for Collaboration.

In addition to this specific CSDE emphasis on collaboration, there

are Sever'al statewide 4port networks with which numerous IOAs are

affiliated. For example, there is a strong quasi-formal network among

directors of the state-mandated Consolidated Applications Cooperative's

and,a growing informal network among School improvement Consor-

(II.B.). _Some of the federally sponsored programs have provided

*Although both state and federal programs support improvement effoqs
in -rji-A. , the IOA enablement is associated with the state program.

3
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encouragement for collaboration, beyond grants or contracts for

individual IOAs., For example, the national,Teacher Corps Program

(I.B.) has inclgded sponsorship of state or regional networks of

Teacher Corps projects.

Resource 'availability: resource sources external to member'

organizations. The study area, like California as.a whole, is con-

,

.sidered rich in personal and educational resources. As we indicated

in the orienteion to the study area, both the state and the 13-county

area generally exceed the national figures on characteristics such as

per capita and median income. When Hood and Blackwell (1979b) devel-

pped a typOlogy of states' education'al and knowledge production, dis-

semination, and utilization capability, California rankid first in
4

six of seven hierarchical groupings of predictors such as state per

capita school expenditure and number of higher education institutions;
4 4

and indicators such as the number of ERIC clearinghouses and ratings

of State Facilitators in the National Diffusion Network.

Within the study area, more tangible evidence of resource avail-

ability is indicated by the various state- and federally funded pro-

grams which the IOAs support, and by the consultation -and technical

# assistance services available from the CSDE and the 13, county offices

of,education. In addition; there are 58 colleges:and pni'versities in

the area (excluding professional and specialized schools in such areas

as law, medicine, theology), four majo'r research and development agen-

cies which.focus in whole or in part on educational improvement, and

an uncountable number o1 private educational consultants.

I-

iM

.11
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Structure

Formalizati,on: degree of official sanction given to the exchange

by member organizations. By definition, all the arrangements included

in the study were based on some kind of formal, official agreement'

between or among the participating organizations. However, there

were some readily apparent differences across the IOA types in the

#.- number and kind ,of formalization indicators. There were three prin-

kindS of agreements, each indicating a different level of cm-
.,

( \
'mftment on the part.of the signatory organizations and each requiring

a different level or levels of approval within each ,organization.
f

A legal contract wat the strongest form of agreement and could

be represented by a oint.applicati\on or propdsal for federal or

state funding for the impr.6iement program and/or the 108, or by a

joint power)._ agreement to set up the IOA as a separate, formal gov-
,

erning and administrative body. Generally these agreements required

the approvai,bf-both the chief executive officer (usually a superin-

tendent) and the Board. Major changes in these agreements would

require approval by all members and the external funding source with

which th4.agreement was made:), Similarly, a member's withdrawal from

the arrangement also would require approval of the-external agency.
tom

An interagency agreement was the intermediate form. Although,
, '4 U

these, agreements generally spelled, out the terms of the arrangement
. /

e.g.; the' time period coveredby the agreement, the'amoant of the ,

.
.

member's conp=ibution, the general responsibilities -of members), they

A "

varied-considerably in thee level of detail about specific activities

. qnd services ttibe'.priided by the IOA. In addtition, since the

1
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agreement was not legally binding, a:member could withdraw-from an

arrangement covered only by this-form of Usual ly these
Y

agreements were signed 6y the chief exectlt:iye officer( or by another .

-executive -level person. For the most part, they were between

vidual member organizations- and one member...agency designated to cur-

dinate and administer the arrangement. Changes in. the agreement

could be negotiated amolig the.members orby one member-With the
. ,

tOorii-nating agency.sjgr_ip'-g_Ithe_ period of the agreement.
..

...

A memorandum or letter of agreement was the third form and the

JeaSt formal of the agreekents. As with the intetagency:agreement,

it was usually directed from the member organizations-to the coordi-
.-

nating.agency. In most instances it too indicated the amount of, the

)member contribution and,the services, or basic purpose of

the arrangement; It differed from the other forms of:agreemebt in;

that the signatory was sometimes a unit or program ,manager rather

than the chief executive officer or other executive-level person:

--In the three LOA subgroups rated high on formaItzation

,. I I.B. ) the predominant type of agreement was .some form of legal

contract. In addition, there Were numerous'instances in these groulas

of multiple forms of agreement, usually a combi-nation of an interagency '\.
agreement with the legal contract. In some instances (e.g., in some

special education consortia--II.A.), the chief.-executive officer of

-eac_h organization participated- directly iii,the.arrangement either as

the IOA repreSentative or as a member of,,an advisOry almmittee' for
. , .

the collaborative effort:, ,The combi tion of these factors. ihdic'ated

a strong official commitment to the collaborative effort.,

1
I ie,

4
.
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Only one subclass (III.A.) was composed exclusively of IOAs with

a medium rating, wtii ch was indicated by these features. Theiarrange------_,

ments were based primarily on &single agree- ment (generally a legal

contract in the form of a joint pr4oposal, or 0 interagency agreement).

;ill addition, the organizeti9nal representatives usually were subunit

managers or program direct6rs. Although in some instances an executive

staff member (e.g., assistant superintendent for curriculum and)n-

struction) served as the representative, rarely was the CEO directly

involved in the IOA.

Arrangements with a low formalization rating also appeared in-

only one subgroup (II.C.). Most with this rating were based only

on a memorandum of agreement. In addition, the organizational repre-

sentation was almost always,a program or subunit manager.
JOh

Intensity: size of resource investment required,for member

parkipation. The two most consistently, apparent resources contrib-

uted by-members were money to support coordination and implementation

of joint efforts,and staff time-to coordinate and participate in

joint activities. Although the amount of member dollar contributions

for one year ranged from a few hundred to more than $40,000 (for one

member), the proportion generally appeared to be quite low when

compared to a member's total organizational budget -- usually less

than 10 percent of that total. In addition, where externally provided

funds were in effect the source of member contributions (I.A., I.B.,

II.A.c-II.B., III.B.), the contributions did not come from the

members.' regular opbrating budgets.

A
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In contrast--; the amount of.staff time required to carr, out IOA

activities was .general ly a high t'o medium investment. Those rated
,

high , I,B. , I I.A. , '1 ) tedded to require considerable staff

t imelbeyond the off i ci al representdt ves ' participation <in regular

meetings,, The additional time usual ly involved he representatives'

-preparation f-O; the regular meetings and the participation by the rep-
NN.

67

resentatives and other stafrip additional. activities such as advisory
0

committees and task forces. Moreover, tifere were usually several staff

members from each, organization actively and regularly engaged A

.

related work (though not, always simultaneously).- Overall, the high-,

/

intensity arrangements tended to require regular weAly,and sometimes

daily, ihvolvement of one or more staff members. Not surprisingly,
-

.

this level of involvement was associated mostly with IOAs supporting

.mandated improvements so that the IOA efforts were essential to the
4

IOA members.

4

For the,subclasses rated tiled i WIT in this area (I.A.,-II.B.,

extra staff -time was also reqllAred and there were multtipe organiza-

tional

\

participants. Hqwever,:the extra time and gartfcipation for

IOA work appeared to be less ftequent and sporadic rather than regular.

A low rating III.C.) reflects little additional time required

beyond regular IOA meetings (tsaally .monthly) and little, if any,

additional stair inyolveMent other =than the official representative.

R4ciprocity: extent of mutual .agreement about bases and conditions
.

r

,of exchange, The predominantly high ,rating on this property was'llerived

indirect3y from two features that most of the 'IOAs had in common; First

6

was the fact that most of the 'arrangeMents (86%) were involved in Some

' I )

(
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external requirement or enablement for either the improvement-or the

tarrangemeneor both. Far these IOAs, the mandating.or enabling agency
t

specified at least the. minimum bases and conditions for the exchange

(e:g., the nature of the improvement, the basic features or Structure

of a supportingIOAt the types of actiyitiits or tasks to be carried

,
out as part of the improvement and/or the arrang,ont). .4cept'in the

, --,_
_ --)

'eight in, which both the improvement and the arrangement were mandated, .

..members in all these IOAs were voluntary participants in either the

improvement or the arrangement or, both. 'Under these circumstances,

IOA Orticipatfon implied considerable_ reciprocity among members.

,The second feature wasthe Continued voluntary IOA participation
sv

by most oembers, often over an extended period of time. Here, red-

.. procity wasalso suggested for most IOAs in subclass I.A. by the fact

that even when some members have become eligible to waive the mandate,
1

they have chosen to continue their membership.

Standardization: ?extent to which units and procedures for

exchange are fixed. In the three subgroups rated medium to high

(I.A., I.B., II.B.); there appeared to be a roughly even division

between units'and procedures that were clearly fixed(usually by the

external agency) for the duration of the'agreement andOnits,an&

procedUres that were open to negotiation on renegotiation by member

'organizations. For example, the amount of external funding, the

limits of Member dollar or proportional contribution, and the basic

decision-making structures and procedures were among the items gener-

ally standardized ty the external agency. Changes in these items

-appeared to be made only rarely and only with approval by the external

4

1

sJ

.
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agency. Other items tuch-,_as the number and specific 'ifpics of work-
_

'shops or inservice_sessions could generally be established and revised

-'at the discretion of IOA members. The single high rating (PI.A.)

indicates that,an estimated 60 percent or more of the units and

picocedures_were fixed. The single-medium to low rating (Iir.c.)

% _%

indicates that there were about the same number of IOAs with medium

standardization as withlow standardization. Low, standardization is

an estimated 40 percent or less fixed items.

Types of coordinating mechanisms. In all.the IOAs, one member

1,

agency was designated as the coordinating agency for the fiscal

matters and/or for managing joint activities,and services of the

arrangement. In a few instances, there were technically two coordi-

/

nating agencies, one respqnsible for fiscal administration and one:

for activity and service coordination. Witndut'exception, there

also was an IOA coordinator or director for the arrangement. In

0

most instances, the coordinator was a staff member in the,coordinating

agency assigned to the IOA on a part-time basis. Exceptions to this-

pattern were in IOAs for which the coordinator was also the elected

chairperson,of the steering committee and, the chair rotated ,each

year (Z1.B., Ifl.C.). However, for .numerous arrangements in the,

mandated category (I.A., I.B.) and the enabled category (II.A.,

t

there was a full-time coordinator and at least one'additAonal

professional staff Member assigned to work .t -time with the IOA.

Also common to all ICf s was same form ommittee which had major /

responsibility for decisions about IOA activities and services. In

addition many IOAs had botha decision- making committee and one or
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more advisory committees composed of ferent sets or groups of IOA
r

participants from member organizations. For example, Teacher Centers

(in I.B.) had both a policy board and least one advisOry committee

thSt focused on staff development needs and concerns to be addressed

by the IOA: Similarly, Special education consortia (In II.A.) had

both *a citizens advisOry committee and a pAfessional development

advisor.vcommittee in addition to the consortium steering coliimitt4e.
. .

In 'instances whene tqse consortia were' operated as quesi-indepen4nt

organizations under a joint powers board; there also was usually an

advisory Committee composed of superintendents of the meMber diStricts

and county office(s).

Degree of'couplAg: levels at which linkages occur; multiplicity

of ties amongamembers. For five 'of the seven subclasses, there was a

high degree of coupling or interdependence amOng"IOA members. For the

mandated IOAs (I.A., I.B.), the coupling was Clearly associated with

the requirement for formal collaboration. In,both of these subgroups,

the collaboration was an essential feature of the improrezent effort,

without which members would either fail to be in compliance with the

mandat0I.A.),or would not be eligible for participation in,the

externally funded improvement program (I.B.). For the enabled sub-

classes (II.A., II.B.) arid ,the,s0Igle freestariding subclass

the high coupling was not based .on an external 'requirement-or-on.an,

absolute necessity for collaboration to,carry out the imprOvement;
,

other agencies like the IOA members have engaged in intraorganizational

efforts in each kind of improvethent program included in these subgroups.

However., once the As were formed and the improvements were being

I 'I-V
ti
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jol:ntly carried out, it would be extremely difficult for individual

members to withdraw and continue the improvement effort,on their own

at the same l,evel and pace. Similarly, if more than efew members

.

withdrew, the arrangement as a whole might have difficulty continuing

because of reduced resources, particularly h man resources needed-to
f

ilk

carry out the.variety of IOA activities in addition to the regular

busine'ts meetings.

T- -For the two subgroups with medium to low ratings (II .B., III,C.),

there were about the same number of IOAs with each r. ing. The medium

rating suggegts ,that, should individual IOA mem ers withdraw, they

conceivably could continue theIMfrovement effort but not' without

some diffiCully in realigning resources and/or renegotiating expectd-

tionS either within their own organizations or with the external

agency involved in the improvement effort. "Mow rating.indicates

that IDA members would be expected to have litt4e or no long-term

difficujty cohtiliuing the general improvement effort if the IOA

dissolved, although they also might need to renegotiate intraorgani-

zational expectations.

`pperatiohS

Formalization: extc t of exc ange coordination by an intermediary.

Although there are doubtless, innumerable informalAfformation exchanges.

that are not coordinated, there appeared to be a generally medium, to

high coordination offorMaTIexchanges., Examples Df,items and ctrcum-

stances of coordinated exchange inclUded: administratiOn of member

resource &ntributions;,schedulicg, arranging for, and conducting

regular and special meetings of the IOA; collecting data for and

a
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preparing regular and Special reports on IDA work; and arranging for

needed additional resources (eof., consultants) not available from

IOA members.

Coordination of mosf4tegular exchanges and activities was carried

out by the IOA coordinator or another staff member in the coordinating

agency; however, IOA members were frequently assigned or volunteered to

coordinate exchanges, such as task force work or arranging for outside

consultants.

Here'a high rating sugge'sts th.at most-formal exchanges were

coordinated. The two subclasses that were predominantly high (I.A.,

II.A.) were those in which. the improvement was mandated and the

arrangement was either mandated or enabled. This may indicate a need

(either real or perceived) for greater coordination as one means of

assuring and demonstrating compliance with all aspects of the mandate.

In the three subgpeups that were rated,medium

.III.C.), there apeared to be about as many coordipted exchanges as

there were uncoordinated exchanges within the IOAs. Since this

N
rating could be applied both to enabled and freestanding improvements

'Ad to enabled and_ reestanding arrangements, no suggestive pattern

was apparent.

Intensity: frequency of interaction among members. "Interacn

tion" here denotes formal and informal, coordinated and uncoordinated

exchanges among members. AIligh orating indicates that interaction

regull'rly occurred on aweekly and sometimes daily basis among several,

different memberi; and often took place daily between the coordinating

a
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agency and different members. The two ,high ratings OI.A., III.h.)
t

were associated with coJ laborative efforts that appeared-to haye the

most: ntensive ,improvement requi rements (special education and occu-

pational -programs in I I.A. and prbficiency assessment standards and

tests in and perh.lps the tifadiest iin 1icatioris fOr IOA members.

A medium rating indicates that'interaction. ranged from regular'

bimonthly to oacasional weekly contacts 'between .members other than..
the coordinating agency. This .roa.ting also included regular weepy

and sometimes dai4 contact 'between the coordinatingsagency and 'other

members A low rating indicates that regular interaction aboOt cbl-
,

laborative efforts, appeared to occur mostly in regularly' scheduJled

IOA meetings whisch were held monthly or less.
ik

6. ,

Reciprocity: directions of exchange. There appeared to be some

ti

\periods of time or some specifit areas of IOA activities or services%

in which exchanges were priMarily bilateral. Usually such exchanges

were between the coordinating agency and another IPA member: for

example$,When the coordinating. agency.was Collecting data from each

member for external reports: However, for all the IOAs, most r

exchangesappeared to be multilateral with members making,exchanges

directly with one another :as well as-with theloordinating agency.

Context:, circumStancls under which linkage mechanisms are

employed. Linkage Mechanisms were eniploye'd i ji most formaiii-nterac-

tionsW Examples were.included under extent f exchange coordination.

k

F
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.

Results of the IOA:. direct outputs to.members. We identified.

:.1,..44

. fhree Inds of outputs common to all or mpsfIOAs: products (e.g.,-
.

handbboks, newsletters, .reports); services (e.e.-, pnpgrammatic tech -

assistance); and, is administrative activities (e.g., staff

development workshops, inservice training sessions). In,all of the

IOA subgroups there was some mixture of all three outputs, but as
4. w

the table indicates; there was.a greater overall orientation toward

services and activities (in,that order). 'Only in two freestanding

subgroups (III.Z., did a-product orientation appear to be

-predominent. The improvement focus, lessfthan or rather than the

10Aitype,.seemed to influence this orientation. For example, the

IOAs in III.A. all supported:efforts to develop and promulgate pro- -

ficiency assessment standards, develop an produce item banks, sample

.

tests,"and handbooks for admiestering p ofctency tests, etc.

Improvement efforts in III.B. included research and.technical assis-

tence projects for which research reports and handbooks were intended

to be a major result from the outset. A fourth result, compliance

with a mandate, was the essential IOA.product only, for the three
'e

subgroups supporting ma ndated improvements (I.A., III.A.).

se*
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V CONCLUSIONS- AND INFERENCES
4

It4'.
.-

Al thoubh this4i.ras an expl oratory study in wOch no -hYpotheses re

suggested about the extent or nature of col laborative.arrangerpents in edii-

,the data collected in the 13-county study a-rea-havit produced some
. -

surprising findings about the number and Variet y. ofarrangementS-; the frec.:'

quency with which educational organizations, especially school disitrictt,. .

engage in forfnal collabaratipn; and the highly cOmplex.nature of connec-

tions among some organfzatiOns that share multiple IOA memberships. These 1-

'findingg suggest three sets of conclusions and Aiferences about inter--

Organizational arrangements that Support school improvement efforts.
.

1. :There appear to be a multi-faceted network of educational organi-
,

zations engage in many and varied collaborative school improvement efforts.

In the (study area, formal collaboration is a ubiquitous reality. Although

individual arrangement may vary greatly in levels'pr. degrees of complexity,

the overview of the 103 IOAs suggests a series of multiple layers of highly

compler:interOrganizatiOnal structures" and interactions.

Neither the full exten1 nor the existing and potential complexity of '

1Mfch arrangements has xet-tAn _fully recognized by most participants in

IOAs Neither have educational 10As yet been clearly acknowledged or

addressed by research on educational -organiza-t.tort§-or by poliesymakers.
4

However, the findings from this stilly suggest that the typical view of edu-

cational organizations, especially school districts, as isolated from one

another by preference and tradition is inaccurate. In its place must be

1 : 0
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considered an alterriative view in' which_there is; i,n general, moderate t

to frequent formal collaboration fn support of School improvement efforts,

2. Mostformacollaborative arrangements are established or formal-
,

ized in response to some externalrequirement or enabling resource for
t,

the-improvement'effort dr for the arrangement or for both. Only 14 .of

the 103 study area IOAs were free5tanding both in the legal Status of

the improvement effort and in the legal status of the arrangement: If

this pattern holds true in other areas, two competing conclusions are

suggested.

On the one hand, it can
.

be concluded that educational organizations

are highly responsive to external initiatives (usually from federal and

state agencies) for improvement and that they actively seek out or respond

to opportunities to share resources as well as to seek out and make use

of external resources and support. State another way, it-could be said

that federal and state initiatives have been highly successful in stimu-

lating educational organizati , again' especially school districts, to

engage in collaborative improvement efforts.

On the other hand, it can be concluded that educational' organiza-

tions demonstrate HUM interest or activity in collaborative efforts

unless some external agenCy requires the effort and/or provides the dri-

mary resource suppqrt for such an effort. Viewed in this light, and

drawing on the conclusioniof large-cale evaluations anstudies of

previous federally sponsored improvement programs (e.g., Be'rman).

McLaughlin, et al., 1975-1977; Stearns and Norwood, 1975-1977), it can

be inferred that a reduction or elimination of external mandate and/or

resource support would result in a concomitant reduction' Sr elimination

of collaborative improvement efforts.

401
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3. Midence of both tight and loose coupling-between IOA members

reinforces tie notion that variation in strength of coupling is found
.

in all or anizational s stems, and in this instance, teror

.

% -:tiOnal systems. In general, indiyid4al'arrangements appear to reflect
.,'

.

_,.
,

loose coupling-among member organizations. However, in instances where,
, .

several organizations sharemultiplellOA memberships, there appears to

be a hidden' structure of tighter coupang among t e organizations.
.

_As background for-this discutiton,* three important points should be,

made about notions of loose and tighecoupling. First, loose coupling

does not necessarilAndicate a syst.ln breakdown in need of repair.

.SecOnd, as a corollary, tight couplAg does not necessarily indicate

"good" systerii operation. The appv0SriatenesS'Or utilAy of variations

.4-

ink-coupling strength may depend on numerous factors, not the least of

which is an awareness within or among the organizations of individual

-variations and of the cumulative-naAre of mu ple instances of either

tight or loose couplings. 4

Finally, it should be notedithAtsactual coupling'strength, whther

tight or loqse, is a Tatter of degree rather than of absolutet or even

.of extremes: That is to say, tighe.COUpling, either in individual or

cumulative instances, does not necessarily represent inextricable bonds
4

within or betweeh organizations...Neither does loose coupling necessarily

represent a total lack of interdependence between or among coupled units.
1

To the contrary, it may well be that the degrees of strength and varia-,
,

tions occur within a fairly narrow mange and thatmost couplings, indi-,

vidu'al or cumulative, are of a moderate strength. The basic point to be

, 'A

made in this conclusion is that both,tight aneloose coupling exist among

IOA members and that the overalq.coppling among organizations that share,

r-o
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multiple memberships may be tighter than the couplings in the,individual

arrangements would tnditate.

The basic notion of loose coupling is that actions taken by one

element or agent in an organization bear little predictable relationship

to actions of another element or agent in the organiiation. Iii applying

To.

the notion to interorganizattonal arrangements, ther is a lack .of pre-

dictability betwen actions taken by an agent or element in -one organiza-
.

..

tion or by the organization as a whole.and actions takenby agents or 4

1

elements in other member. organizations or by the other member organiza-

tions as larger entities. Loose coupling can be reflected by diverse

fOr example, bY a relative lack of,coordinatioh within the
?IF

organization; or in richly connected networks through which influence

sptehs slowlyo weakly.
r ,

Across the individual arrangements, loose coupling,is indicated by

several factors. Within member organizations, it-is.generallY the case

, that one subunit or individual.is responsible for IOA membership and
Jos

participation. Although the formal agreeiLit. is between or among the

larger Organizations, the 'most active coupling is really between or among

subunit's. Each IOA thus involved a relatively feWindividuals in each

organization. Where an oy,:gan4ion participates in more than one IOA,
4.

a different subunit or iridivitluai\is likely to-be responsible for each
-,.

.

. -, .

membership. Moreover, within membtr organizations there appears to be

a very,low level of awareness of the IOA purpose, membership, or activities
. .

. 16

by organizational personnel otter than those tesponsible for each member-

. 4.

shit'. In fact, in the interviews, it was rarely, the case that any.sipgle
.

respondent was aware of most or all of the.IOAs in which his/her-organiza-

tiOn\wasparticipating.' 'Finally, the most visible resource investment

1.13
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required for individual IOA membership--money--is usually low relative

to the total organizational or even subunit budget. ,

There is Contrasting evidence of somewhat tight coupling'kross'..-,

individlel arrangements and in particular for organizations which share

multiple IOA memberships. The couplings discussed here arettiose which' _

are applicable to most IOAs 'and do not include,the arrangements for which

4th the improvernent effoet and the\IOA are externally man ated--clearly

the strongest form of coupling.

Across the aerangementsthere are three factors which indicate tight4

coupling. One is the formal interagency agreement itself which spells

out the responsibilities of member agencies and which, in virtually all

instances, must be approved at the executive level of each organization

and in, some instances must be approved by the goverhing board bf each \
\ .

member. Although in most instances the agreements are open to adjust-
./

ment or renegotiation. at specif"led renewal peribd§, the agreements them-

selves represent a formal, official, and binding commitment by the orgin-

,

izations to one another during the period covered by the agreement.

Another tight coupling indicator is the actual investment of organi-

zational resources in the arrangement and the improvement efltrt it sup-

ports. Although the monetary contribution- may represent a small portion

orthe tOtal/Crganizationa1 budget," the accumulatiori of resources invested- -

particularly in terns of staff time required for participation and the

(
,

n tuber of years of repeated investment or-whangesuggests a potentially

stronger tie among members than the terms of a single year's agreement
4

would suggest.

111
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I 9:
Finally, for many 10As there are additional ties .or couplings among

members thrifugh the various advisory committees. For example, special

:education consortia have a Citizens Advisory COuncil and a Professional
V'

d°

Development Advisory Committee as well as a coordinating or steering

council. Although there may be some overlap in membership, each group

is composed of a substantially different group of individuals. E,ach

group represents an additional set lef interorganizational connections.

For organizations that share two or more IQA memberships, the multi-'

plexity of ties contribute to even tighter connections* Not only are

there multiple'IOA memberships, the connections themselves frequently

are among different subunits and at different organizational levels so

that the ties are more widely distributed within the member organizations

I.

and the'ties between member organizations occur at Altiple organizational

levels. In addition, the collaborative improvement efforts themselves

have different foci so that are coupled in multiple substdntive

areas. Finally, although the resources invested or exchanged.in each 4

IOA may be relatively small, the cumulative resources exchanged among

members may be consider bly more substantial. These tight couplings

/

..
p-.-...

tend to be hidden from or unrecognized by
.

most participants due primarily
A

to the lOoseness'Of the i bdi vidual couplings (e.g., the lack of awareness

of muiltiple member's-hips, and the rel'atively small individual resource

investments).

'
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VI:--ImpucAtIoNs Fib RESEARCH

4:

The principal oriehtation of it study was to provide a first

feyei-of descre and analy is information about collaboratke

arrangements that can be d by policymake. rTs to develop a clearer under- -

standing of such arran ements as. vehicles forsupporting educational' ,

improvement effort.. 'Similarly, the primary,fo'cus of research implica-

tions is on'top cs which'can address policy issues and concerns. These
.

-7. t .

implicatioM are presented as discussions of a series of five questions,
4 ,.

. i. k-
r

I. nder'what-circumstances are formal collaborative arrangements

most ropriate to support improvement efforts, or more appropriate

than no collaborative arrangements or informal collaborative arrange -,

ments? er this study ndr the other ee NIE-supported studies of

IOAs (Havelock, a 1., 1981; TDR Associatet, '81; Yin and Gwaltney,'

1981radequately address this question. This study, rovides an overview
i

Of the number andyariety of arrangements that exist In a limited arca.

The other tWee studies focus op a limited number of exemplary arrange-

ments (three-each). Most other studies that focus on or include

examirfations of IOAs in education also fail to address4this qqpstion.

In additionill,lbetten (1981) has pointed'out that in the larger field

of ipterorganizaVonal relations "most authors assume that the most prob%.

A
esJematic aspect of coordilation .kthar it do not hippen as often as it

should" (p. 20). He also suggests three possible dysfunctional conse-
,

quencet of coordination that require further investigation in order to

"provide a balanced perspective for evaluating the benefits of'inter-

organizational coordination:"

1
A.0

1
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The first consequence he suggests is "that-tightersystemic ipte-

grOtion reduces adaptive' potential" (g. 21). In other words, Tnereased

couplings among member organizations, especially-multiple cotfrigsr__

may reduce the ability of members t simultaneously maintain1-kage

with other members and respond ade uately to changes in theil- respective

environments.

The'secon0 is. that "joint it dgramming may reduce program innovation"

(p. 21) for two reasons. One is that the greater diversity there is

among the backgrounds and orientatiops,of memberdganizations, the

greater difficulties. there moy be in establishing a common understanding

Of the program purpose, a common set of working assumAions, and mutual

trust. As a result, participants may search for safer, ev4 mundane,

tolutions. The other reason is that jointly sponsored programs are

often subject to substantial political bargaining and different "hidden

agendas" for member parttapation. The result of negotiation and '-

compromise islikely to be a,safel6r "watered down" version of the

initial program idea.

The thirdpOssible dysfunction is that "extensive coordination may

.0

reduce the quality of sviceS.provided by thnetwork as'a whole"

(p. 22) by preventing or making it more difficult:for other organiza-
..

tions, techno]ogies; and ideologies to enter the arena. Thus, the

9
, ,-

i sstatus quothe "safe" program-%- reinforce. ,

. . _

It should be doted that these dysfunctions are derived from the

system4oliievi of6rianizations prevalent in-the,general literature'of
A

interorganizaiional relations anSI that they therefore assume a moderately,
-4

tight coupling within organizations participating in IOAs. In consequence,

it could be argued that these particular dysfunctions have only limited

A. i

4'
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applicability to arrangements among educational organizations +filch are

increasingly held to be loosely coupled internally.

In 'contrast, it also, could be sail that the applicability of any

'particular dysfunction a moot question until the larger issue of dys-

*functional consequences of collaboration 'is adequately acknowledged and

tested. In this view, the possibilities raised by Whetten suggest a

starting' point for identifying and testing dysfunctional consequences

of educational IOAs.

In speaking of public policy research and implementation, Cantley

(1981) has said that in politics, policies are the hypotheses whith' must

be tested to destuttion. It might be said here that collaborative

'arrangements, especially those required or enabled. by external agencies,

hpreent already-established policies and hypotheses-which must be thor

oughly, if not destructively, tested.. One immediately apparent approach

to such a test is to compare and contrast the \structure, processes', and

results Of_similar improvement efforts that are conducted with and with-
,

AP
out the support of collaboratisie arrangements. There are many improve-

ment efforts such as Teachers Centers special education projects, and
.11

proficiency assessment projects that include numerous examples of both

collaborative and non-collaborative approaches to implementation

which can provide a startitig point for comparison and contrasts.

2. What, if any, are the critical dis inctions 'between externally
. ,

supported and freestanding collaborative efforts in areas other than

the ldgal or externally supported status of the improvement project and

the arrangement? Within this general question reside d number of im-

portant'smaller questions about potential differences in the nature of

the different'types of inferorganizational relationships. In addition
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to the readily apparent dWerences in resource availability; what

" differences occurin the structure and operations-and results of the

efforts? Do criteria or procedures set, by external agencies impede or .

enhance cooperation? Are the parameters of omy, authority, and

4,
ouded by the-responsibility for each organization clarified

presence or absence, of external support, monit and requirements?

Do freestanding arrangements. result in longer-term interorganizational

relationship than externally sUpported arrangements?

Answers to questions such as these could provide useful insights

into the efficacy of externally mandated or enabled IOAs. Again a corn-

(Orative analysis is the suggested apfroach. Teacher C nters can again

be suggested as one readily identifiable form of collaborative effort .

that exists in both externally supported and freestanding circumstances.

In addition, the intermediate service agencies identified in Stephens
,..

(1975), liood (1978), and Stephens, et al. (1979) can be divided roughly

in half between externally required or supported arrangements and free-

standing cooperatives. Clearly, in these two eins,ances there is no

lack of comparative' subjects. ,

3. What factors contribute to useful continuation of formal col-

laborative efforts when external support or requirements are reduced

or eliminated? In many instances it appears that one intent of external

support has been to build or encourage collaborative capacity and
A

commitment among IOA members as part of the overall improvement effort:

Yet there is little evidence to suggest that collaborative efforts

continue effectively when external 'requirements or resource support
1

Pare reduced or eliminated: In contrast, there is substantial past,

and present evidence that interorganizational priorities and levels
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of support or emphasis on compliance for various improvement approaches
, .

shift'with changes in state and federal political. administrations`and

with changes in economic conditions. It seems logical and prudent to

,

identify continuation factors and then pay speeial attention to those

factors when prescribing

/

or enabling collaboration.

--- It shoiiidbe tmphaIized here that useful continuation is the key

concern of this question. As previou y noted, the mere fact that

collaboration per Se continues, end, res, or is institutionalfzed cannot .

necessarily be equated with utilit oi)effectiveness. To the contrary,

Whetten has implied that-transitory IOAs may be-More functional than

enduring,ones, if for no other reason than that they can be established

to meet important but temporary needs and discontinued with relative

ease when the needs have been satisfied or no longer exist. In.fact,

repeated participation in highly focused, transitory arrangements may

reflect great& intraorgariizational adaptability and initiative and

great collaborative capacity on the part of participants than would'

be dethonstrated'by their continued membership in an enduring arrangment

1 I in which the central purpose periodically shifts.

4. What are the "natural" variations in coupling within and among

educational organizations engaged,in collaborative improvement efforts?

Most theories about,interorganizational relations are based on notions

of tight coupling and coordination of resources and exchange. They are

-
drawn primarily from similartormative theories of infraorganizational

structure and behavior. In contrast, at least some evidence from this

study points to a more appropriate emphasis on developing theories which

focus,on the patterns of variation in-coupling strength within and
1

between organizations.

n
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Some subsidiary questions are: Under what circumstances dodiffer-

ent coupling patterns occur?. Under what circumstances do the patterns

shift? What; if any, connections are there between loose,or tight

coupling within IOA member organizations and loose or tight coupling

among member organizations?'

5. What factors contribute to the tendency of some educational

organizations to-irepeatedly join *n or lead the formation of collabo-

rative arrangements as opportunities arise or change? The between-

county findings that IOA participation by school districts and county

offices of education appears to be influenced by a county's population,

public school enrollment, and larger IOA activity suggest some contrib-
.

uting contextual factors that also may be applicable 'to other types of

orgaVzations.4 However, these findings do little to explain differences.

in the frequency of IOA participation by organizations of the 'same type

within the same county (e.g., differences between the seven Santa Clara

County districts that participate in four IOAs and the six districts

that.participate in eight IOAs). Such differences suggest the presence

of intraorganizational variations that influence different levels of

IOA participation. -From the research point of view, identification of

contributing factors can increase our understanding about the nature

414

of collaboration.among-educational,organizations in general and about

the nature of collaborative activity by individual organizations.

From the policy viewpoint, identification of contributing factors

may make it easier forextdrnal IOA sponsors to assess thelikely

response of types of dTganizotions and/or,individual organizations. In

addition, answers to this question may be useful to intraorganizational

(
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policymakers in identifying factors which they can influence Qr.

control to increase or decreasegilaboration activity by their own

organizations:.

ti

4

A

ti

I

4 ,
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VII. IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICYMAftRiS

. .

In addition to the policy-oriented research,quOitions considered

in the previous chapter, there are several policy issues and implisa74L.
. .- ' 6

4 f*
.

tions'ach deserve more immediate attention. Theseissues ana implica-

tions

,These

are derived from three major findingsof the study and two likely

continued or future conditions related to the resource context for edu-
-1

cation in general lanrsl collaborative improvement efforts in particular:

o Study findings

- Apparent proliferation of collaborative arrangements.

- Marked,differences.in organizational combinations
in the different IOA categories.

- Heavy reliance on external resources for IOA support.

o Likely' resource conditions

- Continued redudtions in federal and state resources
for education. c\J

- Proposed consolidation of federal education programs. ,

As with the research implications, the policy implications are; organized

as discussions of aeseries of three questions:

1. What are the possible consequences 'of the proliferation of

collaborative arrangements? On the positive side, the widespread use .

.

of, L11 4 may indicate that edycational'agencies in general, and 16ca1
ti
NI *

district5a4n particular, have made and will ,conti o make substan-

tial progress in achieving the basic purposes of collaboration:

reduci rig unnecessary duplication of-effort, and grtending or multiplying

resources. In. turn, this progress may represent an increased capatity

for implementing costly'and Complex improvment efforts such as expanded'

.

special education programs and proficiency assessment standards.

4
*

12,3
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. 1

) .

On th/ eilegative side, there are two levels or areas of possible

cOnsegyen es. First, there are the possible negative aspects of coor-

',

41F
dina,tion it /elf. Whether the Osfunctions are those suggested by

Whetten or others peculiar to educational IOAslito the extent that any

negative aspects of coordination do exist equally or predominantly in

Individual IOAs, ative aspects are multiplied as a consequence

of praiferation.

Second, the proliferation of IOAs may represent an additional form

of unnecessary duplication of effort and of resources. Elsewhere. in

this report it was noted that many organizations appear to_be unaware

of their multiple IOA mlmberships, the potential relatilmiships between--

the improvement efforts supported by the IOAs, and the potential dupli-

cation of resources invested and/or exchanged in the multiple IOAs.
it

The numerous collab9rative arrangements sponsored by state and federal

4.,
agencies suggest a similar lack of awareness and coordination of

resources by the sponsoring agencies themselves. Where these circum-
.

_ stances prevail, they are likely attributable to the fact that primary

attention :is given 'torte substantive or programmatic aspects of the

various improvement. efforts, and secondary attention is given to the

4
collaborative mechanism that supports the program iMplementation. That

is, each improvement effort i$ .thought of first as a staff development

program, a Teacher Corps project, or a,special education progr4m,

etc., and only second or perhaps third as a collaborative program or

project.
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2. What factors may'contribute tothd marked differences in com-

binations of organizational types that support the different classes /

of improvement efforts? In the earlier census sections it was pointed

but thq there were two most-likely organizational combinations for

mandated improvement; efforts- ;school districts only,'or school- stricts

and county offices of educatilin. In contr4t, there were at least

seven different likely organizational combinations that support free-
,

standing improvement efforts and at least 10 different combinations

supporting enabled improvement efforts. Although there might be dif-

ferent patternsof organizational combi ons in a national census*

of collaborative improvement .efforts, the difference here between the

irrqted combinationt for mandated efforts and the much brooder combina-

tions-for the other two classes of improvement efforts suggests some

broader implications.

One contributing factor, appears to be a function of "who,can man-

date-whom and what." Only state and federal legislatures and courts

have mandating authority over a wide range of organizations, both public

and non- public, educational and non - educational. State departments of

,

. -

education and state boards of education can usually impose requirements
.

.
, '-

only on public school'districts and county, offices. County offices-

and school districts rarely have authority to place requirements-on

dr
any other agencies. Statewide systems of higher education can usually

*' There would be differences in at least three other states where IHEs

are required to participate in some school improvement efforts. In

Florida and Texas, the state legislatures have required IHEs to col-
laborate with districts in Teacher Centers. In Boston, Massachusetts,
a federal court has ordered IHE-district pairings for general school
improvemdnt efforts, supporting school desegregation.
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impose Mandates,pablon the colleges and universities in the system;

individual dolleges and urliversittes-rarely, if ever, can place

requirements on a* other,agencies.,

'Another possible factor is.84that school diiiricts ar the primary

targets of school improvement pnograms and requirements. That is, the

1V ,

improvements' usually must be demonstrated by districts but not by other

typesof educational organizations. It may be that mandating agencies

focus on district -level improvement such an'extent that they overlook

'the,poisibility that requfring participation by other types of organiza-
.

ticins might strengthen or faili,tate the required iaProvementeffort.1

Whatever the relative w&ight of these factors, the result is that,

in this study, almost no orgatiiatibns participated in mandated improve-
.

,ment effOrt collaboratives)
unlesSkthey were affected by the mandgte.

It 4/build appear that where participation of organizations other than

.districts and county 'officet is-essential or desirable, those organiza-

*
tions 'also must be required' Or affirmatively enabled to participate.

'3. How can state and federal policymakers continue to promote
6

collaborative efforts given: .(a)-the heavy reliance on external

. resources for IOAs, and (b)4,the almost certain reduction in state and*

federal resources for education over the next -few years? Within the
'A

.four-externally based subclasses of IOAs, a variety of existing policy

strategles are suggested.

a. -Specify collaboration-as:.acceptable or preferred implementation

means. At a minimum, .10As'-can be,entouraged by specifying collaboration

as one acceptable or propferred means for implementing an externally

_csupported or required im ovement effort. Although this approach seems .

almost facile-, the largest:percent:age (42.70of the study area 10As
4, r



(the enabled category) were-related to this strategy. It appears that

'simply identifying the possibility of,collaboration focuses actionable

attention on this means of supporting improvement. In addition, the

types of organizations eligible or acceptable for participation can be

clearly,identified.

b. Require collaboration as part of improvement effort. At the

opposite extreme, collabbration can be required as part of an improvement

effort, whether the improvement effort itself is required or enabled.

The study findings suggest that this strategy has been employed primar-

---1-1-y in order to promote collaboration among partieUlar combinations of

4

organizational types (e.g., school districts and IHEs in Teacher Corps

projects). In'a recent report on similar IOAs, Yin and Gawaltny {1981)

emphasized that such requirements must take into account congruency

between or among the organizational types requfred to participate.

c. Establish pattern of decreasing external funds and increasing

member funds. Between these extremes, one important approach tb ensuring

contin uation is suggested by a 'particular collaborative effort, the pro-

fessional Development and Program Improvement Centers,(PDPICs) sponsored

by the California State DepartmeRt of Education. Two premises underlie.

this general program. First, IOA members must consolidate or Coordinate

a
funds and activities in similap-improvement efforts whatever the source

of support. Second, member contributionSare required to increase as

state funds decrease in each. year of the award. Thus, the state funds

serve as a start-up incentive-for member participation, but members are

aware. Of and must be committed i

sustaining collaborative effort.

Improvemeht effort itselfis vdi
-

n advance to buildihg acnearly sqjf-

An additional advantage .is that the

untary so that members "self-select"
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their own participation in the program and, by exrension, select their

own partners. A variation on this approach-would be to require the

)IOA members as group to match the external funds in the initial ,

period and then follow the decreasing external/increasing member fund-

ing pattern.

d. Build on,existing arrangements. Policymekers can build on

existing arrangements in two ways. One is to identify and publicize,

exemplary freestanding arrangements as models for other collaborative

efforts. °Andther is to use existing IOAs as the base for new externally .

. .,

sponsored collaborative improvement efforts. For example, a new staff
,

development Program might be implemented through existing staff develop-
.

ment networks land Teacher Centers. The program could be incorporated

directly into mandated and enabled IOAs. In addition, the program

might be "offered" to previously freestanding IOAs.
.

This approach could

reduce the time and cost of implementing new pro9rams. -Finally, with
.

more flexible (though reduced) funds 'at the state level as a likely'

result of proposed block grants, state-level agencies might continue

exempla collaborative efforts prevIously supported by federal resources.
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APPENDIX: CHARACTERISTICS OF CLASSES OF ARRANGEMENTS

1

In this section, descriptions of the characteristics of4ah sub-

class of _,arrangement are preented in theOrder of the three Major IOA

categori6. The two subclasses of mandated arrangements are,described

first; the two subclasses of enabled arrangements are presented.second;

and the thtee subclasses of freestanding arrangements, third. The

f4lat for the descriptions is the descriptive analytic framework

presented in the logical structure (see Figure 1). In the descriptions,

primary attention is given to the relational properties of the inter-
Jr

organizational arrangements. The five dimensions and the relational

properties for each are as follows:

History

Circumstances that led to the IOA.

Context

General cooperative environment: emphasis/support for

collaboration external to the IOA.

Resource availability: number and types of resources

external' to member" organizatiQns.

i. Structure

Formalization: degree of official agreement given to

the exchange by member organizations.

Intensity: size of investment required for

membership.
.

a

Reciprocity: extent of agreement about bases and con-

ditions of exchange.

Standardization: extent to which units and procedures

for exchange are fixed. r-

Types of coordinating mechanisms.

Degree of coupling.
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' Operations

Formalization: extent of exchange coordination by an
intermediary.

nsit : frequency of interaction'among members.

Reei directions of exchange.

Context: circumstances under which coordinating mech-
anisms are employed.* ,

tt

Outputs

Rdults of the IOA: direct outputs to members and clients.

The emphasis in the descriptions is on characteristics shared by most

or all of the arrangements in each subclass, but the major variations

also are described briefly.

I. MANDATED ARRANGEMENTS

In this categomy,the arrangement itself is required by an agency

external to member'oganiations. The mandating agency may be a gov-
f

erning or administrating agency, a legislative body, or a judicial

nency. Improvemeilt efforts supported by mandated IOAs may be mandated

(I.A..), enabled (I.B.), or freestanding (I.C.). However, no mandated

IOAs supporting freestanding improvement efforts were identified in

this study.

I.A. Mandated.I0A-Mandated Improvement Effort

There are eight arrangements°in this subcategory, all of which are

associated with the same improvementeffort known as-the Consolidated

_Applcation Program. The arrangements themselves are referred to

*, In the framework, this property walisted separately. However,
. in the following descriptions, it is covered Under formalization.

,
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collectively as Consolidated Application peratives.* The mandate

source for the arrangements and the improvement effort is the California

State Department of Education (CsDE). The site of the arrangements

ranges from.two to 23 members. The smallest is composed of two school

, districts. Six include several school districti and one county office .

each. One of these six also includes one district in a contiguous

non-Bay Area county. The eighth cooperative includes two Bay.Area

county offices and qualifyind school districts in the two counties.

Iii story

Circumstances that led to the IOA. In 1972, the CSDE established

the Consolidated Application Program to pull together and simplify

application procedures for several federal and state fundingsoueces.

The program serves as a means by which school districts canuse a

single application for any or all of the sources covered by the program.

All school districts are required to use this procedure. In addition,

the pogramrequires that, districts receiving less than $75,000 total

(in 1979-80 from the Consolidated Application sources participate in

Cooperative arrangements with other districts and/or with a county

office.

The purpose of the cooperative is to provide essential adminis- .

trafive and fiscal services for small the do not have full-

* Although these cooperatives are the only IOAs.identified for this

subcategory in this study, they are not the-only-example of mandated
IOAs supporting mandated improvement efforts. Elcamples in other

states include Boston IHE-school district pairings wandated by a

. federal court,A part of a desegregation ruling, IHELschool disfh6C
teacher centers mandated by state legislatures in Texas and Florida,
and legislatively require0 intermediate service agencies in several

. states.

I Q
.
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time district administrators other thin the superintendent. One member

is selected asthe responsible local agency (RLA) and assumes resplop-
,

sibility for providing.or coordinating fiscal and administrative services'

to member agencies. The cooperative, under the auspices of the RLA,

then applieS as a'single unit for the Consolidated Application funds.
0

The RLA has the same responsibilities as a large district office for

ensuring compliance with the application prodedures and with requirements

of the programs from.which member agencies receive funds.

In 1979-1980 there were seven programs included under the applica-

tion. Three were, ederal prograMs. Title I of the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act of 1965 provides funds fon educational programs
J.

designed to benefit low-achieving students from low-income families.

Title IV-B (ESEA, 1965) provides support for instructional and library

materials. Title IV-C (ESEA, 1965) supports innovative projects in

some schools. Four of the programs were authorized and funded by the
4

state legislature. The Miller-Unruh Basic Reading Act of 1965 provides

funding for reading specialists to develop and direct elementary school

reading instruction programs aimed at the prevention and correction of

reading disabilities. The Preschool Education Programs are intended

to provide a high-quality educational program with strong parental

involvement ,for disadvantaged children from age three through the age

at which they are eligible to enter kindergarten. The State Compensatory

Education Program provides funds to ever the excess costs for services

to educationally dipdvantaged-students:* Funds from AB 551, Article

* Some funds in the State Compensatory Education Program also are set
aside for bilingual services to students with limited proficiency in

1 English. As part of the Consolidated Application agreement, districts
that receive these funds must allocate (on a formula basis) a,portion
of the funds to provide such services. C:-

133
k
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I, pra6de assistance for local staff development programs. Under the

California School Improvement Program (AB 65, 1977) funds are allocated

to districts for the purpose of improving overall school programs.

Context'

General cooperative environment: emphasis/support for collabora-

tion external to IOA members. For these arrangements, direct external

emphasis'on collaboration comes primarily from the CSDE in the 'form

. .

of the requirement. However, indirect support in the form of funding

Mmes from both the state and federal programs covered by the Consoli-

dated Application Program, since it is apportion of these funds which

members contribute to the RLA to cover at least some coordination costs.

A more general and pervasive support for collaboration also comes from

the CSDE through the several state-TeVel programs which either require

or encourage some form'of collaboration and through the general &E

philosophy, that emphaSizes cooperative improvement efforts.

Resource availability: 'number and types of resource sources avail-

able to the IOA. For the programs covered by the cooperative'application,

resources are derived from the federal and state program funds for which

members are eligible jeach member does not necessarily receive funds

from all sgen programs). Individual members or the cooperative itself

can call on thelassistance of 'CSDE consultants. HOwever, mbst of the

'resources are provided through the-cooperative itself, either from the

RLA (especially for administration and fiscal services) or from services .r

shared or exchanged,by the members themselves. .
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Structure
.

Formalization: degree-of official agreement given to the exchange

gar

by member organizations'. There are two types of formal agreements for

the cooperatives. One is the Consolidated Application itself which is a

legal contract directly between the cooperative -(and indirectly between

each member) and the CSDE. This contract concerns the eligibility of

cqoperative members for funding and sets forth compliance requirements,

for eachprogram. Prior to 1978, the application itself and a descrip-

tion of services to be provided by the cooperative served as the formal

agreement. Since 1978, the CSDE also has)required an interagency agree-

ment between the coordinating agency and each cooperativeAember. This

agreement concerns the services to be provided by the RLA, the amount of

the member's fiscal contribytion to the RLA for coordinating,cooperative

services and activities, and the duration of the contract (usually o/ ne

/
year). This contract must be approved by the supecintendent and board

of each member organization.

Intensity; size of resource investment required for membership.

The RLA iS allowed by the procedures covering the cooperatives to assess
r

each member organization<a percentage of the member's total funding

from the programs to cover costs of coordinating the cooperative. The

actual peecentate is related to the operating costs of the cooperative

office and the total funds generated by. the funding sources. (In these

eight co-ops, the range was between one percent and 10 percent.) Thus,

although the cbAribUtions come ftom the external program funds, they

are deducted from each member's share of funding. No additional funds

are provided for the arrangement itself bythe CSDE or the state or
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,

federal- programs. Members also contribute staff time .for participation

in cooperative activtties (e.g., staff development/workshops) and:in-

%
kind services (e.g., facilities for cooperative meetings and activities).

Reciprocity: extent of agreement'about bases and conditions of

exchange. The basic terms of the exchange are specified in the CSDE'

requirement' that establishpd the, arrangements: that is, the size and

funding level of district participantsrthe range of contributions

. allowed to support the RLA's coordination activities; and the general

areas in which services are to be provided to members. However, many

of the specific services'and activities to be conducted each year .are

determined by the cooperative 'members. For example, they can determine

the number and topical foci of workshops and inservice:sessions, and the

types of info-I-nation and materials they want to 'develop as a group or

have provided to all members. Agreement about these activities and

services is reached either through discussions in advisory committee

meetings or through a needs assessment condupted by the coordinator.

Standardization: extent to which units and procedures for exchange

are fixed. The basic terms are fixed by the CSDE requirements and

cannot beadjusted by 'cooperative members themselves. The specific

activities And services agreed upon by members generally are filed only

for the period covered by the interagency agreement (usually one year)

and can be changed from one contract period to the next. During the

0

contract period, members can negotiate changes in the activities and

services they have specified.

Types of" coordinating mechanisms. In this group of arrangements,

there is a single' type=of,coordinating mechanism. One of the member

organizations'iS designated'as the coordinating agency. seven of
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b.

..IV 2
.

the eight cooperatives, the county office is that coordinating agency;

it the other; a sch92.1,disIrict has this designation. For each there
,

I,'
.

,

.4,

is a 4iretor, hired by and located in the designated agency, ,who is

responsible for coordfnating'all the cooperative resources, services,
*

and activities. Member.organizations retain autonomy over their own

'programs: In three 'of the eight cooperatives, the director's role is

a. full -time position; in five, the directors also carry other'roles

In addition to the director, there. are usually other coordinating

agency staff who have part-time Cooperative responsibilities le.g,,

project secretary, business office staff member). The cots of staff

sAlaries, suplies,.travel., acid meetings are covered Orimarily by the

contributions of the member organ4zations. However; the cbordinati4100

agency also may contribute some resources sudi as additional staff. time'

-and space, facilitieor'ineetings, et

A Cooperative Advisory Committee co
.??

representatives from

each member distriAlvis required. State regulations about district-

representatiovn the committee follow the laws covering federal pro-

grams inqR:Rde4-in the Consolideter; Application Program. For example,

to meet the intent of Title I requiremepts, the majority of Cooperative

Advisory tommittee member; must be parents o'f student receive Title,

. I services. ,A,minority of committee members may be from adminis-

trators, teachers, teacher aides, or community Members. The cooperative

director is responsible for ''maintaini'ng" the commiee; which includes.

coordinating and condUctin5 committgeHmeetings and the general operation

of the committee.

Degree of coupling. Linkages ampng Amber organ ons in the

poperat4ve occur at several leveli. Qne linkage is /at the level of the

1
-

131. 1
1110

No o
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superintendent and board who must apprOveeadh year's contract. Another

'is at the level-of the advisory committee representatives. A third level

includes the variety of administrative paiticipAts in theiooperati4e

activities such-aS workshops and inservice sessions.

In .ad".,tion, in all eight cooperatives, virtually all districts

share at least one additional IOA membership with other cooperative

members, whether they are districts or county offices. In many instan%es,

districts have three or four other IOA ties. Every county office is -in

. -

another*. withecooperative districts, and most are in three or four

othmarcznq6ents.

Another linkage or bond is the IOA requirement itself. ,As long

as member districts have less than the specified minimum funding level,

they must remain in the cooperative. A member school district can with--

draw if lts funding excqeds the oecified level; however, in several

cases, districts have chosen to remain in the cooperative long after

they have111rome eligible to withdravi.

At yet another level,,the linkages among the cooperative directors

are strong and frequent. Formal statewide meetings or workshops arid

informal personal Interactions nurture this cooperative directors net-,

woi-k. Although the linkages among member olanizations are only ind ect

in this case, the co-op directors themselves are important informati fr"-

resources for all members of their cooperatives.

Operations-

Formalii.ation: extent of exchange coorjination by an intermediary.
-

Most of the formal exchanges amotng cooperative members are coordi ed.

by the director or b, another -cooperative staff member. Some ex moles
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of these exchanges are: preparation and submission of all necessary and

required reporting and compliance doCuments; workshops on management

facilitation for district project administrators and coordinators;

inservice training sessions for the Cooperative.Advisory Committee,

Dtstrict AcrOisory Council, and school site counc41s; pre-program reviews -

for schools ancrdistricts:scheduled for CSIP reviews"; and curriculum

planning meetings and workshops.

Intensity: frequency of interaction among members. Interaction'

among member organizations occurs in-several modes which, taken together,

'indicate very frequent contacts among member organizations. For example,

there are'generally three to four Advisory Committee meetings Aach year

in- which all or most of the IOA members are represented. In addition,

there are usually at least three workshops each year, each of which

77 typically includes representatives of member,organizations other titan the

Advisory Committee representative: In some instances, there were two or

three workshop series, each targeted to a different group of organiza-
.

tionalxepresentatives (e.g., project directors, curriculum planners).

The workshops can provide from three to 10 separate interaction occasions

each year.

There are also regular contacts between the coordinating agency

and each member fOr fiscal management and reporting purposes (usually

monthly) and between the director and indtVidual members for consultation

on a variety of cooperatives - related topics (almost daily). Several

forms of non- personal communication also-occur; minutes of committee

meetings, evaluation reports, fiscal and management reports,yesource

documents, etc.

#,
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Reciprocity:- directions of exchange. Some exchanges directed

primarily from the coordinating agticy to memberts have been indicated

in the previous sections. In addit4n, there are numerous formal
,

: .
. . .

exchanges from the member!, organtzations to the cooperatives and to'other

members. For example, member districts must prike aA necessary,
. ,

.

application information to the coordinating agency; must develop ,school-
.

and district-level b6dgetr-for each, program for which they are,eligible;

and musts develop ongoing evalciative plans to cover consolidated prOgrams.

Inaddition, repre entatives of member agencies frequently-assist one

another in preTiminar reviews or evaluations of programs covered by the
.

,

. .

Consolidated Application. Ih doi 9 so, thly Provide criticallassistance

%

in improving one another's progr .andin4SsUring compliance with,

program requirements prior to fo Tlexternalrevigs. Moreover,
0

exchanges of ideas and nformati take place in.the Workshops, meetings,

and,inservice sessions..''

Outputs

Results of the I0A4- direc outputs to members 'and clients. Direct

outpas from the cooperat.' 'member o.eganizations include the services

and activities conducted.or'admih4,stered by the coordinating agency:

administration and fiscal serviles; planning and prOgram assistance;

staff developmenfactivities; and evalation assistance. In a. few

* , .

instances, a new program or service fog member =organizations. hasA)een

established as(a.result of needs identified through the cooperative

exchange. For examliounder the auspices kore.coblperativie, a ne'

0,1 - position to coordinate bilingual-education services 'to and among Q

member districts was.establistied in the coordinating 'agency. These- ,
A

u
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providing inseiwice training for administrators,

teachers and a es; acquiring materials; and providing information

/

and co' ultatio about :legal' mandates covering bilingual education.

R.

For he first year, the position was supported entirely by funds from

the 5 perative districts (i.e., funds contributed over and above the

distric contributions to the cooperativvitself). Now the coordina-

ting agen is gradually incorporating the position into its own opera!!

"tions and .budget.-

. The two most important outcomes for members are compliance with
,

the IDA requirement and the availability of critical services - -ones

without which members could not perform basic operational functions

and effectively meet overall program and administrati-ve requirements.

1.B. Mandated IQA-Enabled Improvement Effort

There are 27 IOAs in this subclass and five different improvement

efforts. Six -IOAs arepart of federally sponsored Teacher Corps- projects.

Thirteen are associated with'the Responsive Education'Program, also fed-P
erall,Y sponsored. Two support 'state- enabled Professional Development

° and Program Improvement Centers. Five are part of a Mathematics, Engi-
Y,'

neering, Science Achievement (MESA) program which receives substantial

external support fr.om foundations, businesses, and public agencies. The

remaining IOA is part.of.a project sponsored by businesses and public

agencies to'provide SpecialTeacher Resources for the Arts (SPECTRA).

Twelve of the 27 are intercounty IOAs; four are intracounfY; and

11 are interstate. The membership size ranges fr9m two to 93 agencies.

School districts participate in all 27 arrangements.whije county offices

'particlgate only in two. A single R&D agency is_in 13, and'IHEs are in

1. AA 4.

3
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.13. Non:education agencies-participate ih two. of these arrangements.

Asa

The two most frequent combinations of organizational types are districts

and IHEs (12) and districts and R&D agencies (13).

Hqtory

.Circumstances that led to the 'OA. There-ere five improvement

programs in this subclass. Brief descriptions of each program's history,

purpose, and collaboration requirements are given as background for.the

description of thesupportling IOAs.

Teacher Corps Program.' The-Teacher Corps Program was established

by the federal Higher Education Act of 1965
CM,

to strengthenthe educational opportunities available to chil-

dren in areas having concentrations of low-income families, to

encourage colleges and universities to broaden their programs

of teacher preparation, and to encourage institutions of higher

education and lOcal education agencies to improve programs of

training and retraining for teachers and teacher aides.

(Eckenrod, Hering, and Rosenau, 1980, p.

A 1976 amendment increased the emphasis on odeonstration, documdrita-
.

tion, institutionalization, and dissemination of thd results of Teacher

Corps projects. Each project involves a collaborative arrangeMent
$ 41,

between one school district and one institution of higher education.

Projects are funded primarily by grants from the U.S. department

of Education which are awarded for two- to five-year periods and which

are potentially.renewiablethrough applicattgn in regular funding cycles.

There have been 13 funding cycles since the program was established.

It is possible that some projects have existed continually for.the16

years since the program began. Four of the six projects began in the

mid-seventies. Two received grants in the 1979 funding cycle.

I4.-34 a,

'"
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1

Responsive Education Program. This elementary-grade program was

initiated in 1968 by the U.S. Office of Education to support Project

Follow Through. The Follow Through Project *wa's authorized under the

Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 (Title II) as a-national,research,

development, and, evaluation program intended to design and validsfej

varying approlaches to the education of disadvantaged"children. The

goals of thellesponsive Educatidb-PFogram itself are to support healthy

self-concept, cognitiVe development, and cultural pluralism. The pro-
.

iram is implemented through staff development training with teachers

and administrators involved in Follow Through Projects. All 13 of the

,
IOAs have been in existence since the prcram was established in 1968,

and the members of ea been involved in a Follow Through Project

since its'inception. each IO consists of an R&D agency (the same

agency for all 13 IOA ne school district.

Professional Development and Program Improvement Centers (PDPICs1.

These centers were first authorized by the California legislation in

. 1968 under the PI:!ofessional Development and Program Improvement Act

which was amended in 1974 by AB 4151. The purpose of the legislation

o was to support inservice training programs "to strengthen classroom

instructional techniques in reading and mathematics in kindergarten

and the elementary grades by.involving school district personnel and

student teachers front higher education institutions in pertinent train-
*

ing programs" (CSDE, 1979a, ,p. 764)'. Over the years CSDE policy has

encouragett PDPICs .to expand their programs to include administrators

and intermediate and high school teachers. Funds awarded to school

districts and county offices to implement the centers' are supplied in

a declining pattern to encourage the integration of all other available

113
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t"
funds sand resources related to teacher training. Funds are awarded

on the basis of competitive applications. InIddition, collaboration

with at least one IHE is required-f0rapproval of PDPIC implementation.

Mathematics, Engineering, Science Achievement(MESA). The MESA

collaborative program differs from other 10As in this study in two

principal ways: the program was designed by a small group of IHE
,

faculty and administrators and then proposed for foundation support

rat than having been developed in response to an RFP; and the IHE

invoPvement comes from departments of science, engineering; and mathe-

matics'rather than from schools, colleges, or departments of education.

MESA's purpose is "tq increase the number of under-re08ented minorities

in the mathematics, engineering, and physical science-related professions"

n. I

(MESA, 1980, p. 1). Through university-based centers and school-based

4'. activities and programs, participating high school students receive help

in preparing for college'majors that require math and kience skills and

Course prerequisites. Some of the MESA activities include: tutoring

and study groups, academic counseling, college selection counseling,

summer enrichment programs, scholarship incentive awards, and career

information.

MESA was designed during 1968 and received initial foundation

k,_ funding in 1969. The first program began in 1970., Since that time,

external funding sources have been expanded to include additional foun-

dations and numerous businesses. Many businesses and public

agencies also provide support through sponsorship of field trips, summer

.-

jobs, and Volunteer tutors. The universities that sponsor MESA centers

also provide funding support.

4
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Of the five MESA arrangements in this study, one is the umbrella

IOA for the statride programs. It was established when the program
.

. received its first funding in 1969 although the present_ structure and

widespread memberihip has evolved since that time. The other four

arrangements are IHE-based centers, each of which includes one or more'

school districts. It should be noted here that MESA "counts" its members

in terms of participating schools rather than districts. However, the

district must agree toithe school involvement and does provide some sup-

port as well as encouragement. Of these four, one was the first center

established in 1970; two were initiated in 1977; and one in 1979.

Special Teacher Resources for the Arts (SPECTRA). As with MESA,

this arrangement differs considerably from moW other IOAs in this study.

!IS its name suggests, the program's purpose is to provide resources for

tbachervto use in art-related classroom activities. The participants

. are six elementary school districts, a county office Of education, one

IHE, and one.private non-profit organization which initiated and provides

coordinating support for the program. This organization is comprised

of municipal goverrilents and the county board of suPeriisors. The

SPECTRA program receives funding from the parent organization, 'the county

office, and from cAributions by non-member private businesses. Par-.

ticipating districts also contribute funds. SPECTRA was established
I

in 1977 as a response 'to Proposition 13 funding cutbacks that resulted

in substantial decreases or elimination of district resources for arts

programs.
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Context

J.

General,cooperative environment: emphasisjsuppori fbr collaboration.

. external to the IOA. In addition to the requirement. of IOA-membership

-for participation in the programs and the general emphasis on collabora-

tion in California, the five programs and their associated _arrangements

receive support for collaboration fro , various external sources. For

example, the,national Teacher Corps Program is endorsed by the American

Association for Colleges of Teacher Education. In addition, the federal

Teacher Corps Program Office has funded numerous projects that jrovide

research and support services to local Teacher Corps projects (e.g.,

Exceptional Child Demonstration Program, Development training Activ-

ities). Moreover, until quite recently, there were 12 regional Teacher

Corps Networks for which the national office provided separate funding

and subpok.

Resource availability: number and type of resources external to

member,pfganizations. The primary external resources for these arrange-
,

ments are covered in the descriptions of the history of each program.

Structure -

Formalization: degree of official agreement to, the exchange by

member organizations. There are two major forms of IOA agreements in

this subcategory: jointly submitted proposals to the external sponsoring

agency, and memoranda of agreement between or among member organizations.

They shave in common the fact that multiple levels of approval are required

and that almost a]] must be endorsed by the chief executive officer. They ,

differ in that joint PrOpOsals are agreements both among members and



between members as a group. and the external agency, while memoranda repre-

sent.agreements only, among _IOA members. , An additional indicator of for-
.

mali2ation is a fiscal commitment by member agencies to the collaboration

effort both in the agreement and/or as an item in the member organizations'

budgets. Most of these IOAs reflect both types of budgeting commitments.

Intensity: sizeof resource investment required for membership.

Most of these IOAs involve some direct fiscal contributions in addition

to in-kind goods and services. The amounts range from a few hundred

dollar for somePDPIC members to asmuch,as $41,000 for some MESA

members 1978-79 estimate). In general, the per-member dollar contri-

butions in state and federally sponsored IOAs (Teacher Corps, Responsive

Education Programs, PDPICs) are smaller than those in IOAs sponsored

by other types of organizations. (MESA, SPECTRA).

Reciprocity: extent of agreement about bases and conditions of

exchange. For these IOAs, many of the bnes and conditions are defined

by the nature and structure of the enabled improvement effort which are

determined by the sponsoring agency. For example, the kind apd amount.of

Member resource contributions may be specified, the general types of activ-

ities may be descriqa, and the responsibilities of member agencies may be

spelled out in considerable detail. As a result, initial participation in

the improvement effort indicatv basic, agreement about the I0Aiexchange.

Other fea tures of the exchange (e.g., the topical foci of workshops)

.can be determined by the members. Agreements' about these features are .

signified by continued participation.

Standardifati : extent td which units and procedures, for exchange

are fixed. The terms defined by the sponsoring agency -usually are subject

to little, if any, change by IOA members. However, member-negotiated
ir

.144
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units -and procedures can be modifiet through discussions or negotiations

of the steering committee. Substantial modifications in scope of work

for jointly submitAd proposals usually require approval of the sponsoring .

agency. For example, content of specific courses conducted as part of

a Teacher Corps project could be changed by member agreement. Drastic

reduction or elimination of coordinated programs or courses would require

external approval.
I.

Types of coordinating mechanism. All the arrangements- have a pro-

.01
ject director or coordinator who has primary responsibility for coordin-

ating formal communication& and joint activities. However, there are

two distinct decision-making mechanisms. In one the project director,

with input from one or more advisory groups, has general a decision- making

authority for policy and operating decisions within the limits of the

formal agreement. Responsive Education Programs, MESA projects, and

SPECTRA have this kind of mechanism. The other mechanism is a policy'!"

board which usually operates under some form of bylaws. In general,

the policy board, again with advisory committee(s) input, directs the

program's operation, and the project directoor administers the program.

*feather Corps projects and PDPICs are g9verned in this,way.

Degree of coupling. In these arrangements, member organizations

cannot participate,in the improvement effort without participating in

the IOA. This r uirement for IOA participation provides'a strong

coupling for the iipiovement effort itself within each organization.

In addition, there are couplings at different organizational levels

and among different groups of individuals who participate in collabora-

tive activities. For example, there is the organizational coupling

represented by the formal agreement and a subunit coupling represented
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, by the IOA structure and operation. /The latter coupling is' exemplified

by the particiNtioniof various organizational delegates on steering

committees and advisory boards. 1NUmerous ,other couplings occur among

individuals, usuallPteagners, who participate in IOA activities such
-,.- .;

as workshops and seminar !In 12 of the 27 arrangements, some members

have at least one other IOA tie. In the other 15, no other ties were

identified. All 15 were two-member IOAs and 10 were interstate.

Operation

FOrmaization: extent of exchange coordination by an intermediary.

Almost all of the exchanges directly associated with the IOA"itself are

coordinated bye the project director or coordinator. These exchanges

include steering committee and advisory board meetings, workshops, pro-

gram planning, and evaluation. However, most of these IOAs support im-

provement efforts for which substantial components are carried out and

coordinaietsekarately within member organizations. For example, the

Responsive Education Program involves classroom implementation of new

content and teaching methods. The R&D agency member provides training,

consultation, and evaluation of the district program. ResponSibility

for the daily operation of the program and.most.communications about the

program rests with the district'through the district project coordinator

and staff developers.

Intensity: frequency of interaction among members. For about half

of these IOAs, there is almost daily interaction; usually face to face,

among at_least some of-the member organizatiqns.. These contacts may be

among a variety of individuals from member organizations and do not neces-
o 4e.

sarily include the official organizational representatives. For example,

113
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in Teacher Corps projects, there may be courses, seminars, and workshops

which.bring together various IHE faculty_and teachers from the district.

In MESA projects, there are daily contacts through teachers and students

who use the IHE-MESA Center 'for tutoring sessions and workshops and who

participate in field trips.

Reciprocityv directions of exchange. In terms of fiscal resources,

the primary direction of exchange is from the external sponsoring agency

to thd member organizationS rather than among members. In terms of other

resources and the activities of the-IOA, there are bilateral or multi-

lateral directions of exchange. That is, although resource contributions

and participation are not necessarily equal among members, the exchanges

do not flow exclusively or even primarily from one memberto other members.

Outputs
.. ....

Results of the IOA: direct outputs to members and afenti.' For most

of these IOAs (Responsive Education Programs, MESA, SPECTRA41, the df'ect

li

outputs have been training and other resources that have support d the

implementation of anew school-level'program WIthin member organ nations.

For the others (teacher Corps, PDPICs), ehe outputs are primaa.g staff

4 development activities oriented to improvement of individuals within

member organizations.

II. ENABLED ARRANGEMENTS

Enabled arrangements receive their primary sponsorship, incentives,

and resources from an agency external to member organizations. These
*r

. arrangeMents may support improvement effortsthat are mandated (ILA), 2'

enabled 6I.B.), or freestanding owever, in this study no,

enabled arr ements suppo ng freestanding tm rovementl were

identified.

3:)
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6

II.A. Elabled IOA-Manbated Improvement Effort.
.4

There are 62 arrangements in this, the largest subclass of IOAs.

4,* Sixteen support required special educatioh improvement efforts; these

.are referredto as Special Education ConsOrtia or Special Education

Service Regions. Sixteen 5U
411i1P4

uirA vocational/occupational

provbment efforts;: these IOAs are referred to as Regional Occupational

Programs. For each set of improvement efforts, the mandate comes from

both federal and state legislation and is..administered.by the CSDE. The
' . .

enablement for the IOAsltMeprimarily through a State Master Plan for
1

..,

. .

, t
-ease of the improvement efforts. Etch.Master Plan wacopted by the

by the State Board of Edubation and is dministe'red by
,

the CSDE.,'

Tile 'size of the IOAS ranges from o to 38 members. Six of the
.3

° arrangements iNblude schobl districts Q ly; three include_school dis-

tricts, county.Offic lty colleges; 23 include districts,

.04"
d county off' es. Al but one are intracounty arrangements. The

single AkercoUnty IOA ckers two contiguous Bay Area couniles.and in-
. ,

319 chides the county office in each and all but one of the%school 'districts
, 6 . 4c.

1. -

V

in both_cio,uhties.

4
. f

History
ob 6

.

* Circu
*

mstance Sitta he IOA. As brfefly,nbted above, the IOAs

in this subcla;s are e bled primarily b?the California
,
Master Plans

. .

.1,

P ^

adopted by the:Staq,BoarOppf Education and administeredpy the CSDE.

. *

For that reason it,iS the events and circumstances at the state el

that provide the primary historical contgt for the develOPment of the .

71Ps.
ko;

W4s0a1 Edutatibn. In 1971, the California State DepartMent of Edu-.
q7.)

cation began intensive efforts to deVelop a comPrehensive.plan foc/pebig
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education that would "equalize opportunities for allfleildren in need
a

of special eduCationservice...liand would] correct twolongstanain

problems: (1) stigmatization by label; and (2) rigid categorlical program-

ming and funding, which imply that children must be grouped by-handicap

rather than'educafinal need" (CSDE, 1974, p. iii). By 1971, the State

Board of Education had established the development of such a plan as.a

critical priority. The plan. itself evolved through 20 drafts prepared,

by CSDE staff and discussed, debated, and'commented upon in numerous

regional meetings attended by teachers,- Parents, school administrators,

representatives of various publfc agencies, and handicapped persons.

In addition, suggestions were solicited from the public in hearings

spoifsored by the Council for Exceptional Children and the State Commis-

sion on Special Education.

The Master Plan, adopted by the State Board.of Educaan in

January 1974, sets forth foUr major goals:

40- Public education in California must seek out individuals
with exceptionemseeds.and provide them an education

41107. appropriate to their needs:

"), Public education must work cooperatively with other public

and private agencies to assure appropriate education for
-Individuals with exceptional needs from the time of their

identification.
4

Public education must offer special assistance to excep-

titnal iftliljduals in a setting wtach promotes maximum
interactioniPith the genehl stol population and which
is appropriate, to the needs of oth. I

The most important goal of special education is to pro-
'vide'individuilly tailored programs which reduce or elim-

inate the handicapping effects of disabilities on excep-

tional children. (CSDE, 1979a, p. 4) (-

in addition, the Master Plan presents guidelines for implementing-the

philosophy and goals,.sets forth the responsibilities of the various

'types and 'Iris of public education agencies, establishes the criteria

4
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fiend options for districts and county offices to developcomprehensive

plans,Aba-Identifies the specific responsibilities of State, county,

and local putMic education agencies under each option Two of the three

options enable interorganizational 'arrangements:

i Any school district may develop its own comprehensive plan.

A combination of school districts may join withthe office

of the county superintendent of schools to develop a joint
comprehensive plan.

Contiguous districts may join together to develo joint
.comprehensive plan. When developed in this manner, the
office of the county superintendent pf schools must par=
ticipate in the planning Process to identify pro ems
and needs which relate to the larger geograph+c-gi area

and to ensure that all individuals with exceptional needs
are appropriately served. - Contiguous counties may also
develop a comprehensive plan. (CSDE, 1974, pp. 16-17)

Although many districts and district'and county offices had previously

of

shared or exchanged special education classes and resources through inter-

district attendance agreements, the options in the Master Plan provided

the first opportunity to share the comprehensive services and resources

necessary to meet the new requirements.

Regional Occupational Programs (ROPs).*- As thpy are described- in the

California State Plan for Vocational Education (CSDE, 1972), the Regiona.-7-.°'

. k

Occup ional Programs are vocational or technical training programs which

are conducted ina varietyof settings o'r physical facilities not neces-
.

sarily-situat in one single plant or site. The purpose of the ROP is

provide a means whereby vocational,technIcal, and occupation-
(

. educational opportunities can be extended through a wider variety
otspecialized sources to serve a larger number.of students than

* Ther, e are also Regional Occupational Centers (ROCS covered by this
requirement. 'They differ from ROPs in that they dre separate train-
ing facilities designed for vocational or technical training programs.
They also may be conducted by means of an IOA. However, no fully,
constituted ROC was identified in the study area.

la

1
r

.
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can be provided adequately, efficiently, and'economically bra

e,single idistrct. 'It is a furtherintent to provideXigh' school

students and graduates 00 oUt-O-school youths and adults,.

regardless.of the geographical location of their residency in a

county 'or participating' region, with the opportunity to enroll

in a vocational or technipPltraining program. (CSDE, 1972,

p. 101)

The emphasis of the program is on providig training in specialized

skills that will ensure thy immediate employability of the trainee in

.
that skill Upon completion of the training prpgrpm. .Moreover, the

curriculum must ioc4lude training in .occupational areas that have'been .

0

identified in local or...regional job market'surveys as having current

and future needs for such skills. 'ROP$ can be operated by a single

unified or high school distrfct,by a single county office of education,

by a .combination of several districts, or' by a combination of several

.

..

districts with- -one or more county offices. As with the requirements

for,Ispetial education' programet although cooperation between public

.
education agencies and nonpublic agencies is necessary to carry out

the program requirements, the Henke for providing the eduCational

.i'.programs and services rests only With the public education agencies.

Context
, .

General cooperative environment: emphasis /support for collabora-
,

tion external to the IOA. For both improvement efforts, there are at

least three sources which either 'directly or indirectly encourages col -.

labbcation in support of the impro ment programs.. There is the general

influence of the CSDE's. 'philosophy of collaboration. In addition each

of the programs has p strong constituency base which generally supports

"mechanisms that will more effective y achieve the program goals. For

special .education, the-constituency consists of:parents and' teachers
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of exceptional children, and civil rights groups. For the occupational

programs, the constituency includes the businesse and indOstries whose

needs for skilled employees are met by the training progroks.in their

areas. Also, at the state lefel, there are interagency agreements

'between the CSDE and other agencies such as the State Dpartme'nt of

Rehabilitation (for special education) and the State Department of

C.

Employment (for vocational education and regional occupational programs).,

These agreements are intended to provide the basis for similar agree-

ments between agencies, at the county and local levels.

Resource availability: number and types of resources external to

member organizations. There are no external funds designated speci-

cally for the operation of the IOAs. Instead the'coordination costs

are supported as indirect expenditurei"of the Coordinating agency

through the federal, state, and local program funds allocated to member

agencies However, both member agencies and the IOA have access to

other resources such as technical assistance and'consulting services

from the CSDE, and individual consultants in IHEs. .For special educa-

tion IOAsexternal resources also includethose availabld through

other public agencies and nou'rofit education agencies which provide

,

specialized services for exceptional children. Resources from hese

agencies usually are provided through a contract between the 1OA and

the external agency fpr the particular Se'rviees provided to one or more

'students. In some instances, there also are yOremorgnda Of agreement

for cooperation,between these agqr encies and the IOA.

Similarly, the IOAs supporting Regional Occupation'1 Programs

frequently contract with businesses and industries to provide special-
.

i2ed training facilities and equipment, and in numerous instances, to

provide personnel with specialized skills.to teach Courses.

15:-/
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Structure
..,

-- .
.-

Formalization: degree of official sanction or agreement given to

the exchange by member organizations. For each of the improvement

areas; the improvement efforts or program plans must be approved by the

.board of each member' district, the county superintendent, and the CSDE.1

When the program,is supported or implemerited by means of an IOA, the

agreement for the IQA is a basic pert of the
V.
pla. Approval of the

plan by each level of authority also represents approval of the IOA and

agreement given to the exchange. In addition, there are interdistrict
O

attendance agreements between the agencies in each IOA.

Intensity: siie of resource investment rewired for membership.

In these IOAs the resource investment is for the operation of the

overall program, not for the IOA as a separate contribution. The size

of each member's investment is the amount allocated by the'state'to

each member according to a state formula on the basis of the programs

and Cervices rendered by the'member in the program'plan. Since the

consortium or joint powers board actually operates class*room programs

ti

and services as well as pr6iding.support for member agencies, the

annual overall cost can be extremely high. For example, a recent

one-year budget for one six-meniber special education consortium was

over $4,000; for one 16-member arrangement, over one million.

Reci rocit : extent of a reement about bases and conditions of

exchange. For all the consortia identified in this subclass, formal

mutual agreement is signified by the approval given by each member

agency's board of education to the initial program plan and renewal.

applications. The plan 'specifies the bases and conditions of the

IOA including structure, operation and decision-making prixedures,'
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Iand the features of the improvement program. Usually, procedures for,

mediating disagreemeRts among members .are also included. For the IOAs

based on joint powers agreements, the boards must approve the agreement

separately from the program plan. 4$o

-Standardization: extent which units and procedures for exchange
lk

are fixed. Several units and procedures of exchange are fixed by the

requirements of the Master Plans and are subject to little, if any,

negotiaiionor_change by members of the IOA. For example, the amount

of member allocations are determined by a state formula. Similarly,

the units and procedures for interdistrict attendance agrerrents are

set forth in the state Education Code. In addition, the Master Plans

identify humer4ous responsibilities of each type of agency for develop-

ing a joint plan., Other items, such as the particular programs to be

.offered by the IOA itself and the governance procedures, are determined

by the member ageRcies. In general, these items are fixed for a period

specified either by the members in the agreement or by external require-

. ments for review or renewal of the joint plans.

Types of coordinating mechanisms. There are two types of coordi-

nating mechanisms in this, subclass of IOA. Each is employed both in

IOAs supporting special education improyeMent efforts and in IOAs sup-

porting ROPs.

One type is a 'consortium arrangement in which member organizations
1/4

.

formulate a consortium or interagency agreement which identifies the

IOA's purpose, the responsibilities of each agency or type of agency,

the decision-making procedures for the IOA, and the exchange conditions

relative to implementation, administration, and operation of.the consor-

tium. One of the members, usually the county office, is designated as

I '':""
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the coordinating agency-or RLA which acts as the administrative and

fiscal agent for the IOA.

A coordinating council or steering committee is the policy making

body. Member representatives are usually either the district and county

superintendents or their assigned representatives. The coordinating

council assumes overall management respopsibility for the consortium

= activities as Specified in annual plans. Examples of these responsibil-
.

ities are: preparing and submitting an annual plani.tmonitoring all

school programs and facilities for compliance.with requirements; devel-

oAing and'administering a management information system which provides

information necessary for member reports, program evaluation, state

reports, and program budgeting; establishing required advisory commit-

tees; disseminating information about consortium activities to district

personnel; staff, and community; assuring that appropriate reports are

prepared and submitted; and providing staff development and tnservice

training for member 'agenc4es. The coordinating council is directly

responsible to the district and county superintendents and to the

district and county boards of education.

Most of the actual tasks are carried out by a consortium di'rector

who is respdnsfble to the coordinating council. The director's position

usually"is 0 full-time one. In addition there usually are one or two
.

other staff-members (usually full-time also)with consortiumgrelated

4'
roles. These personnel are most often located in the designated coor-

dinating agency, but some may be located in one of the member organiza-

tions.

At least one and usually two advisory co ittees are required:

for the improvement. effort and coordinated by th IOA. For special'
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education there are a Citilens' Advisory Committee-(CAC) and a Profes-

sional Development Advisory Committee (PDAC). Olembership in the CAC is

open to the public; the majority of members must be parents of handi-

capped 'children. Membership in the PDAC is open to certified staff;

the majority must be teachers. For both committees application for

membership is submitted to the coordinating council which appoints

members froM the list of applicants. The committees meet on a regular

basis, the frequency (usually once a month) determined by the coordin-
.

ating council. For the ROPs, there is curVirculum advisory committee

composed of representatives from region'il busineiies and industries.

In additiort there is a Regional Adult and Vocational Education Council

which has the responsibility for verifying that ROP curriculum does

not unnecessarily duplicate .programs and seryices.

The -ether type of coordinating mechanism is established under a

joint powers agreement among IOA members. In this type of arrangement,

a joint powers board, composed of representatives of member distric

is designated as the coordinating agency for administrative, coord na-.

tive, and regionalized service functions, and one. of the member agencies

is designated as the fiscal agent for the arrangement. The total number

of seats. on the board and 'the assignment of seats is usually determined

by a formula based on the enrollment figures of each member. 'Individual

representatives are chosen by the boards of education of member agencies.

The boards may choose a board member, the superintendent, or a director

(special education or ROP director) as its representative. EaCh joint
4

powers board member serves in 'a staggered term of office (usually three

years).
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As the responsible agency, the joint powers board (sometimes-desig-/

nated as the governance council) adopts all policy matters for jointly

established and maintained programs (e.g., student eligibility guideline

,

and records, curriculum and program services, and fiscal matters such

as allocation of instructional units, distribution of funds, and budgetary

guidelines/. In addition, the board selects and provides direction to

the IOA director/coordinator, develops and approves evaluation plans,

exercises authority to institute dismissal proceedings of IOA personnel,

and establishes procedures for mediating disputes between member organ-

izations and between members and the coordinating agency. The boated,

through the consortium director, is also responsible for negotiating

contractual services provided for the IOA by nonmember agencies.

Under this type of agreement, the member boards of education and

the superintendents have authority over programs operated by the member

'agency. rn addition, superintendents are members of a condittee which

advises the IOA director concerning annual allocation orfiscal resources,

development of operational procedures and regulations, establishment of.

priorities for programs and services, and the evaluation of programs and

A

services. There may also be an advisory group composed of directors of

th bstantiveqrograms'(special education or ROP) in each member agency.

T- roup advises the IOA director on' matters such as the current status

of the substantive program area, development of the projected budget,

implementation of staff development programs for members, and other

coordination activities assigned to the director.

The director is responsible to the governance council'for coordi-

nating the delivery of all joint programs and services, implementing

all ,adopted policies, rule, and procedures,.coordinating and monitoring

)
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all IOA fiscal resources, serving as the IOA representative at appTro-

priate meetings and serving as liaison with the CSDE, hiring and super-

vising personnel for the jointly conducted programs, and coordinating

meetings of the governance council and all advisory committees.

Degree of coupling. In these arrangements, there is a very, strong

coupling among the member agencies, because bf,the nature of the mandated

improvement effort, the nature of the programs and services supported by

.the IOA, the several forms of agreement entered into by member agenciet,

and the several levels attwhich interaction Although member's

have several options about how the improvement efforts may be implemented,

they have no option but to implement the required imprqvement effort.

The programs and services included in the mandate involve the basic

educational functions of the members--providing teachers, curriculum,

physical facilities, support services, etc. The requirements themselves

are such that few, if any, thethe member agencies could meet them with,-

out participattig tn arrangement.

. In addition, members are linked by two or three forms of agreement.

One is the initial agreement by member agencies, approved by their

boards, to wok together fo developing and' implementing the improvement

effort. Another is the application or improvement effort plan which

covers all members, and which is formally apprOved by member boards prior

to submission for approval by the CSDE. Inclufed in the plan is the

formal statement of agreementfor the IOA. In addition, there are the,'

interdistrict attendance agreements among the member agerities, which are,

authbrized by the superintendents,

the agreement is a separate formal

of member agencies.

In the'case of joint powers boards,

agreethent entered into by the boards.
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In addition -to these linkages at the level of the agency boards

and superintendents which empower the arrangement, there are also

linkages among boards and superintendents through their Membership in

the governing bodies of the 10As and in the advisory committees, and

among superintendents through their membership in one of the advisory
awr

, committees. At other levels, there are linkages among the program

directors of member agencies for caing out the improvefientactivities,

..and among teachers and support staff both in theirdaily activities and

in staff development programs provided by the 10A. There are also the

linkages through the various advisory committees. All these linkages

. provide a multiplexity of ties among members within the 10kitself.

In most instances,, participais ajse-share membership in at least one

other IOA and many share two or more IOA memberships that support

improvement efforts in other areas.

Operations

Formalization: extept of exchange coordination by an intermediary.

In, these IOAs, almost all formal eadnges among members are coordinated

by the designated coordinating agendy through the director or another

staff member, or through the agency designated as the fiscal agent

A

(when the fiscal agent is different from the designated coordinating

agency as in the case of the'joint powers agreement): In fact, the

essential responsibilities of the director include such exchange coordi-
1

nation and cover most aspects of the improvement effort: for example,

all joint programs and services including classes andstaff development

activities, fiscal resources,meetings of all or most of the governance

and advisory committees, and preparation and submission ofall reports

and evaluations.

.41 '
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Intensit : fre uenc o interaction among members. Given the

nature and 'scope of the impro -ment efforts supported by these IOAs,

there is a very high frequency of member interaction. In most, there

is daily interaction between the coordinating agency staff and many or

all of the member?. In addition, there often are weekly contacts among

1

mbers through meetings of one or more of the various IOA committees,

and/or staff development programs sponsored by the IOA. ..The contacts

pertain to the administration of the program'and, in the case of special

education IOAs, to identification, assesnt, placement, and instruc-

tion of individual students.

Reciprocity: directions of exchange. The directiN6 of exchange

are multilateral on a continuing basis. Not only do members share in

the jointly provided programs and services of the IOA, they also

exchange, through the interdistrict attendance agreements, at least

some of. -,the programs operated by members themselves.

jhe high degrees of formalization, intensity, and reciprocity also

create a high- awareness in members, about the resources and services

other members hve available for the improvement effort with which the

IOA is associated. However, this 'awareness appear?to be confined

primarily to member representatives to the IOA and those representatives

wholoartiCipate in IOA activities. That is, member representatives

involved in special education are likely to be highly aware of the

special education activitieseervices, and resources of other special

AP education consortium members but are unlikely to be aware of other

member agency, activities in areas such as the Regional Occupational

Program,:-ttne Consolidated Application Program, etc.
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Outputs
r

Results of the IOA: direct outputs to members and clients.

'Direct outputs to members include the i4plementation and coordination

of all jointly 'Sponsored programs', services, and activities, which in
fa

themselves are not only required by the improvement effort Mandate but

are also basic and essential functions of the member agencies. In

addition, members not only are in compliance with the mandate,,they

also have available a. larger number and broader range of services and

programs for the students in their respective districts.

II.B. Enabled IOA- Enabled Improvement-Effort

The 12 IOAs in this subcategory support one of three externally

- enabled improvement efforts. Five consortia are associated with the

state-sponsored California School Improvement Program (CSIP). Two

support state-sponsored School Resource Centers. Five are part of

federally funded Teacher Centers.

Six of the 12 arrangements are intercounty. The number of IOA

members ranges from two to 44. School idistricts participate in all of

the IOAs, county offices in fiye, IHEs in five, and other edUcational

organizations in three. School districts act as the coordindting agency

for seven of the 12 arrangements, and County offices for five IOAs.

There are seven different prganizational combinations: school districts,

only (five IOAs); school districts and county offices (two IOAs);

districts and IHEs (one MA); districts, county offices, and IHEs (two

IOAs); districts, county offices,°and other educational organizations

(one I0A); districts; IHEs, and other educational organizations (one

IOA); districts, county offices, HES, and other educational organiza- 4

tions (one I0A).

4
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Circumstances that led to the IOA. Asback g(oundOfor descriptions
4

of4Supporting IOAsi/brief descriptions .of the history', purposes and colt-

:laboration option are gl-ven for each of- the three improvement progi-ams.
-

California School' Improvement Program (CSII:). The program was

enactedv'tte California 1 egi sl ature (Assembly Bill 65) in 1977 at

part= of a comprehensive school finance, bill covering _grades' K-12. It

,
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"A.

- b

4

represents an extension of the Early Childhood EducattOn Act of 1972

(ECE), incorpOrates many recommendations of the CSDE's,TaSk Force' on

Reform in Secondary Education (1976j, and meets the. requirements, of .the. --.. ,

-
.

Serrano decision on financing public education. to, Ir
6

The bill establishes a process and' a framework for the

and refinement of ongoing improvement program planning, implementation,-
.

monitoring, evaluation, and modification at the school site level.
.,

r

Although the process is. clefineVai the state level, resiysibility and,.

. authority for the substance of the program rest with school titt&coun-
..

cils and staff and with district- administratorS and governing boards. 1,w

This emphasis -is intended id 'recognize the divetrsIty of district needs
a

and the cbntexts in which they occur. ,By 1980, almost half of the

state's 7,471 school sites and abdut 75.pg,rcentiqf the districts were

participating in CSIP. Partleipating schools reoeive one-year planning*
. .

grants and are eligible to receive implementation funds as long as.
fund,s,ar:e made available Airi the annual state budget.

From the outset oftte program, tile CSDE has encouraged but not ,

°-

'required formal collabOration among state, county," and locol edUcation
.

agencies to assist' schools and tcstricts by:-
.

tj
t :

.4

A 4
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,

,l. Disseminating accurate and timely' information on the

expectations of, is legislation to the individuals who

will participatrin school site planning.
P.

-g. Assisting with the developkent of' schpol site plans- and

providing quality review and critique, before implementa-

tion.

3. Provid+4 specialized assince-to meet ;school site,needs,

4. Preparing schcrlf for'conductin6 and feeding back the

result's of on-site program reviews which determine the

degkee' to which plans are implemented and their effective-

ness. in .improvi ng educational programs. (CSDE, 1978a,, p.9)

IN

Moreover; AB 65 specifically allows two or more distritts to coop-

erate
,

erate in conducting'program reviews. By the fall of, l980, there were

. 20 formal C§IP,consortia (includihj the 'five in this study), each of
0

,

which-,received funds andotillil resoun40.from the CSDE in addition to

.:tbeCSIP gants.warded toeach coisortjum member. .In this study, the

CSIP consortia are the Only PM& identified that receive separate

resource support in addition to 'the program improvement funds awarded

.

to member o nizations. The nature and extent of these resources are

.described in the context descriptions.
,

'
Schoo l Resource Centers. These centers were ,authorized by the

.

state legislature_p 1977 (Assembly Bill 551) to serve as "staff deyel-

, opment delivery systems distributed throughout thlr state/which respond

to the expressed needs of clientschools sponsoring tchoot improvement

programs SAB 65/1974 and local staff development programs (AB 551/

Article. I)" (CSDE, 1979d, p.. 1)._ One major purpote 4 AB 551 programsfr:

.

ty

and co nsequently of the School Resource. Centers*, i s to promote client

ownership by allowing clients (primarily teachers) to identify their

-own needs and to decide how those ri'eds an be met. In a effort to

uafill this purpose? themajdrityof each center's poii board member -

,ships composed, of cAessroom teachers. Another major purppleOf the

O;
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centers is to improve "the capacities -of county office, and school

.district personnel for providing for the needs of students and for

londucting their own staff development programs" (CSDE11979d, p. 1).

'

Authorizing legislation speciffcally'sates that] enters may be .

. 4

developed and supported cooperatively by some combination of districts,

county offices, and IiEs, Five of the six centers that existIl'atewide

i involve collaborative arrangements.

Teacher Centers. This federally sponsored program was originally

autthorized under the Righer Education Act of 1965 and'amended,in the

Education Amendments Aet,of 1976 (PC 94-482). The"-legislation was .

actively supported J.)3, teachers, primarilrthrough their profegsional

aniza'tiohi. Some purposes; of. the Teicher Centers Program aret to

provide inserviee and 'Staff development programs that'respondto needs.

defined by teachers themseilves; to take advantage of teachers' expertise

in developing and carrying out staff deielopment activitie4;and to
4 N

% .

provide Increased opportunities and resources for teachers to renew

their knowledge and skills and prepare for newly emerging roles and
.

. .-v- ' 0 .--,

. .

xequirements. _ . :
'

. n .

, .4 -
...:

.

. Federal funds are awarded brifhe basis'of competti application

.

from local schools, diStricts, intermediate service agencies, or insti-

tutions of.highey education. Each center is governed by a local policy

board which,,by law, must contain a majority of classroot teachers.

focOntftt .

A

General cooperative environment: emphasis/support for collabora ,

tion external-to the IOA. For CSIP consortia, major external emphasis

on CollabonationcoMeS from-the CSDEwhiciellas encouraged the,notion

of a' school improvement network associated with CSIP. As One mfbis of

/IS?.
frs 4

ca. °lb
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providing direct assistance to consortia and also of focusing attention

on coll.aboration:,the CSDE established a Consortia-Support Service

Unit in early 1980..:. For aCfiaol-Resce Centers, a d Teachet,Centers,

external 'interest comes'frOm a sttong'Auasiformal statewide network. of

individuals who'have staff responsibi1nities in their own

zorgadiiiation§, and from an active Offide of Staff. Development in the

CSDE. Although primary.attention'of both groups is focused on improve-

.

pent effdrts4 they give considefable support to. collaborative 'aspects

of the programs., In addition, the concept and practiceotTeacher

Centers is strongly supported by many professional teacher organizations

whether or not the organizati-ons participate as members of Teacher

Cen 10As.
/

'Resource availability: number and types of'resourCesexternal to

merer organizations. ,During the,1979-80 school year, CSIP consortia'

received CSDE funds Ouivalent to $50 per school that was receiving

funds from AR 65, ESE1 Title I, and the State Comperisatory Education

. I

Ptogram. In addition, they were awarded 1400 for each secondary school

schedUled t6 undergo/a review of, its school improvement program. The

CSDE also provides consultant and technical assistance services through

the Consortia Suppoft'Unit and numerous publications related to.both

the CSIP process and collaboration. 'Training for and coordinatioh of

the program reviewprocesi also ii:;:',DrOvided by the department.

For Teacher Cenfers and School Resource Centers,he major external

mar

resources are awards from respective funding agencies. In addition,

the lotional.Institute of Education upports an information and resource

networking program, Teachers'Cente s E hange, based iA a Bay Area R&D

age'ricy..

k
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Structure

Formalization: degree of official agreement given to the exchange

by member organizations. All these arrangements must have the signatory

approval or
-14

formal endorsement of the chief executive officer and most

include approval by the member governing bodies. CSIP consortia 'agree,-

ments are developedby member representatives who serve on the steering
)

committee with input from-each member and assistance, as requested, from

the CSDE, county office of education, and/or other established consortia.

The agreement primarily describes planned consortium attivities. If the

consortium plans to conduct official program reviews, the hreement also

must meet requirements of the California Administrative Code, Title 5,

Sections 4070.and 4071. For example, review instruments and proceduFes

must be the same as those used by the CSDE; districts must establish an

agreement approved by each board that specifies procedures for conduct-

ing, monitoring, and evaluating the review process; and the agreement' .

must describe how costs of the review will be covered (CSDE, 198O).

The consortium agreer also serves as a legal contract betwen the-

consortium members and the

Jointly submitted proposals usually serve as the agreement mechan-

ism for Teacher Center and Schaal Resource Center IOAs.

Intensity: size of resource investment required for membership.

A major resource investment in CSIP consortia is staff time to partici-

pate in regular operations a'nd activities of the IOA. Members are

encouraged to support these costs with centralized service funds or

with f allocated by schools for staff development. Other resources

invested g in include meeting space, clerical support(fand materials.

External funds for TeathilkCenters and School Resource Centers

usually cover all or most of staff salaries, and at least some materials,
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I

consultant fees, and releaie time. The coordinating agencyoften

provides office and center space and utilities. Other members provide

release time for policy board members, workshop and conference materials,

fees, and space.

ReciprocIty: extent of agreement about bases and conditions of

exchange. For all these arrangements, the bases and conditions of

exchange are negotiated as part 'of the agreement or proposal. In most

i-cases, the responsib lities of each agency or each type Ofagency are

spelled out in some details 'in those documents. Subsequent disagree- N

merits or desired changes are worked out by. the steering committee or

policy board. Substantial changes can be reflecteg in addenda to'CSIP

consortia agreements or in revised work,scopes for Teacher Centers and,

6

School Resource .Centers.

Types of coordinating mechanisms. CSIP consortia are governed by

$1,

a steering committee composed of the CSIP project diretors/coordihators

from each organization. This group is responWble for IOA decisions

with advisory input from School Site'Councils and District Advisory

Councils. One of the steering committee members is designated as con-

tact person with the CSDE and ealso usually serves as the coordinator
b

for consortium meetings,activities, and communications. In most of

the consortia, the same individual serves as coordinator from year tt,

yea'r; one tonsortium rotates this role among members; In either case,

the role itself is an additional part-time responsibility.

The coordiating mechanisms for Teacher Centers and School Resource

Centers ore policy boards, of which the majority of members are classroom

teachers. Policy board members are selected according to procedures

established in policy boak bylaws and/or'in accordance with guidelines

1;

4

6.
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director. The coordinator is responsible for administrative and

155

provided by the sponsoring agency. The policy board is responsible

for the direction of the center and for hiring the coordinator /project

% 4
program matters, and fgr directing other center staff members. The

coordinAor usually is a full-time pOsition, and in larger-centers

there also are two or three, other staff.

Degree of coupling. In all these ar'angements coupling occurs at

Multiple levels. Members of CSIP consortia have linkages at the dis-.

.7.

trict level through steering committee. members, District 'Advisory
. .

.

CoUncil-s, and other district staff who participate in
.

consortium-soon-
.

sored activities. Additionally, there are couplings among CSIP -schools

in participating districts through staff involyement in traini g and

review activities. There are also couplings among School Sit Councilsin
C

whose members participate in planning and training activities:

-4Coupling among Teacher Center and School' Resource Center members

occurs through policy board representations, wcAstiops, and conferences.

In addition, the centers themselves provide opportunities for a variety

of contacts among teachers who use the information and consulting

resources at the center facilities.

For most of these consortia, member organizations have formal con-

4,

nections with at least one or two fellow members in at least-one other'

IOA,.such as a special education consortium.

Operations

Formalization:, extent of exchange coordination b intermediary.

In most of these 10As, a major portion of coMmunication and information

wexchange,.meeting& workshops, etc. are coordinated by the project
r

director or contact person. However, in CSIP consortia coordination
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responsibilities may be 'shared among members as a way to accommodate

the'part-time status of the coordinator's' role. rn Teacher Centers and

School Resource Centers,some forms of exchanges (e.g., those related to

policy board meetings and decisions) may be. coordinated by other member

representatives. In addition; the nature and p4rpose of centers is such

that many exchanges of information and other= resources will be conducted.

by indiAlul.participants rather thanthrough.designated coordinators

or other staff. (
Intensity: frequency of interaction among members. Formal meet

/

ings of IOA governing bodies usually occur once a month. However, for

most of these arrangements, there are numePtus forms of more frequent

interaction. CSIP consortia steering committee members may meet more

often for the purposes of reviewing pThns and program review documents,
.

and conducting or participating in training sessions and---:shops. They/

also may consult individually with CSIP schools in other member districts

for iimilar purposes.as well as consulting frequently with other steering

committee members.

One purpose of Teacher Centers and School Resource Centers is to,

provide sharing of information and ideas. Most provide formal exqbange
/ . 1
;

opportunittes on a- weekly or biwbekly basis through short- and Vong-
.

term workshops, seminars; or on:site inservice raining sessions.

These are in addition to individualized activities, ad hoc sessions, ..,

and study groups which take place daily at the centers. /

Outputs

Results of the IOA: direct outputs to members and clients. For

,

the'IOAs themselves, outputs are represented by goods and services such
7

as workshops, training progr'ams, program reviews, and products such as
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newsletters, handbooks, and'curriculum guides. For CSIP consortia

members, the results can include development of an approved plan, a

successful program review, and increased staff skills (e.g., planning,

evaluation) through participation in workshops and training sessions.

4
For grganizational members of Teacher Centers and School Resource

Centers, results may include increased communication between facNy

and administration. For individuals in member orginizatiOns, resuly

may include increased access to information resources, consultation

on classroom issues and questions, increased communication with teachers

in other schools and districts, and additional graduate or district

credits for participation in programs and workshops.

III. FREESTANDING ARRANGEMENTS

Freestanding arrangements are established, maintained, and sup-
.

ported primarily or solely by member organizations. The arrangements

may support mandated improvement efforts (III.A.), enabled improvement

efforts or freestanding improvement effortss(III.CA).
,

III. A. Freestanding 10A-Mandated Improvement Effort

There are four arrangements in this subclass, all of which are

associated wit proficiency;assessmel4requirements established by the

.California ature in 1976. The number of members ranges from

five to 28, and the membership of each is composed of a county office

and school districts. All four are intracounty arrangements, and

three are located ip the same county.

History

Circumstanc s that led to tiier. IOA. ProfiCiency tqting require-
,

oients were f' st established by the California legislature in'1976 under
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c:---1(---Assembly Bill 3408 and were amended slightly in 1877 u r Assembly

Bill 65, which also authorized the California School Improvement sPro-

gram. The mandate requires that each California school district must
, .

establish performance standards and develop .tests to measure student

proficiency in reading, writing, and math. Tha law also requires com-

munity involvement in setting the baSic standards. Involvement must

include parents representative of the district's, socioeconomiccioeconomic composi-

tion, teachers, counselors, school administratots, and,, in the case of

secondary districts, students. Follow-up legislation (6 801) further

specifies that separate passing scores must be set for each of the three

general 2reas to be tested. Students must,be tested at least once

between grades 4through 6, once between grades 7 through 9, and twice

in grades 10 and 11.

Under the law, districts are allowed the option of setting special

\standards for exceptio al students. The diyferential standards must be

included in the student's individual education program.

Beginhing with the 1980 -81 school year, high schools must begin

withholding diplomas from 1981 seniors who do not meet the proficiency

standards set by their districts. A student who fails the proficiency

tests must be invited, along with his/her parents or guardians, to meet

with school personnel to review the,student',,A situation and to learn

what plans the school has to provide remedial instruction, also required

by the law, to assist the student in mastering the required basic skills.

In addition, the law prohibits the CSDE from performing a regulatory

rile and restricts it to providing local districts with information and

technical assiOtance in the form of a framework fo assessing student

proficiency.
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.

Three ;of the four arrangements supporting the proficiency assess-

ment efforts were established .almost immediately after passage of the

1976 legislation. The fourth was established in 1979 to support member

efforts to exercise the specia education options allowed by the law.

In general, the formal arrangements were initiated by member districts

to identify'and share the extensive resources needed by each to comply

with the mandate. In particular, districts' were interested in acquiring

and sharing e*ertise resources which are not commonly found in district

staffs. In.additign, they believed that developing common models of

standards, tests, procedures, and policies would provide each with 11

strong legal baseAn case of future court challenges to the requirements

and procedures adopted by individual members. The county offices were

asked to assume the role of the coordinating agency and to provide

leadership in organizing the consortia.

Context

General cooperative environment: emphasis/support for collabora-

tion external to the IOA. In addition to the-CSDE's general encourage-

ment for collaboration and the resources described,in the following

paragraphs, the collaborative efforts of these IOAs have been indirectly

supported by the Greater Bay Area County SuperintendentS' Council. This

group has sponsored area-wide workshops on proficiency assessment is-Sues

(-
and has worked to identify resource sources for council members and

their respective distritts. In additiOn, there has beer a general shar-
..

ing of information, expertise, aid experiebclebetween'several 'rion -IOA

county offices and these IOAs. .

Resource availability: number and type of re&.6drEes external to

member organizations. In these four arrangemes, all.of,the fiscal

1.1 i ".
/
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resources are provided by the member agencies. Resources widely avail-
,

able from sources external to the IOA itself are primarily the informa-

tion and technical assistance provided by the CSDE. Included in CSDE

resources are a proficiency assessment newsletter, a clearinghouse for

materials and information locted in the state department, a series of
V

resource and technical 'assistance guides', and a series of conferences

and training workshops. In addition, the consortia have.drawn on.

consulting resources in proficiency assessment and test development

available through research and development agencies and IHEs located in

the area. Also, the 13 county offices of education in the study area .

havgApfhtly sponsored workshops on developing assessment materials.

Structure

Formalization: dioree of official agreement given to the exchange

by members. In this subclass each IOA is based on an interagency

agreement between the coordinating agency and each IOA member. The

agreement sets forth the responsibilities of eaciparty, the duration

of the agreement, and the amount of the member's contribution to the

IOA daring the term of the agreement. The member agencies' superinten-

dents must approve the initial agreement and each renewal, which is

\

.

usually annual.
/

Intensity: size of resource investment required fon membership.

The size and scope of the tasks to be accomplished by the IOA are

reflected in the rather sizable initial .contributions required and the

.
terms set forth for agencies that wish to join ata later date. The

amounts'are decided by the Member agencies through the IOA coordinating:

committee.

4

a
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For example, in one 12-member IOA, the first year's contribution,

from each of 11 ctistricts was $2,000._ The coordinating agency (the

county office) matched the total district member 'amount of $22,000.

In ttjecond year, the district contribution was $5,000 each, for a

total of $55,000, and again the coordinating-agency matched the dis:

trict member total. In succeeding years, the annual district member

contribUtion has been about $500 eachftnd the coordinating agency has

contributed about $50,009, each year.

This IOA established a policy that any agency that wants to join

at a later time must contribute the total amount that an Oftginal dis-

trict member would have made from the IOA's inception. Thg policy was

developed at the outset of the IOA on the belief that all members must

share equally in the costs as well as the benefits of the consortium.

In addition to the fiscal contribution, member agencies contribute

the staff time for, representatives to participate in meetings and

workshops, and in-kind services such as facilities for meetings: The

coordinating agency also ?contributes the coordinator's time and some

support personnel time.

i .

. 441

. Reciprocity: extent of'agreement about bases and conditions of
. .

exchange. Tfie bases andtconditions of exchange are determined by

. ., .

6
member oranizationsithrough their representation Lon the coordinating

committee. Under this circumstance, there is gener..11 agreement by all

At ' a

.

partie
2

s about.the exchange and the esponObilities of various members.
. . ../

Standardization: extent to which 'units and procedures for exchange

. are fixed. 'The units and procedures for exchange are fixed to the

extent that they are generally spelled out in the interagency agreement.

Since the agreements are usually reviewed and renewed on an annual basis,

1 "1 "
1
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4

the terms of the agreements may be revised at the time of review. 1

addition, it seems possible for the coordinating committee, as the

policy-making group, to revise the agreement at-any time. However,

any new agreement would reOuire the final approval of superintendents

in member agencies.

Types of coordinating mechanisms. All four of these arrangements

have essentially the same type of coordinating mechanism. In each, the

county office is the designated.coordinating agency responsible for

administering the IOA.budget and joint activities and services., One

county otfice.staff member'is assigned to the coordinator role on a
u

part-time basis and one or more other county office personnel also

assist with coordination activities and/or participate in IOA iCtivi-

ties. A coordinating committee, compbsed, of one representative from
-1

ch member district, makes all decisiops about the IOA budget, activi-

ties, and responsibilities of member agencies.

In three of the arrangements, the-representatives are curriculum

directors or coordinatois., In the fourth,. special education adminis-

trators represent their agencies. .10

Although the-coordinating committee has worked as a full group to

develei-many of the proficiency ,assessment models and products, most, of

lo

fhe work is d e by smalle-r task-forces that, make recommendations to the
k

coordinating committee. _Task force membership-primarily includes' coor-
.

_ .

dinating committee representatives but other member personnel also serve

on these groups. In many instances,--external consultants work with the

task force to develop' products such as test items and performance indi-

cators. In other instances, consultants are hired to do a complete task

such as developing a manual on evaluating writing ski ls The deciSidn
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to use consultants in either capacity rests with the coordinating corny" .:. .
et mjttee. The contract is negotiated and administel:ed by.°11he coordinator -- ,., 1-... on' behalf of the'IOA. .

, tr.. c.

, 1

.. Degree of ,coupl ing. Li nk.agesamo.ng IOA mailers occur at three '

level s: at the superintendent' I evel .for- the orma4 i nteragtkrVea4gree-
.

merit.; at .the 'lame of the coordinating committee representatives 'and

iaskforce 'members; and at the level of school persdnnel who partici-
.

pate in some of the workshops. The strongest ties are among the

curriculum administrators ,who serve on tige-coordinating. cbmmittee

. . and -Member representatives ho ier've-on the task' force.
A, ' ,

\# In each of .......

theSe four arraKge s, .member orginizatiohs have
, ,

-numerous ties thrOugh other -Irjai. For xampl.e, a *1five agencies in,
4 . 0 ...

Of ,t OA share Membership in three other,I0As. In one of the 12-memberI'
, . ..., 0-arrangements, all 12 agencies partici.otogether in foursother. -

...

arrangementi (which also include, other age r' ); In IDotii examples.,
._ .

most'of the agencfg are represented in each IOA by a different 41111

. ,
individual and/or,a different subunit. '

0 erat

ro7nial tzat i on: _ extent of 'exchange 'coordi nat4 on by -an ntermediary.
- . 1 .. '. - . - 4,.

. `mrc- .. The conirRt'ftilas.."coardinator fa'Olitates most of the IOA aoteivftles.
-- q . ,,;'
Coordination responsibilities include boordi nating.al 1 .pr most of the.. ,

; d committee andliktc.si'orce meetings, making most. of the arrangements for

, .

,

.

''. ' -

..
.

74".0t

1-42

Worishps and conferences, and disseminating i
7fOtnat

ioh and neeri al s' ..
.

44
1°

,
i.

a . , produced by. g Rnsortitin4to ngmber 'agenies: - '

.

.
. Ar. Intensitl: fr quencyof interaction amorirmembers. - 'The nature of

0

the -activities suppo4ecrly t,he,106 and the deadlines for implwnenting.
,: ---

the, proficlency std-ndards:and -tests-tictated a re4ular ant very high.
a.

.

.

r
*1

1
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..,
$0..

degree of interaction, particUlarly during the first two or three years

. 7 ' . // , . . , -

.of the arrangement. Taken together: the coordinating committee and 0.

e .

k' task force meetings provided for weekly int

working on various productS to be develdpe . The workshops and confer-

raction for the puiTose of

.
encei provided opportunities. for periodic contacts among a broader

range of member personnel. In additi

daily contact with-one 'or more of the
6

exchapge:or prtvide information about

on, the coordinator has almost

Member representatives to

some aspeCt of IOA work.

Reciprocity:. directions of exchange. In these IOAs, th% member

districts contribute equal dollar amounts, share the decision-making'

responsibilities and actual developMent- tasks, and share equally in

the use and bentfits of products, models, and activities of t e IOA.

,

Outputs

Results of the OA: 'direct ,outputs`

direct output IOA mpbers include the

related tasks: and activities and .a series

9

:if

to memles, ancNc31-erit's:t The

coordinalion of most IOA-

of products that are ava,i1-

able forch member to use in its model form,or.to adapt. The

products' incilide model packagevjor Rroficiency assessment standards,

*.
instruments, and 'procedures; rilbdel board of educatieR_Wicies and

..

. procedures for settin'profdciency standards; and test item, banks
,

maintained by' the coordinatiqg ;agency.' _Member personnel have received
, r 'lb 1 '

9 i . t.,

training ln,sttridird setting and test apninistratiop.: Perhapt the

4 .3

'most impor'tant outcome is-that aember dtstricts, are able to establish

and maintain compliance with the na Mate. I

stition,
the jointU,

:developed models and procedurles provide a common base of support

the event of legal challenges to individual districts . standards and

, ,
. .

tests.

.

,J I)
.

Arikb* *I(
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III.B. Freestanding IOA-Enabled Improvement Effort

,

The six collaborative improvement efforts in this subcategory

receive :all or most. of ;their resource support from federal grant or
f

contract fundi.... A single Bay Area R&D agency participates `in five of
-, . .. .

the arrangement4s, with one subunit of that orga-nization participating

in three of the five IOA$.

Only one of the six is an introaeouny. IQA;.,gne is into,r aunty; and

four are interstate. The `siz4of -the IOAs ranges from two too nine em-
.

, bers wi five. combinatidns of orinizations. 'rhree of the arrangements

involve a single ,R&D agency with- a -State department of educ-ation.One

tt includes multiple R&D agtmcies and one an,IHE.

districts and other educational agencies: One is composed, oftm

institutions of higher education and R&D agencies and one other. educa-
.* ,

ti oRal agencY. 'For five of the IOAs, an R&D agency serves as thei,

coordinating agency. The remaining JOA,,is coordindted by a chop

One includes school

' stri ct.

History r
,

circumstance,s?that' led to the IOA.. Al 1 of 'these. IOAs
- .. . . ;

° by one or more ember orga'nizationt Three re formed to rested to

.

exter;3a1 requests or proposals (RFPs): o to conduct research on
.1 , \ -a,

1)1 lingual education Instructon; oiie to provide technical assistance (

.
..

for-basic skil ls improvement projects; one to, design and implement a
4 . .4

Career planni ng i riventory system that will be uniformly, used by member
, ,

, . - : ,
41

organizations in student career counseling and clasr.Oom programs. ,,The,
,

.
,.

11 other threeI0As ,were formed in order to,carry out, Some aspects of a s

- )

broadlikefinedpfogram conducted by an R&D agenc; aimed,* supporting

. .0
.s., .. 4. 6 4

* . 6

.
Te,,, i 84 ..

K.

e initiated

4
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improvement-orientdd dissemination an tiliiation efforts in a three-

.

state region. Although all 'three arrangements share a common focus on

staff'deyelopmerit'in general, the'partidUlirs of) each improvement effort'

and 10A-were based on the needs and resources of participants ih,each

,arrangement. Ond focuses on training school and district personnel'

. to plan .and implement improved reading programs. One focuses on prin-

*cipal staff development forinstructional leadership. One focuses on
, . .

administrative staff development for- competency assessment and instruc-
,

'tional leadership:

.'

Context .

-

41

4
Geseral cooperative environment: emphasis/support for collabora-

tion external to the 0A.,'For most of these arrangements, the primary

, .

impetus for Collaboration comes from the member organizations. Four
.

.
,

are interstate.I0As.and'thus are' subject to a differdnt and larger
t,

0 ----'-

-envfronment-than the collaborative influendes in California, In p

..
.

.

,

*-ticular;smembels in the twy largest arranjements (°basic skills an

.
. -

-bilingual) are usually in
6 ,
competitigp with one another for grants and

:\',.-. ,.
,

contracts similar.to'thbSe supporting the present IOA. Moreover, they
y

aip,
/

.

could have been in .competition for the presents contracts.
. . ,

'Resource availability: number'andtypes df resources external

. s ,../

gember organizations. For three IOAs, mo r all of the fiSCal

.

resources cpome'rm the external sponsor. I ee they are allocated .

i , --

.

,

. to Member agencies on,the 6asts of their parficular tagcs and level of

.e

effort (e.g., number of staff and length of time required to complete

the,tasks). For the other three, the external resources support a
.a.

larger- programmatic effort in,the R&D agency member.and cover all or

e %

most of thit enCy's IOAcOntributions. For the otfter member in each

90
4

4
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,1

1%t

IOA.(SDEs), there,are few, if any, direct fiscal contrib4tions to the

arrangement. However, other resources such as release time and meeting'

. space are contributed.4

I
- Struoture

- Formalization: degree of official agreement given to the exchange

by member organizations. Three of the arrangements require the author.-

ization of the chief emotive officer for each member (basic skills,'

bilingual, career planning). These arrangements involve jointly sub-

mitted proposalswhich represent a legal contract among:members and

'between members as a group and the sponsoring agency. The arrangements

are also reflected as line items in each member's organizatidnal budget.,

Agreements for the other three represent-official and formal member

comthitments, but are*n oi legal contracts and are not reflected in the'

organizational budgets of members.

Intensity: size of resource investment req uired for membership.

This *Property.is covered under resoM.ce

Reciprocity: extent of agreement abOut,bases and. conditions of

exchange. Forfthe three arrangements based on requests for proposals,

the bases and conditipns are la-hely ddfined by the nature of the RFP'

and the, tasks to.beconducted. Basic agreement about which organization .

'conducts and/or participates in each task and how the task will, be con-
.

ducted must be reached in orderto submit a proposal and,is represented

by parricipatiOn in the'O'roject.
1

In the other arrangements, the general-level of Agreement is ne4o:

tilted at the olet.of each 'project. However,-sdMe renegotiations .

4,

, et

occ periodically about the overall' scope of the projects and ahou
4

the SocUi of activities to be, conducted.

A_Mg/83
-1

1

.r,
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Standardization: extent to which units and procedures for exchange

are fixed. For arrangements based on RPFs, all major units and proce-

dures are fixed by the RFP itself and/or by the proposal. Changes in

any of these major'items would reiuire approval by the external sponsor.

For the other IOAs, most units and procedures are flexible and can be

adjusted or changed upon member agreement without external approval.

Types of coordinating mechanisms. All but one IOA have some form

of steering committee.which is responsible for policy decisions: In

addition, all have a designated.fiscal agency which adminislers external

__funds and provides primary_ liaison pith the external sponsor. There is

also a project director who i,s responsible for general prOject,adminis-

t

tration. For these IOAs there are also one or more advisory groups.

Degree of coupling. The contractual nature of these arrangements

provides the strongest tie among members of three IOAs. Although-in

these arrangements it is possible that any one-of tle members could

have conducted the project alone, once the IOA was formed and the
4

`0 contract awarded, external resources to carry out the project became

dependeA in large, measure on the continued pTrticipation of'most, if ,

. .

not all, members. For the other three, external resources for the

particular improvement project do not depenebn ttiecontfinuation of

.

the IOA. At least some o "the activltescouId be conducted by either.

member alone or withobt a- al supporting arrangement..

In all six; most members have several ties with some or most other

.

N

17
members. However; although the ties m4y overlapin time.; the formal'

..
. .. .

.r
IOAs tend fb be periodic rather than regular, and Most are for fixed '.

terms rather than' fOr sustained long-term relationships.

C,tt

7
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Formalization: extent of exchange coordination by an intermediary..

MoSt steering committee, meetings and meetings of advisory groups are
r

arranged and conducted by the coordinating agency. Task force meetings

may be coordinated by another member. In addition, manYworkshops and

technical assistance services for client groups are coordinated and

conducted by another member. However, there are many forma.] exchangei

A
of information and consultation between members that are not coordinated

by any other intermediary agent or agency.

Intensity: frequency' of interaction among members. Due to the

interstate nature of five IOAs, face-to-face contacts among most of..

the IOA memberl are limited primarily to regular steering committee

meetings usually held no more 'than one a month. ,However, there may -

' be additional meetings among subgroups of membei.,organizationS. Other

forms of comOlicationt-particularly phone calls, provi'de the primary

means of interaction. through these.f6;.ms, there is regular, often
.1

weekly communication among members, especially between the coordinating

'agency and other members. '

Reciprocity: directions of exchange. Exchange usually flows
. .

.

fairly' evenly among members, Trimarily-fn the for* of information and
i. ,

expet*se needed to accoMplish their joint tasks. In addition, .five

of the arraRgeMents provide some type of service to.a,plient group or

groups outside the member organizations. In these instances, there is

an exchange flow from one or more members to the clients.,

.0 t u s.
t

.Results of tki-IOA: direct outputs to members and clients. In

all six arrangements, there are tangible produces such as newsletters,

I

_ t =

t

.
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handbooks, or technical reports. n addition, there are'services,

such aq administration of fiscal resources, workshops, consultation

about project design, and impl ntation and evaluation assistance.

III.C. FreestandiK IOA-F standin Im rovement,Effort.

In these 14 IOAs, me er organizations provide most -or all of the

rpktgrces for both the.' provement effort and the collaborative,arrange-
.

ment. .Six of the 14 port some form of staff development efforts Two,

each support health ducation projects and career education projects.

ach of the four r maining arrangements support different improvement

efforts: anenv ronmental project; dissmitIiop of improvement .

resources info ti6n; statewide curriculum develoPMent;.and,scatewide

educational fanning.. Membership size range 4 from three to 159 organi-
.

zations.'

Fi a OJf the/arangegnents are intercounty. Couatg offices partici-

pate {ti and serve a§ cboridinating agencies for all 14: In two.of these

IOAs, school dis6-icts'are.the only other participants. In one there

are only county offices. In two, the SDE also participates, and in one

the other organizations are IHEs. Also in tw90 the other members are
. ,

other educational organizations. Nob-educational organizations are

Pa i* tfeipapts in still two'othei's..10ne arrangement has school districts

jmin-educational ageties'in addition to the County offices One by

`I

school districts,, and non - educational organilations with :the ,

/ 0 :

comity office.

History
. fa.

Cicumstances teat led to the IOA. The origin of all these arrange-

4

meats grew primarily out of informal discussions among a few individuals
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in two 'or three of the organizations. Inmost instances, there were

severail months to &year or more of informal interaction mostly

involving increasingly regular and frequent meetings and information
o

exchange and a few. jointly sponsored activities (e:g., a workshop).

As commtwicationsand activities increased, additional organizatilgis

were invited to participate and to share the-costs of activities..

Eventually, members agreed that a formal arrangement couldlproNde a

:16Ore stable resource base for "shared activities and that regularly

shared activities and resources would reduce unnecessary duplication

and costs.

. Context

General cooperative environment! emphasis/support for coflatiora-.

tion -external to the .IOA. Most oft the educational organizations also

participate in some other externally required or enabled collabbrative

arrangeMent, especially in ones sponsored by the CSDE. In this regard,
0

these 10As are influenced by the CSDE emphasis on collaboration. How-

leVer, there is no external. emphasis specifically for these projects.

Resource availability: number and types,of resources jernal to
. 1%..., i

. .

member organizations. Only three of these rbAs have successfully ,
e--N,

, . , .r1

sought out external fiscal resources. These were grants awarded for

proposal's to carry out specific proje ts--not for regular operation of
,

the collaborative effort as a whop. /,

Structure

, ,

Formaliza : degree of official agredment given td the exdhange

by member'or§aniz Lions. Although a1I.14 IOAs have some form of formal

interagency agreement and are offitially authorized by the chief

'4

0
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executive officer, none of thkagreements is considered a legal con-

tract, and none requires approval by the members' governing boards.

Intensity: size of resource investment required for membership.

-T direct fiscal contribution for most of the arrangementi ranges.

from $500 to $1,000, which is A very small amount for.most members.

However, additional resources such as release time for the staff devel-
-B

()orient I0kactivities increase the contribution. In a few instances.,

there,are substantial printing and mailing costs which are contributed

by members as in-kind services.

Reciprocity: extent of agreement about bases and conditions of

exchange'. Initial mutual agreement is signified by approval of the

agreement itself. Fo100l f these IOAs, the agreements gust-be renewed

each year and are subject to renegotiation at the renewal period.

There has been little turnover in Membership for any of the arrangements.

In additIon% all but one have continued for at least three years and

two have continued for more than 20iyears. Cdntinued participation

suggests general agreement.

Standardization: extent to which-units and procedures for exchange

. are fixed. In general, the units and procedures'appear to be flexible;

Pa .

There are no external requirements which limit negotiations among Them-
e

'hers, and the formal agreements are opep to reconsideration at each

renewal period.

Types of coordinating mechanisms. A steering committee serves as

the decision-making device for each IOA. In addition, there is one

agency designated to coordinate most activities and to administer the

budget. There Are no advisory.,committees for these arrangements. The

Coordinating agent's'IOA responsibilities are Oart-time.
.

J
0 0

t

oe

s
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-.M. 9,
I

4 1 I ,, i k

, Degree of coupling. In several ways, these IOA couplings appear
. ,

4
V,

to be more flexible or less forceful than others in this study. For

example,. they are entirely voluntary and are without substantial
.

. . , .

resource contributions Cr recutrements. 'A member may withdraw at any
. . .

,.:_

.

time without losing major re-sources or Hiking non-compliance With at-',:t; ,

mandate or legal contract. In addition, the improvement efforts- them`-'`'`

selves, although valbable, are not essential to the functioning of

member agencies.

In other ways, they are similar to the other IOAs. There are mul-

tiple levels of linkage in each." In all, there are at least two: the

organizational, level for the formal agreement; and the subunit level for'
9

most interactions. 'In at least half, there also are interactions .

among other subunits and individuals through workshops and technical

atsistance, eft. In addition, vjrtually allthe educational organize -,

tions' have Other IOA,ties withsome other member organizations..

.

Operati ons .
. .

0
.

.

.

Formalization; extent of exchange adrdi nation:by an _intermediary.
,

- Most IOA meetings and interactions are administered by
-

an inteimie.diary.-

.

However, in scale instances, such as frequent large werkshop Or publi-
c

cations development,' coordi nat i On. tasks' are 'shared by 't'ae. designated.,

,

agency and another member. 4

. .
, le---

Intensify:- frequencyof interaction. among members. About half,of
. .. ( .

the lOAs involve some form of geriergNember interaction on a -weekly, m

basil These instances tend to include IOAs tht provide workshops

and on-site staff development programs-or consultation. In the other'

half, face-0-face interactions among most members generally occur

about once a month through committee meeangs. There are-also perfffic

ad hoc task force rneetingt in these IOAs.

SO

ert
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Reciprocity: directions pf exchange. In these arrangements,

most of the exchanges occur mutually among melber, especially in the

.

:in-kind contributions. For example, provision of meeting and Aver*shop

sites and responsibility for acquisitions or odaction of materials is

shared. Members may also provide Some technical assistance and.consul-
.

tation to one another f or program design grid implementation (e.g.,

- inservice prograins).

Outputs

Results of the IOAC direct outputs to members and clients-.

Direct product outputs include items such as
4)
neriiletters, resource

.

/

guides, curriculum guides, and ipstructionai resource materials.

1. Services inglude curri cul um. devel opment and. planni ng ,. implementation'

assistance, and inservice training activities.'

O

4
*a

I`
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